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I.

A PLEA FOR THE BEST BOOKS.

One library differs from another library just as one book differs from another book. The "Franklin Square Library" is a wholly different affair from the Bloomsbury Square Library, perhaps better known to fame as the British Museum. The library of the late Mr. Lenox, which he gave more or less to the citizens of New York, and which has hundreds of Bibles, old and new, in all tongues, bears but little resemblance to the library of a certain free-thinking and free-living gentleman in Paris, who does not own a single book that the Society for the Suppression of Vice would not seize with avidity and destroy with alacrity. There was even an Englishman whose taste was akin both to the late Mr. Lenox's and to the unnamed Parisian collector; and of this copious library of Lord Guilford his sister, Lady Charlotte Lindsay, used to say, aptly enough, that "Frederick's library
contains but two sorts of books—books that can not be read, and books that ought not to be read!"

All three of these libraries differ greatly from one which Mr. Thackeray mentions somewhere in one of his stirring romances—at least we think it was the author of that gay military novel, "Vanity Fair," who introduces us to a young gentleman whose library "consisted principally of old boots." Of course, this last is an extreme case of biblio-poverty, yet it is not quite as extreme as it may seem at first glance. Anecdotes are not wanting to show that to many people boots are as fitting furniture for a library as books. A New York paper recently told a story of an enriched couple who were about to decorate their new mansion in the highest style of the latest art, and who, therefore, went about seeking hints that they might devour and digest to their own profit. Among the houses which they got leave to examine was the home of a prominent publisher; and the sight of the library therein was suggestive to the lady, for she turned to her lord with the pertinent query, "Don't you think we might have some books, too."

Right in the middle of one of the most bookish quarters in New York, right under the shadow of the Astor and the Mercantile Libraries, close to the treasuries of old books guarded by Bouton and Scribner, in Broadway just by Astor Place, a store not long ago was occupied by a "book-butcher"; it was some sort of a literary "dollar-store." Beneath the flaming and incendiary placards which offered a million volumes within, for a mere song, and on an improvised stand in the
street itself, were a hundred or more copies of a bulky and gaudily bound book. Curiosity urged me to discover what book it was which was thus selling off regardless of cost. It proved to be a tawdry subscription book—a biography of General Grant, supplemented by an account of his travels, and lavishly illustrated in the usual style. It had originally been published at three or four dollars a copy, and now it was offered at ninety-five cents! Nay, more; by way of adding insult to injury, the poor tomes were surmounted by a fiery placard, which besought the passer-by to purchase this great work for the small sum of ninety-five cents, adding—with all the dignity of small-caps—that it was "WORTH MORE THAN THIS PRICE JUST TO FILL UP THE BOOK-CASE."

Now, between the gentleman who buys a book just to fill up his book-case and the gentleman whose library consisted mainly of old boots, there is no great difference. That there is some small difference, however, it is but fair to admit. Perhaps the boot-librarian may be taken as the lowest form, and the buyer of books just to fill up as the next lowest. Immediately above this last would come the person who likes to read—now and then—but who judges the book he is reading more by the outside than the inside. At a watering-place not far from Philadelphia, a year or two ago, a lady of literary taste, and, indeed, of a literary family, was besought by one of the tribe of summer boarders to lend a book or two. The lady of literary taste had brought no books with her on her journey, but had from time to time bought odd numbers of one of the omnipresent pamphlet
"libraries." From these she selected novels by Scott, Thackeray, Cooper, and George Eliot, and lent them to the summer boarder. Time passed on, and at last the summer boarder brought the books back, and, in response to a question, declared that she had "liked them very much—yes, pretty well—pretty well—but then, you see, I think I like bound books best!"

"It is nearly an axiom," says Bishop Potter, "that people will not be better than the books they read." And it is almost as much of an axiom that they will judge people much as they judge books. If, therefore, they estimate a book by its binding, they are likely to value a man by his clothing. The outside of a book is the least important part of it. A good book is good by reason of its soul, of its inner light and heat. Its external attire may be gay and gaudy, or sad and somber; it may be bright and fresh, or old and worn. It is the inside alone which is of importance. The hapless man who values books by the outsides has no books in his house save a few gilt and glittering gift-books and a few feeble religious books, and perhaps a patent-medicine almanac and a dream-book or two; and it is pitiful to think what a sad old age he is preparing for himself. The man who values books for themselves, for what they are, for what they teach, for what they mean to him, may have no more volumes than the other; but his Shakespeare and his Molière, his Homer and his Horace, his Scott and his Cooper, his Montaigne and his Emerson, old and battered and faded and shorn as they may be of any early beauty they may have had, are to him more precious than jewels.
There is no treasure in this life below like a great love for books, for they are safe guides in youth and a solace in age. A book is your best companion at all times and in all places. In choosing a book, as in choosing a dictionary, we ought to follow the advice of the advertisements and Get the Best. For ourselves and for our children we ought always to seek to form a taste for the best and a distaste for the bad. Charles Kemble and his wife were very particular in the artistic education of their children; and their daughter, Frances Anne Kemble, actress, essayist, and poet, thus expresses her heartfelt thanks for this care:

"Nor can I ever be too grateful that, restricted as were my parents' means of developing in us the highest culture, they were still such as, combined with their own excellent taste and judgment, preserved us from that which is far worse than ignorance—a liking for anything vulgar or trivial. That which was merely pretty in music, painting, or poetry, was never placed on the same level in our admiration with that which was fine, and though from nature as well as training we enjoyed with great zest everything that could in any sense be called good, our enthusiasm was always reserved for that which was best—an incalculable advantage in the formation of a fine taste and critical judgment."

And Schopenhauer declaims on the "paramount importance of acquiring the art not to read"; in other words, of not reading such books as make a great noise in the world for a little while, and reach several edi-
tions in the first year of their existence, which often is also the last. "We should recollect that he who writes for fools finds an enormous audience, and we should devote the ever-scant leisure of our circumscribed existence to the master spirits of all ages and nations—those who tower over humanity, and whom the voice of Fame proclaims; only such writers cultivate and instruct us. Of bad books we can never read too little; of the good, never too much. The bad are intellectual poison, and undermine the understanding."

And he goes on to insist on the need of reading the best books written for all time, and not the accidental and ephemeral successes of the moment. This advice resolves itself into the dictum that in literature as in life we should keep the best company we can. Life is short and libraries are big; and precious time is lost in reading feeble writing, which unfits us for stronger food. The genial Emerson's advice is closely akin to that of the bitter Schopenhauer. Emerson's three rules are—

1. Never read any book that is not a year old.
2. Never read any but famed books.
3. Never read any books but what you like.

That these were sound rules for Emerson himself we need not doubt, but they are a little too rigid and restricting for most of us. Mr. F. B. Perkins, in his suggestive notes on "Courses of Reading," suggests that Emerson's rules would be perfect if we add to each the clause, "unless you choose." It is Mr. Perkins, also, who has brought to light another set of three rules for reading, which Professor Whitaker, of Cambridge, gave
to John Boyce, one of the translators of King James's Bible. They apply rather to the methods of reading than to the subject:

1. Study, chiefly, standing or walking.
2. Never study at a window.
3. Never go to bed with cold feet.

The advice of Goethe is the advice of Emerson and of Schopenhauer. "Do not read your fellow-strivers, your fellow-workers," said Goethe. And Mr. Matthew Arnold adds: "Of the contemporary rubbish which is shot so plentifully around us, we can, indeed, hardly read too little."

Now, this is no doubt true, when applied to the man of letters, to the man of the highest culture. But it is a hard saying for the man or woman who seeks in books temporary rest and relief after the toil and harass and stress of daily life. Most of us have not the high and cultivated taste which finds more enjoyment in Homer, or Dante, or Milton, than in a light and lively tale of today. And for most of us, therefore, the advice of Goethe, Emerson, Schopenhauer, and Mr. Arnold is too severe, and must needs be broadened and brightened. Yet there can be no doubt that they are right in the main, and that, the nearer we come to the attainment of this ideal, the better it will be for us.

The man who has grasped the inner beauty of the great Greek poets has laid hold of a noble thing. Reading is a great part of education, and, as Mr. Matthew Arnold says, "what a man seeks through his education is to get to know himself and the world; next, that
for this knowledge it is before all things necessary that he acquaint himself with the best which has been thought and said in the world; finally, that of this best the classics of Greece and Rome form a very chief portion, and the portion most entirely satisfactory."

Mr. Arnold is careful to claim no more than that the classics of Greek and Rome are a chief portion of what is best. There are other classics also—Italian and French, English and American. "Robinson Crusoe" is as genuine a classic as "Paradise Lost." Homer, Dante and Goethe are classics truly, but they are not more truly classic than Benjamin Franklin, Walter Scott, or Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. "A classic," says Lowell, "is properly a book which maintains itself by virtue of that happy coalescence of matter and style, that innate and exquisite sympathy between the thought that gives life and the form which consents to every mood of grace and dignity, which can be simple without being vulgar, elevated without being distant, and which is something neither ancient nor modern, always new, and incapable of growing old." A taste for the classics thus described is a gift to be thankful for; and it is a reward to be won by thought, labor, and time.
II.

ON THE BUYING AND OWNING OF BOOKS.

"It seemed to me," says Edward A. Freeman, recording his impressions of this country, "that in America the reading class, the class of those who read widely, who read as far as they go intelligently, but who do not read deeply—those who, without being professed scholars, read enough and know enough to be quite worth talking to—form a larger proportion than in England. On the other hand, the class of those who read really deeply, the professed scholars, is certainly much smaller in proportion in America than it is in England. The class exists; it numbers some who have done thoroughly good work, and others from whom thoroughly good work may be looked for; but it sometimes fails to show itself where one might most have expected to find it."

That is to say, that while the class of professed scholars engaged in original research is narrowly limited, the class of general readers is a very large class, much larger than it is in England. What Mr. Freeman did not add is, that in England the general reader borrows his books from a circulating library, while in America he owns them. An eminent English mathematician once told
me that the thing which most surprised him when he arrived in this country was to hear two young ladies say they had been into town to buy some books. "To buy some books!" he repeated, in astonishment; "in England nobody buys a book." This assertion is, perhaps, not mathematically exact, but it may serve to mark the difference between the two sets of readers of the one language. Mr. Lang, in his delightful book on "The Library," reveals his English limitations at once when he speaks of books being "the rarest of possessions in many houses. There are relics of the age before circulating libraries; there are fragments of the lettered store of some scholarly great-grandfather, and these, with a few odd numbers of magazines, a few primers and manuals, some sermons and novels, make up the ordinary library of a British household." No doubt but the ordinary library of an American household is not like this; or, rather, it has more than these. Instead of the heir-looms from a great-grandfather—which, in America, have got themselves lost in successive removals—there are, perhaps, a few Patent Office Reports and other Pub. Docs. Then there are other things also: there is some attempt at harmony; there is an intention, at least, of selection and symmetry; there is a greater coherence. We do not often inherit books here, and we are too widely scattered to use the circulating library as our English cousins can; and so we have to buy books. As we have but limited means, most of us, we have to be careful in our choice, although the wily and insinuating book-peddler sometimes coaxes us into
subscribing for some "Monumental Work on the Manners and Customs of the American Mosquito," Beautifully Illustrated, and to be issued in only Sixty-four Parts at Fifty Cents a Part. But then he does not take us in twice—at least not with the same book.

There is something to be said in favor of the English system of borrowing books—but not much. A book that is really worth reading is worth owning. A book that has benefited you while reading ought to be within reach immediately whenever you want to refer to it again. It is all well enough to rely on the circulating library or the book-club for the book of the day, the novel which has made an accidental hit, or the sensational book of travels. But it is best to own all really good books, that we may have them at hand whenever we need them. It is well every year to lay aside a certain fixed sum to be spent in books. No other portion of our annual expenditure will yield such high returns.

After the Bible, the most important book in a library, and the first to be bought, is a dictionary. There is little to choose between Webster and Worcester. In the end, the Unabridged is cheaper than the shorter editions, because of the mass of other than merely philological information which it contains. In reality, the Unabridged American Dictionary is a sort of condensed encyclopædia. The smaller dictionaries are more easily handled, and may, therefore, be more readily consulted. The new Century Dictionary, revised by Professor W. D. Whitney, will appear in four volumes, and, although as full as the Unabridged Webster or Worcester, its separate volumes will
be much handier. It is well to have the Unabridged, improved by Denison's Economy Index (Fig. 1). It is well to keep it mounted on the light wire dictionary-holder (Figs. 2 and 3), which makes it easy to carry from room to room, and easy to consult, as it needs no substantial table to support it. The marginal index very greatly facilitates the finding of the needed word.
ON THE BUYING AND OWNING OF BOOKS.

After the dictionary should come a really good atlas. Americans have a great natural fondness for geography, and a good set of maps may be made a source of unending amusement and instruction for young and old during the long winter evenings. The best collections of maps are made in Germany, and are, perhaps, too expensive for most people. But, if it can be afforded, Stieler's Hand-Atlas should be in every house where there are children, or where the grown folks take an intelligent interest in the doings of the world.

An encyclopædia is next in importance to an atlas—may even serve as a substitute for it, if you are careful to get an encyclopædia with a full set of maps. It may be said that the maps in both "Appletons' American Cyclopaedia" and in the new "Encyclopaedia Britannica" are better than those to be found in any of the ordinary atlases; and, therefore, the purchase of either of these encyclopædias makes it needless to buy an atlas also. In choosing an encyclopædia, the purchaser must carefully consider the amount of money which he can afford to spend, and the amount of space on his shelves which he can afford to give. The most elaborate and expensive publication now in the market is the "Encyclopaedia Britannica," which is now (1883) about half finished, and will not be completed for three or four years more. Its treatment of American topics is meager, and it excludes all living celebrities; yet it is an invaluable treasure for those who can afford to purchase it and also the other books needed to supply its deficiencies. "Appletons' American Cyclopaedia" is complete in sixteen volumes;
it can be bought and paid for in installments; it contains excellent maps; it is amply illustrated; it is very full on American topics; and it considers living celebrities. Where an American can purchase only one cyclopædia, beyond all doubt he ought to buy a cyclopædia prepared in America for Americans. And this reminds us that a book of reference is usually a great deal better for being American. It is not that American workmanship is necessarily better than foreign; it is because the horizon of the American compiler is wider. French books are likely to be exhaustive on French topics and on antiquity, and lamentably weak elsewhere. English book-makers are rigidly insular. The American editor not only includes American topics because he needs must; but he has perforce to include English topics likewise, since the history of England is also a part of our heritage; and he is likely to consider both French and German topics as only a little less necessary than English; and thus the book gets a completeness lacking in either French or English works, while the vivacity of the American saves his work from the exhausting exhaustiveness of the German's. Smaller than "Appletons' American Cyclopædia" is Johnson's, which is complete in four ponderous volumes. There is also an American revision of "Chambers's Encyclopædia" in ten volumes.

After the dictionary and the cyclopædia, there are other books of reference very useful, but not absolutely indispensable. Chief among them are Haydn's "Dictionary of Dates" (of which there is an American revision); Bartlett's "Dictionary of Familiar Quotations" (a model
work); Cruden's "Concordance" (the best help to Bible-reading); Mary Cowden Clarke's "Concordance to Shakespeare"; Wheeler's "Noted Names of Fiction," and "Familiar Allusions"; Soule's "English Synonyms"; Adams's "Dictionary of English Literature," and Brewer's "Dictionary of Phrase and Fable" (both British works, with well-meaning but futile efforts to do justice to American subjects); Hole and Wheeler's "Brief Biographies"; Lippincott's "Gazetteer"; Thomas's "Biographical Dictionary"; and Walford's "Men of the Time," a dictionary of contemporary biography, fair for English celebrities, feeble for other foreigners, and wretched for Americans. For those who can afford it, Vapereau's "Dictionnaire des Contemporains" in French is the best book on living celebrities; and Larousse's "Grand Dictionnaire Universel du XIXe Siècle," an enormous work in sixteen enormous volumes, is the fullest cyclopaedia on all but English and American topics. For a family speaking French, and able to stand the expense, the best two cyclopédias would be Appletons' for English and American subjects, maps, and illustrations, and Larousse's for foreign and classic subjects. Champlin's "Young Folks' Cyclopaedia of Common Things" is an excellent book for children; it is clear and simple, and so well-arranged that a child has no difficulty in learning to use it as soon as he has learned to read: and the use of reference-books can not be acquired too soon.

Of these various books of reference the dictionary is the one absolutely essential. It is the one book no gentleman's library should be without. And no gentleman's
library should be without as many of the other books of reference as he can, after due consideration, afford to purchase. In general, it may be said that the farther he lives from a public library, the more remote and isolated his residence, the more books of reference he needs. Strictly speaking, books of reference are not intended to be read; they are for consultation only—although there is very fascinating reading to be got out of a dictionary, and even out of a gazetteer. Now we come to the books specifically and unequivocally intended to be read.

First among these is a complete Shakespeare; next is a good history of the United States—Bancroft's or Hilldrath's, if you can afford them; Higginson's or Doyle's if you must have a cheap single volume. Next, again, is a volume of selected poetry. Dana's "Household Book of Poetry" is, perhaps, the best, all things considered. Fourth should come a history of England; and there can be but little doubt that Green's is the best for the general reader. For the young, perhaps Dickens's "Child's History of England" is better, but Green can be easily digested by an intelligent and inquiring child. In the fifth place may come a history of English literature, either ample and philosophic, like Taine's brilliant and suggestive work, or brief and pointed, like Stopford Brooke's.

Here we are come to the end of the list of books suited to nearly all sorts and conditions of men. Any man, woman, or child may find amusement and instruction in the books already named. In extending the catalogue,
however, individual tastes must be consulted. As the reader's predilections run to history, or literature, or science, so must the list of books vary. All that can be done is to advise the reader where to go to get the names of the books he may want, and where he may learn about their worth. There are many guides which profess to help the chance reader. Some are good, and most are not.

Bishop Potter's "Hand-book for Students and Readers," and President Porter's "Books and Reading," are both excellent books. They are rather more treatises for the student than guides for those about to begin a library. The last edition (1882) of President Porter's volume has a classified list of the best books drawn up by Mr. J. M. Hubbard, of the Boston Public Library. Better than either is Mr. F. B. Perkins's little volume on "The Best Reading," which contains not only general remarks on what to read and how to read it, accompanied by much shrewd practical advice, but also classified and annotated lists of books in all departments of literature. A supplementary volume, prepared by Mr. Lynds E. Jones, brings the work down to 1883. With these two volumes as a guide, the purchaser of books can not go far wrong. Other books attempting the same task, and in great measure covering the same ground as the volumes of Bishop Potter, President Porter, and Mr. Perkins, are Mr. G. A. F. Van Rhyn's "What and How to Read," Mr. William E. Foster's "Libraries and Readers," Prof. Richardson's "Choice of Books," Mr. S. S. Green's "Libraries and Schools," and the "Hints for Home Reading," edited by Dr. Lyman Abbott.
It is a good thing, also, to consult the later catalogues of leading American libraries. In some of these there are very elaborate notes describing the special qualities of the various books in each department. The catalogue of the Quincy Public Library, for instance, contains long notes on English history prepared chiefly by Mr. Charles Francis Adams, Jr. There are lists of books on special topics published by the Boston Public Library, the Providence Public Library, and the Brooklyn Mercantile Library, either separately, or as part of the regular catalogue of the library. A very handy little volume, called "Books for all Time," contains a list of the chief authors, with brief and suggestive criticisms, and the names of their most important works. Except that there is, perhaps, too heavy a proportion of American names in this list, and a little too light a proportion of the great Frenchmen, Italians, and Germans, there is scarcely a fault to find with it. The same publisher (F. Leyboldt, New York) has issued another little pamphlet volume even more invaluable—"Books for the Young," a guide for parents and children, compiled by Miss C. M. Hewins, the Librarian of the Hartford Library Association. Miss Hewins has been singularly successful in interesting the younger readers of Hartford in better books than they had been wont to take out of the library. Her prefatory remarks are full of common sense. Her advice on "How to Teach the Right Use of Books" to children is apt and pertinent, and can not be too closely adhered to by any careful parent who remembers that a child's reading is the most important part of his education, and
that it is what he reads for himself with pleasure, rather than what he may study at school as a task, which will give the bent to his future life. Especially to be commended is Miss Hewins's note on English and American history for children, and on the means by which they may be led to take a living interest in the story of their own people.

There are many other books about books which the general reader, or the man who is beginning to form a library, will find useful. There is Dr. Allibone's exhaustive "Dictionary of English Literature," containing biographical sketches of all who have written in English, with full lists of their works, and abundant extracts of criticism thereon. There is Bohn's revision of Lowndes's "Bibliographer's Manual," a classified list of the best editions of all English writers, now a little old-fashioned and out of date. For those who are bitten by the taste for the curiosities and rarities of literature, who are seized with the liking for books as books independent of their contents, for those who are learned in editions and conditions and bindings and book-plates, there are many special treatises, two of which are particularly to be singled out for their genuine literary charm. The first is "The Bookhunter" of the late John Hill Burton, and the second is "The Library," by Mr. Andrew Lang, which includes a chapter on "English Illustrated Books" by Mr. Austin Dobson. Mr. Lang's volume is one of the "Art at Home" series, and is, therefore, devoted rather to the elegances of the library than to its practical use. But it is a charmingly written plea for bibliomania, full
of recondite learning, lightly carried, and pleasantly set forth. Also to be commended is "A Handy Book about Books," by Mr. John Power, addressed to all those who are fond of books for their own sake. Mr. Power's book contains many practical hints on the care and keeping of books. The present writer takes pleasure in recording here his indebtedness both to Mr. Lang and to Mr. Power.

Mr. Perkins concludes his remarks on the duty of buying books with two incisive sayings:

1. Own all the books you can.
2. Use all the books you own—and as many more as you can get.

There is twice the satisfaction to be got out of a book you own than is to be got out of a book only borrowed. If you own a book, you can read it at will, as fast as you please, as slowly as you please, as often as you please; you can think about and talk about and put your hand at once on the passage you approve of; you can even lend it to the man who disagrees with you, and so crush him completely and convert him ultimately. There is pure enjoyment in the possession of a good book. Remember how Charles Lamb used to be hungry for an old folio play until at last he could resist no longer, and he and Mary had to pinch to pay for the fearful joy. Charles Lamb and his sister thought, with Alonzo of Arragon, that there is nothing equal to

"Old wood to burn! Old wine to drink! Old friends to trust! Old books to read!"
Of all old friends, old books are surely the best. But old books are like old friends in that they must have been new once; and the friendship is all the stronger if both parties have grown old together.

It is not easy to advise exactly as to the best way of buying books, since so much depends on circumstance and situation. In general, it is best to make a friend of the most active and intelligent bookseller within reach. Decide on the sum you can afford to spend this year. Make out a list of the books you want. Take this to the bookseller and ask him to get you the books, and to allow you a fair discount proportionate to the size of the order. After these books have come, keep on good terms with the bookseller. Form the habit of dropping into his store now and again to see what he has likely to suit you. Lay aside a fixed sum annually to be spent in books. Consult with the bookseller as to the best means of laying this out to advantage. Remember that in general it is best to deal directly and regularly with an established bookseller. Beware of the itinerant book-peddler; most of his books are made to sell, and are not worth reading. Beware of the canvassing agent, unless he represents a reputable house. Never buy at auction unless you have had an opportunity previously to examine the goods to see that they have no defects, and are in every way in good condition. Remember that the highest-priced books are not necessarily the best, or the lowest-priced necessarily the cheapest. Choose good type, and good paper, and good ink, even if they cost a little more; it is false economy to spare the pocket and spoil the eyes. A book
that is worth buying at all is worth buying in good condition and in a good edition. When in doubt between two editions of the same standard book, choose that which has the fullest index.

In buying second-hand books—and many, if not most, standard works can best be had second-hand from a dealer in old books—it costs but little more to get a copy well bound in morocco, in half-roan, or even in half-calf. A second-hand book sells on its own merits independent of its binding, and by biding your time and looking about you can generally pick up a neatly-bound copy for the price you would pay for a copy in cloth or in boards.
III.

ON READING.

Mr. Edward Everett Hale tells us that he once knew a young man, who afterward became insane, who was so impressed with his own ignorance that he went to the college librarian and asked him at which end of the library it was customary for students to begin. And Mr. Charles Dudley Warner tells us that a college professor not long ago informed him "that a freshman came to him, after he had been recommending certain books in the literature class, and said he had never read a book in his life. This was literally true. Except his textbooks, he had never read a book. He had passed a fair examination, but of reading he knew no more than a Kaffir."

The first thing one notices is that very few people read, in the exact sense of the word. "Reading and writing come by nature" is as true of the one as it is of the other; and while an enormous proportion of the people of these United States are capable of the physical act of reading, and do, indeed, practice it now and then, so far as to read the market reports or the deaths and marriages, only a few are habitual readers. And even of these, how many are there who read anything besides
cheap fiction—cheap, I mean, in quality—the ready-made literature turned out by the fiction-mills? In the public libraries, seventy per cent. of the books taken out in the course of a year are cheap fiction; and the cheap fiction which gets itself between the covers of a book and upon the shelves of a library is not one half of that which runs its course in the columns of some weekly story-paper. One of these papers advertises that its circulation is more than a third of a million copies a week; and, if every copy is read by three persons, this means that the stories in this paper are read by a million people a week. Now, there are always five, six, or seven continued tales in each number, besides shorter stories, verse, moral essays, and the like. To read the weekly number through would take all the spare time of any one who had to work for his or her living—and who has not? So here is a fiftieth part of the people of these United States, celebrated for their school system, giving all their reading hours to the trash published by one paper; and there are a dozen other papers like unto this. Now, it is not right to call the consumers of stuff like this readers. Charles Lamb speaks of books which are not books, so these are readers who are not readers. They read with the eye alone, while the brain is inert.

This class is far harder to deal with than the still larger class which, like the collegians Mr. Hale and Mr. Warner tell us about, have never made any use of the power of reading which was hammered into them in the primary school. The man who has rarely opened a book may be induced to do so; and he may be so gratified
with his discovery of the pleasure and profit which he finds in reading that he will never give it up. There is a well-known story of a man who, after a very slight schooling, had been obliged to earn his own living; he was possessed of the combination of powers which make for success, and he gained a large fortune in California before he was forty. He built him a fine house, in which the architect put a "library," so the owner sent a five-thousand-dollar check East to a bookseller for books to fill it. The books went to California, and the new millionaire, having now time on his hands, took to reading. A few months later he wrote East to the bookseller, saying that the books he had sent were thoroughly satisfactory, especially the plays of a man called Shakespeare. He had enjoyed these very much. They were the real thing, and, if this Shakespeare wrote anything more, please forward it to him at once by express, C. O. D. This story, which I have seen cited as characteristic stupidity on the part of a self-made man, strikes me, on the contrary, as highly to his credit. That he, without any literary culture whatever, should be able to appreciate Shakespeare's work, in spite of the archaisms and other things which tend to veil its beauty and its strength from us, is as good proof of his native intelligence as one could wish. If that man had spent his spare time reading cheap fiction, in all probability he would never have made his fortune; and of a certainty he would never have been able to enjoy Shakespeare if his appreciation of what is good had been lowered by trash.

Readers of trash and nothing else, and the readers of
nothing at all—save, perhaps, the probabilities in the morn-
ing papers—may well be classed together. And, as I have said, the second class is easier to interest than the first. Unfortunately for the present writer, those who don’t read are not likely to read this, and are thus deprived of much good advice. Still, the good advice shall be given in the hope that those who have need of it may get it second-hand. Those who do not read can only be got to read by giving them something which will interest them sufficiently to make them want to read it through when they have once begun. And what will interest a man depends altogether on the man. In literature, as in die-
etics, what is one man’s meat is another man’s poison. One thing may be said most emphatically: never give any “improving books” to a man who does not read; to do so is to waste your effort and his. When the read-
ing habit is once formed you may, perhaps, get him in-
terested in a tract or in a religious biography of the or-
dinary Sunday-school type. But no such book will ever tempt him to go on reading for its own sake.

The rule is simple: study the man or the woman or the child, and put before him or her the book he or she is most likely to begin, and, having begun, most likely to finish. The California millionaire, having a knowledge of men and things, could at once take delight in Shakes-
peare. In all probability, the firemen around the corner, whose little library you are trying to increase and im-
prove, will not take so kindly to Shakespeare; but Tom Hughes’s “Alfred the Great,” and Higginson’s “Young Folks’ History of America”—the best little book of its
kind I ever saw—and Nordhof's "Politics for Young Americans," and a good collection of miscellaneous poems—these are the books they are likely to look at, and, in all probability, to read. You can not cure a boy of reading the "Bold Brigand of the Dead Gulch" by giving him the "Student's Hume"—one of the driest books which ever made a boy thirsty—or any of the ordinary old-fashioned text-books of history. But you might get him to give up "Lone-eyed Jim, the Boy Scout," to read one of Mayne Reid's stories; and from those the transition is easy to the sea-tales of Cooper and Marryat—two salt-water romancers far healthier than most of the rose-water novelists of to-day. And after you have got the boy interested in these sea-fighters of fiction, let him have Southey's "Life of Nelson," a good biography of Paul Jones, and, if the size of it does not frighten him, Cooper's "History of the American Navy."

The one essential thing to do, when you are trying to change a man who does not read into a man who does read, is to put yourself in his place. What is his business? What are his tastes? What are his surroundings? The answers to these questions suggest the weak points in his indifference. If he is an artisan who gives his evenings to the reading of a weekly story-paper, and so has the freshness taken out of his mind by its cheap fiction, suggest his trying Charles Reade's "Put Yourself in His Place"; and if this story of strikes interests him, lend him Reade's other novels, most of which are so manly, and touch so closely on questions of history and politics, that the reader is tempted to learn more about
what the novelist has thus enticingly alluded to. If a lady has a strong taste for going to the theatre, suggest her reading Dr. Doran’s "Their Majesties' Servants"—the most amusing as it is the most authoritative of stage-histories—and insist on her reading Lewes's "Actors and Acting," the one good book on a difficult subject. If she like these, then she may begin on the grand line of English histrionic biographies which begins with Colley Cibber's "Apology" and comes down to Macready's "Reminiscences."

While there are many persons who have either read nothing but trash or else read nothing at all, there is a large class who already love reading, and yet are not quite sure what to read, or how to get the greatest advantage from their reading. The best suggestion I can give to such is: Read what you want. If you have a taste for reading, and are forming a habit of reading, you may be trusted to read what you want. By this I do not mean to read odds and ends, and all sorts of books—good, bad, and indifferent. Far from it. I mean that you should find out what you want to read, find out what you want to know about, find out what subjects most interest you—and then, when you have found out, read the best books on this subject.

Don't lay out a course of reading, or, if you do, rest assured that before it is finished you will be laid out. A course of reading is like an encyclopædia; it is meant to take in everything. Now, anybody who believes that he can take in everything will be taken in himself. The mass of accumulated knowledge is now enormous, and
to take even a cursory view of it all is only possible for a very well-educated man. To know something of everything is getting, day by day, to be a harder task. But to know almost everything about something is more nearly within everybody's reach. To know absolutely everything on a given subject is not possible even to the specialist, but to get a good grasp of a subject, be it scientific, or historical, or literary, to know what is best worth knowing about it—this can be done by almost anybody with good will and a little perseverance. And what a gain it is when you once have it! What a satisfaction it is to feel that of one subject, at least, you are master! Other people may know more of other things, but, if they once come on your ground, you are at home, and can receive them with easy hospitality. The mastery of one subject is the basis of culture. Besides knowing how much there is to know on any subject, measuring the depth of your own ignorance is a very wholesome mental discipline, and tends to make you listen more attentively to others on subjects which you know them to have studied. (Incidentally it is to be said that a due appreciation of the value of the opinion of specialists is a need in this country—as the greenback craze goes to show.)

Now, the way to master a subject is to begin at the beginning. Suppose you want to know about Greek literature. You have noted one of Macaulay's or Matthew Arnold's glowing tributes to the noble simplicity of Grecian writing, and you want to read about it. Get Jebb's "Primer of Greek Literature," which is almost
as good as Stopford Brooke's "Primer of English Literature"—as high praise as one can give any book of the kind. This will tell you the conditions under which the Greeks worked. Then if you are attracted toward any other writer, and want to know more about him, get the volume in which he and his works are discussed at length in the series of "Ancient Classics for English Readers." By the time you have read that, you will know whether you really want to study this Greek author or not, whether you are capable of appreciating him, and, therefore, whether your time and attention can be given to him to advantage.

The one thing young readers need most to be warned against is the reading of standard classics which they do not appreciate, which they do not like, and which they are really bored by. If you can not appreciate a great author, if he tires you, if he does not interest you, put him down and begin again more humbly. In time, if you keep on cultivating your taste, you can take him up again with a greater hope of success. If you can not read "Paradise Lost" with enjoyment, while you can enjoy "Beautiful Snow," do not try to read "Paradise Lost" just yet. Try the works of other old poets; perhaps you may find something which you do like as well as "Beautiful Snow." You may rest assured that it will be better.

As soon as the taste for reading is formed, that taste begins to improve, and its improvement should be sedulously cultivated. Every man who has read a great deal will tell you that he has left far behind him the books
he admired when he began. What he admired at twenty is far inferior to what he admires at thirty or forty. He is constantly going up a literary ladder. Now, it makes little matter on what round of the ladder the reader begins, so long as he climbs. It is the act of climbing which is beneficial, not the elevation attained. If you are a boy, and you read for excitement, for adventure, and for this reason take a story-paper, give it up, and try one of Mr. Towle's series of books about the "Heroes of History," or one of Dr. Eggleston's "Lives of Famous Indians." I think you would find these, if not so feverish and breathless as the story-paper, full of real interest and healthy excitement. The advantage of getting an interest in these figures from real life is that you are not limited to the one book about them; if you want to find out more, there are other books to be consulted, and, more than all, there is some real knowledge gained, for you to add to. If Mr. Towle's "Pizarro" attracts you, go from that to Prescott's narrative of the conquest of Peru; and from that you may be led to his other histories of the Spanish dominion in America, and Prescott may thus introduce you to Irving and to Motley. And, when you have got so far, the whole field of European history is open before you. The one rule to begin is: Get the best—the best, that is, that you can read with satisfaction, and then go onward and upward.

And this brings us to the third class—those who know what to read, but desire advice as to how to get the best results from their reading. Having formed the habit of reading, and having thus got your foot on the ladder of
literary culture, how are you to get the most result from these? First of all, always think over a book when you have finished it. Criticise it. Form your own opinion of it. If you liked it, ask yourself why you liked it. If you disliked it, ask yourself why you did not like it. See if the fault was in the book or in you. If you were greatly interested, try and find out whether this was due to the author or to the subject. In short, consider carefully the impression the book has left on you. No matter how poor a book may be, the cheapest bit of cheap fiction, you ought to form an opinion about it, and be able to give some sort of a reason for it. It may not be easy at first, but practice makes perfect.

Then, if you can find somebody else who has read the book, talk it over; exchange your impression for his impression, and see whether, on sober second thought, he is more nearly right than you or not. Books which have been read by all of a family are excellent topics for general talk at table. And the listening to such talk is often of great influence on children. Children are naturally desirous of doing like grown folks; and, seeing that grown folks read and talk about books, makes them desirous to read books also, that they may have something to talk about too.

Try to correct your opinion of a book and to refreshen it by reading about it. If you have been reading a great author, see what the great critics have been saying of him. If you have been reading an essay on a great author or a biography of him, take up his own works next, that you may gain the benefit of the interest around about him.
If you have been reading any special history, try and see how it fits into the general history of the world: and for this purpose I know no books to be compared with Mr. Freeman's "Primer of European History" and his "First Sketch of History." These begin at the beginning, and tell the march of events to our generation. They are too slight and too much in outline—too rigid, indeed, to be the best works for one ignorant in history; but for reviewing one's knowledge, for tying together the information one has got from special histories, I know no better books.

Then, as you are reading a book, it is well to mark important passages. If the book is your own—and a man should own as many good books as he can—make a light mark with a hard pencil in the margin of the passage. If the book is not yours, put in a slip of paper. When you have ended the book, read over the marked passages, and index those which on this second reading seem worthy of it, or likely in any way to be of use to you. If the book is yours, turn to the blank page at the end and give a hint of the passage and the page it is on; thus:

John Brown. p. 21,

Shakespearean quotation, p. 47,

Anecdote of a wise dog, p. 93,

and so on. If the book is not yours, take a page in a notebook, or a sheet of note-paper, and make your index on that, heading it with the title of the book.

Mr. Joseph Cook tells us that he marks important passages with a line on the outer margin of the book he is reading, more important with a double line, and most important with a triple line; while passages that he disagrees
with or disapproves of are marked in like manner with one, two, or three lines on the inner margin. He advises the committing to memory of all three-line passages. The reader should also strenuously cultivate the habit of searching diligently in dictionaries and encyclopædias and gazetteers, and in whatever books of reference he can get access to. He should let no allusion pass without an effort to find out what it means. Macaulay bristles with allusions, but there are scarcely any that a quick reader can not dig out of an encyclopædia in a few minutes. And, when found, make a note of it—as Cap’n Cuttle tells us. It is this faculty of filling up the breaks in his information which marks the man of education. It was the Bishop of Manchester who gave a good definition of the educated man: "When a man goes out into the world knowing when he does know a thing, knowing when he does not know a thing, and knowing how knowledge is to be acquired, I call him a perfectly educated man."

It will astonish a beginner to find out how soon the habit of looking up things will beget a facility. As John Hill Burton says, in the "Bookhunter," "all inquirers, like pointers, have a sort of instinct, sharpened by training and practice, the power and acuteness of which astonish the unlearned." It is this "reading with the fingers," this turning over of the pages rapidly and alighting on the exact spot where the thing wanted is to be found—this is the best test of active scholarship. "It is what enabled Bayle to collect so many flowers of literature—all so interesting, and yet all found in corners so distant and obscure."
ON FICTION.

In advocating increased facilities for reading good books, Dr. John Hall spoke of the value of a well-selected library to quell the "spirit of unrest which is agitating the poor, call it nihilism, or what you will, that sows the pernicious seeds of discord under the fair and plausible name of freedom and human rights." And Dr. Hall went on to declare that, in a well-selected library, fiction should be fully represented. "The imagination," he said, "is a fact of the human nature; it has its cravings, and has to be dealt with wisely. Some people will listen to things that they will not get in any other way in fiction. To suppose that everything can be ticketed with 'bad' or 'good' is baby-talk. Better say that they are first-rate, second-rate, and so on, to tenth- and twentieth-rate, even to a hundredth-rate. What we want to make people seek is the first-rate, and not to waste their strength on the tenth-rate."

In other words, Dr. Hall recognizes the truth of Sir John Herschel's dictum that the novel is "one of the most powerful engines of civilization ever invented." Yet there are those who do not believe in reading fiction. There is even an American librarian who arose recently,
in a meeting of American librarians, and declared he had never read a novel in his life. There are those who wish to confine the young to the study of science, and the continued examination of facts and consequent curbing of the imagination. There are those who would totally exclude all fiction—first-rate, second-rate, and tenth-rate—from all libraries, public and private. These Gradgrinds do not understand that fiction, as Dr. James Freeman Clarke says, "meets an eternal taste in man," and that "a man who has no taste for fiction is deficient in some faculty. Reading fiction is not an evil to be abated, but a tendency to be educated, purified, and guided." The taste for fiction is often a sign of the awakening of the intellect. "In the intellectual development of every person, who later on becomes a scholar," remarks Mr. W. F. Poole, there is a period "when he craves novel-reading, and the craving ought to be satisfied. Jeremy Bentham, who was the most practical of English jurists, condemns the practice of his parents in keeping novels out of his reach and compelling him to read them by stealth; and Lord Macaulay gives the same testimony in his own experience."

Here are a cloud of witnesses who testify to the good that fiction may do, and to the necessity of letting it go about its good work. There is no need to call witnesses to testify to the harm that fiction may do. The evil done in the last generation and this by "Jack Sheppard" is known to all. The dreadful damage wrought to-day in every city, town, and village of these United States by the horrible and hideous stuff set weekly before the boys and
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girls of America by the villainous sheets which pander greedily and viciously to the natural taste of young readers for excitement, the irreparable wrong done by these vile publications, is hidden from no one. But the best way to fight the evil is not by excluding fiction altogether, for, as we have seen, the love of fiction is a healthy love and a necessity, and all attempts to crush it must needs be futile. The better way is to supply good fiction in place of bad. Unless a young reader has become thoroughly contaminated by long soaking in the foul waters of low fiction, his taste can be improved. The bad stories are cheap and fiery. Give him good stories, as cheap and better, fuller of meat, stronger in tone, and in the main as interesting, and there is hope that in time he will give up the "Pirate's Bride" for Mayne Reid, Marryat, and Cooper. But it is hopeless to attempt to wean him from his blood-and-thunder tales by a diet of milk-and-water "Sunday-school" stories. Indeed, it may be doubted whether the ordinary "Sunday-school story" is not as pernicious and as demoralizing in one way as the fiery trash-tale is in another. It is, in fact, the two classes who have been fed on these two diets—the feeble and the fiery—who have most need of a strong and sustaining fare of wholesome fiction.

It is with the view of suggesting an ample supply of wholesome fiction that the following list of a hundred Best Novels has been drawn up. It is based on a similar list prepared by an eminent authority on all that pertains to books and to the reading of books, Mr. F. B. Perkins, and contributed by him to the excellent "Library Journal." Use has also been made of the answers sent in to two prize
questions published in the "Literary News"—a most useful little monthly magazine for all who are interested in the best books, new and old. One of the prize questions was the naming of the ten Best Novels, and the other was the naming of the ten Next Best Novels. The readers of the "Literary News" brought in a verdict that the ten Best Novels were these, arranged in the order of their popularity:

Charles Dickens's "David Copperfield."
Walter Scott's "Ivanhoe."
George Eliot's "Adam Bede."
Nathaniel Hawthorne's "Scarlet Letter."
W. M. Thackeray's "Vanity Fair."
Charlotte Brontë's "Jane Eyre."
Harriet Beecher Stowe's "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
W. M. Thackeray's "Newcomes."
Victor Hugo's "Les Misérables."
Miss Mulock's "John Halifax, Gentleman."

As to the ten Next Best Novels the readers of the "Literary News" could not quite agree. As to nine they had no doubt. The difficulty was to fill the tenth place, for which three competitors had equal votes. Arbitrarily deciding which of these three seems best to the present writer, the second decade of good novels consists of the following, arranged, as before, in order of their popularity:

Walter Scott's "Kenilworth."
W. M. Thackeray's "Henry Esmond."
George Eliot's "Romola."
Lord Lytton's "Last Days of Pompeii."
George Eliot's "Middlemarch."
Nathaniel Hawthorne's "Marble Faun."
W. M. Thackeray's "Pendennis,"
Charles Kingsley's "Hypatia."
Nathaniel Hawthorne's "House of Seven Gables."
George Eliot's "Mill on the Floss."

Now, it may be doubted whether any one novel-reader will accept the first list as the ten absolutely best novels, or the two lists together as the twenty absolutely best novels. But, that all ten and all twenty are very good novels indeed, no candid reader will be disposed to dispute. To us the best novel is the novel we like best, and as we differ from others, so our liking differs from that of others. It might not be difficult to find two people, or three, or four who agree that "David Copperfield" is absolutely the best novel ever written; but if they agreed in this they would probably not agree in thinking that "Ivanhoe" was the second best, and "Adam Bede" the third. As the length of the list increases, so does the difficulty of an exact agreement. Of the following list of a hundred Best Novels, all that the compiler can say for it is that all the hundred are very good novels, and that between seventy and ninety of the titles would reappear on any list made by any competent authority. No two men would make a list at all alike. No man would make a list like any woman's. And no old woman would pick out the same hundred novels as any young woman. The present list contains the names of a hundred Best Novels, written originally in English by British or American authors. Following it is a list of fifty Best Foreign Novels, easily accessible in translation to the American reader. In these two lists are included
nearly ninety of the novels on the list of Mr. Perkins, and all the novels on the two lists of the "Literary News." To show the diversity of opinion on this delicate subject, and the strength of personal feeling, it will suffice to say that Mr. Perkins omitted entirely from his list one novel—"John Halifax, Gentleman"—which forty-four readers of the "Literary News" voted to include among the ten Best Novels. He also omitted from his hundred two novels which the readers of the "Literary News" chose to include in the list of ten Next Best Novels. Plainly enough, the drawing up of a list like this is a marked evidence of the existence of what the astronomers call the personal equation. Here, however, is my doxy; you are free in turn to make your doxy.

List of a hundred Best Novels in English:

Defoe's "Robinson Crusoe."  
Swift's "Gulliver's Travels."  
Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress."  
Goldsmith's "Vicar of Wakefield."  
Smollett's "Humphrey Clinker."  
Fielding's "Tom Jones."  
Johnson's "Rasselas."  
Godwin's "Caleb Williams."  
Mrs. Shelley's "Frankenstein."  
Beckford's "Vathek."  
Scott's "Waverley."  
"Guy Mannering."  
"Bride of Lammermoor."  

---

Scott's "Rob Roy."  
"Ivanhoe."  
"Talisman."  
"Old Mortality."  
"Quentin Durward."  
"Heart of Midlothian."  
"Kenilworth."  
Miss Austen's "Pride and Prejudice."  
"Sense and Sensibility."  
Dickens's "Pickwick Papers."  
"Nicholas Nickleby."  
"David Copperfield."  
"Dombey and Son."  
"Tale of Two Cities."  

* The novels marked with an asterisk, although English classics, are not to be recommended to the young.
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Dickens's "Oliver Twist."
Thackeray's "Vanity Fair."
"Pendennis."
"Newcomes."
"Henry Esmond."
George Eliot's "Adam Bede."
"Romola."
"Mill on the Floss."
"Middlemarch."
Marryat's "Japhet in search of a Father."
"Midshipman Easy."
Michael Scott's "Tom Cringle's Log."
Lever's "Charles O'Malley."
"Harry Lorrequer."
Lover's "Handy Andy."
Porter's "Scottish Chiefs."
Brontë's "Jane Eyre."
Bulwer's "My Novel."
"Last Days of Pompeii."
Warren's "Ten Thousand a Year."
Kingsley's "Hypatia."
"Yeast."
Disraeli's "Coningsby."
Miss Mulock's "John Halifax, Gentleman."
Hughes's "Tom Brown at Rugby."
Sheppard's "Charles Aunchester."
Collins's "Woman in White."
Reade's "Peg Woffington."
Hardy's "Far from the Madding Crowd."
Anthony Trollope's "Last Chronicles of Barsetshire."
Walter Besant's "Chaplain of the Fleet."
E. C. Grenville Murray's "Member for Paris."
Mrs. Oliphant's "Chronicles of Carlingford."
William Black's "Princess of Thule."
"Strange Adventures of a Phaeton."
R. D. Blackmore's "Lorna Doone."
Hawthorne's "Scarlet Letter."
"Marble Faun."
"House with Seven Gables."
Charles Brockden Brown's "Arthur Mervin."
W. G. Simms's "Beau Champa."nJudd's "Margaret."
Wetherell's "Wide, Wide World."
Ware's "Zenobia."
Holland's "Sevenoaks."
De Forest's "Overland."
F. M. Crawford's "Mr. Isaacs."
Cooper's "Spy."
"Pilot."
"Red Rover."
"Water-witch."
"Last of the Mohicans."
Mrs. Stowe's "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
"Old Town Folks."
"Minister's Wooing."
Longfellow's "Hyperion."
"Kavanagh."
Kennedy's "Horseshoe Robinson."
Melville's "Typee."
Winthrop's "John Brent."
"Edwin Brothertoft."
Holmes's "Elsie Venner."
Aldrich's "Queen of Sheba."
In this list of a hundred Best Novels in English the word novel has been taken to cover any work of fiction—novel, romance, or tale—sufficiently long to stand by itself. It seemed best to exclude short stories and sketches, although this has been done with the greatest regret, as there is no department of literature in which American authors have been more successful than in the very difficult art of writing a short story. Young as our literature is, having lived a life of barely half a century, our short stories may safely challenge the world. The short stories of Edgar Allen Poe, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Bret Harte, George W. Cable, T. B. Aldrich, Edward Everett Hale, and Constance Fenimore Woolson are of a very high order of merit. Mr. Hale’s extraordinarily effective and affecting story of “The Man without a Country” is a work of art surpassing in value all but the best of the novels in the preceding list. The collection of short stories called “Little Classics,” and edited by Mr. Rossiter Johnson, may be recommended highly.

In the list of fifty Best Foreign Novels, herewith appended, I have marked with an asterisk the half-dozen tales which are least fitted for young readers, not that they are at all immoral, but merely because they are not the best food for youth. Here is the list:
Cervantes’s “Don Quixote.”
Le Sage’s “Gil Blas.”* 
Prévost’s “Manon Lescaut.” *
Saintine’s “Picciola.”
Saint-Pierre’s “Paul and Virginia.”
Lamartine’s “Graziella.”
Hugo’s “Notre Dame de Paris.”
 “Les Misérables.”
De Vigny’s “Cinq-Mars.”
Sue’s “Wandering Jew.”
 “Mysteries of Paris.” *
Balzac’s “Eugénie Grandet.”
Gautier’s “Captain Fracasse.”
Dumas’s “Monte Cristo.”
 “Three Guardsmen.” *
George Sand’s “Consuelo.”
 “La Petite Fadette” (Fan-chon).
Flaubert’s “Madame Bovary.” *
Feuillet’s “Romance of a Poor Young Man.”
Halévy’s “Abbé Constantin.”
Henri Greville’s “Sonia.”
 “Dosia.”
About’s “Romance of an Honest Man.”
 “King of the Mountains.”
Erckmann-Chatrian’s “Conscript of 1813.”
Jules Verne’s “Round the World in 80 Days.”

Cherbuliez’s “Samuel Brohl & Co.”
Daudet’s “Nabob.” *
Souvestre’s “Attic Philosopher.”
Gaboriau’s “File No. 113.”
Goethe’s “Wilhelm Meister.”
 “Elective Affinities.” *
Fouqué’s “Undine.”
 “Sintram.”
Auerbach’s “On the Heights.”
Chamisso’s “Peter Schlemihl.”
Ebers’s “Uarda.”
Spielhagen’s “Hammer and Anvil.”
Werner’s “Good Luck.”
Marlitt’s “Old Mamselle’s Secret.”
Scheffel’s “Ekkehard.”
Heyse’s “In Paradise.”
Mühlbach’s “Frederick the Great.”
Freytag’s “Debit and Credit.”
Fritz Reuter’s “In the Year ’13.”
Von Hillern’s “Geier-wally.”
Bjornsen’s “Fisher Maiden.”
Victor Rydberg’s “Last Athenian.”
Andersen’s “Improvisatore.”
Turgenev’s “Smoke.”
Manzoni’s “Betrothed.”

“A Reading Diary of Modern Fiction,” published by F. Leypoldt (New York), contains an excellent list of fiction, with many interesting and introductory criticisms and opinions.
ON THE LIBRARY AND ITS FURNITURE.

If a man with a fondness for books has also money enough to build a special room to hold them, as did the late William E. Burton to contain his fine theatrical library, he ought to consult those learned in the law of book-protecting. He would be told that the library should have very thick walls, to exclude the damp of spring, the heat of summer, and the cold of winter. He would be informed that the library should have windows only on one side, and that these windows should be recessed, that the sun may not shine in too violently, to the increase of moths and worms, and to the destruction of bindings. He would learn that the library should not be a corner, and that it should be protected, if possible, by other rooms on three sides. There are those who advocate a library wholly without windows, and lighted only by a skylight, but this is too severe and cheerless an arrangement for a true book-lover. There should be no carpet on the floor, for carpets hold dust, and dust is a great danger to books. Rugs, which may be shaken frequently, are sufficient covering for the floor. The heating arrangements, an open fire-place if convenient, should be ample enough to warm the room without making
it hot; the ordinary hot-air furnace is very injurious to books.

These, however, are prescriptions for those who carry a long purse. The ordinary American, for whose use and behoof this simple treatise is intended, is well satisfied if he can give up any corner of his house to his books. As often as not it is an odd room, useless for any other purpose, and cheerless at all times. Now, this ought not to be. The library should be a room into which every member of the family may feel glad to go. It ought to be bright and cheerful. It ought to be easily accessible. It ought to be warmed in winter, and protected from the glare of the sun in summer.

If the only room which can be devoted to holding books is too small to hold all the volumes the family is fortunate enough to own, or if no room at all can be given up to them exclusively, then by all means let the books overflow the house. Some authors have had books in almost every room of their residence. Southey had his even down along the staircase, lining its walls, and Shelley declares that Southey did not like his venturing to take down a volume as he descended the steps.

There are book-cases and book-cases, just as there are books and books. There is the richly carved cabinet, with its inlaid panels, its elaborate brass, its silken curtains, its beveled glass, its chamois-covered shelves, its tough back carefully protected against damp, all uniting to perfect a fit tabernacle for priceless volumes, so old, so rare, so beautifully bound as to be absolutely too precious for human creatures' daily food. There is the single board
held against the side of a shanty by a bit of string and a nail or two and supporting a worn Emerson, an old copy of Franklin, a cheap Shakespeare and two or three volumes of Cooper, Scott, or Longfellow, battered and worn—and yet far more highly prized by their owner than any bibliophile's treasure which he loves selfishly, merely as the miser loves his gold. And between these two extremes are numberless intermediate varieties. There is the sober row of books filling the top of the mantel-piece—a bad place for books, as the warped backs and cracking covers reveal only too soon. There is the first attempt at a book-case, the box once filled with soap or wine, now planed and stained and divided in two by a transverse partition, which serves as a shelf, and with the bottom and the top gives accommodation for three rows of books (Fig. 4); this primitive device is not to be despised, for it will afford shelf-room for quite fifty volumes, two thirds of which are inside the box, and are thus always ready to move and easy to handle. In a country with a population as nomadic as
ours, any book-case, however elementary, which holds books as well in one place as another, and as well when moving from one place to another as when settled, and which saves all trouble of packing before transport and of rearrangement afterward, is not without its good points; and there are many worse ways of providing for books than a combination—by means of a few screws—of half a dozen such boxes into a large stand. If sets of these boxes were placed back to back they might do service as a screen to divide a room or to form an alcove before a window—an alcove which could be utilized as the study of a minister or lawyer or journalist hard pressed for space.

Almost as simple as this improvised book-case, and perhaps better suited to most tastes, are the sets of hanging shelves now to be found in nearly all book-stores (Figs. 5 and 6). Three, four, or five light-wood shelves, less than a yard in length, are united by thin but strong iron rods which bend back at the top to hook over nails on the wall. A large-sized set of these hanging shelves will accommodate two or three hundred volumes; and even a smaller set will afford room for a full hundred. These shelves are symmetrical and graceful; they can be packed in a very small space, and
they can be put together in a very short time. In many houses there are not more books than will fill a set of these hanging shelves; and, even in houses where there is a library with an abundance of books, there are likely to be members of the family who own and cherish their individual collections of volumes which they can hang on the walls of their own rooms under their own eyes.

For those who have but few books, which they must needs have at hand when they are working, nothing can be better or more simple than the two little portable, or rather movable, book-stands devised by Mr. F. B. Patterson. He calls the plainer a "Lawyer's Brief-Rack" (Fig. 7); and nothing can be handier for a lawyer hard at work consulting cases than this double row of reports and text-books kept ready to his hand on this pair of neat shelves, mounted on casters, and easy to roll into a corner at will. A slightly more elaborate design Mr. Patterson calls an "Easy-Reference Book-Stand" (Fig.
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8); it is intended to hold two rows of books of reference, encyclopædias, biographical or geographical dictionaries, while the more bulky Unabridged American Dictionary lies on its side on a lower shelf, and an atlas—
always an inconvenient book to store away—stands up in a pocket behind.

Almost as simple as Mr. Patterson's excellent little stands is the Danner Revolving Book-Case (Fig. 9), which
is also intended chiefly to hold books of reference. It is made in many sizes and styles. The revolving book-case shown in the illustration will hold nearly fifty bulky volumes. It is mounted on casters, and can be kept in a corner out of the way.

More ample than the hanging shelves, or either of these reference book-cases, are the so-called Eastlake Portable Book-Cases (Fig. 10), which stand four or five feet high from the floor and hold five or six shelves, three or four feet long. They will accommodate, perhaps, twice as many volumes as the largest set of hanging shelves; and, as they stand solidly and firmly on the floor, they may be laden safely with heavy tomes which one might not be willing to trust to the more fragile hanging shelves.

When a greater collection of books has been got together than can be stored comfortably in one or two of these simple and ready-made book-cases, the collector begins to feel that he has something worthy of being called a library, and he is likely to seek to house it more luxuriously. In all probability a separate room is set apart for
the literary treasures, and this room is called the library, and its walls are more or less lined with book-cases made to order. And here we are met at once with the question as to whether the book-cases ought to have doors or not. There is great diversity of opinion among experts. The manufacturer of the Eastlake Portable Book-case has solved the question to his satisfaction by doing without doors. The ordinary maker of ready-made furniture solves the question to his satisfaction in turn by offering for sale a book-case with glass doors. And the collector of bibliographic curiosities solves it anew also to his satisfaction by hiding his treasures in a book-case with wooden doors, seeking in vain to keep out the light which fades and the dust which destroys. There are those who have open shelves adorned with a pendant fringe of leather or cloth. There are those again who have doors of open frame-work filled with wire netting.

Which is the best of these many arrangements, it is not easy to declare; and yet a search for the reason why a thing is, may help us toward a proper solution of the problem. The object of doors is to preserve the books from dust. It may be said, once for all, that doors do not succeed in keeping out dust altogether. And, though they keep out much of the dust, they also keep out most of the air. Now, a book is like a human being, in that it needs air and light. Without air and light it is likely to deteriorate, to decay, to mildew, and to rot. The learned Mr. Blades advises against doors, declaring that "the absence of ventilation will assist the formation of mold." The learned M. Rouveyre, however, advocates doors, advising
that they be opened on sunny days, but carefully closed before night-fall, that no moth enter in to corrupt. And the learned Mr. Lang seems to agree with the learned M. Rouveyre rather than with the learned Mr. Blades. Yet where doctors disagree we are surely justified in choosing the better part of beauty and convenience. Therefore, let doors be eschewed for the most part, so that the books on your shelves may keep themselves whole in the blessed light and the necessary air; but let them be taken down carefully twice or three times a year and dusted thoroughly, while their shelves are also cleaned, with a full desire to draw as near as possible to godliness. Books arranged on open shelves have a kindly and more comfortable welcome than when caged behind glass. Wooden doors are little better than selfishness, and doors with wire screens are rank barbarity. There is a delight in being able to put your hand on a book at will without having to seek for a hidden key to turn a cruel lock and to open an unnecessary door. There is no danger then that the key is lost or that the lock is rusty. The hospitable shelves proffer their stores of wisdom, and of wit, without hesitation, as though begging you to help yourself. All is as open to the hand as to the eye. The owner knows the place of every volume, and can put his hand in the dark on the book he seeks.

It is just because of this liberal and generous openness that it is well to have in a library one case with glass doors, that the more valuable volumes may be kept there in safety from the hand of the chance visitor, ignorant of their quality and capable of doing damage unwittingly.
For those who collect pamphlets, who preserve back numbers of magazines and periodicals, who accumulate all sorts of literary ors and ends, it is well, also, to have another case with wooden doors, behind which these unsightly gatherings shall be preserved from the profane eye, and shall be protected as far as may be from the wear and dust of the open shelves. But these are distinctly exceptions, and their recognition as such makes the general rule only more emphatic. This general rule is to keep books on open shelves in sight, open to the air and the light and the friendly hand, guarding them against dust and decay by careful examination and cleansing at least twice a year.

It is not a difficult matter to combine harmoniously in a single book-case the open shelves, the cupboard, and the glazed compartment, and even to add other useful adjuncts like drawers to receive odd papers and prints, and a slide to sustain books of reference for temporary use. An admirable arrangement (Fig. 11) is to have at the bottom of the book-case a drawer eight or ten inches deep to contain pamphlets which may be packed on edge with only their backs showing, a mode of storing especially useful for plays and annual reports of societies. Above the drawer is a cupboard, perhaps twenty inches high, closed with wooden doors and containing two shelves, whereon may repose unbound magazines, files of periodicals, and numbers of subscription works in course of publication. Above this, again, a shallow drawer three inches deep is often of use for papers, cards, and other ors and ends which it is well to have at hand always and at the most convenient height. Over this drawer there may be a slide of flat board, to be
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pulled out on occasion when a heavy book is to be consulted for a moment, or when books are waiting to be put in place on the shelves. The open book-shelves begin thus at about a yard from the floor and rise as high as may be necessary. It is well to divide a book-case of this sort into sections not exceeding a yard in width, so that, for example, in a room of average size with a mantel-piece in the center of one wall, there would be room for three sections on each side of it. Then the section in the center of the

Fig. 11.
opposite wall, facing the fire-place, may easily be made a little more elaborate, with higher cupboards and, perhaps, wider shelves—and to these shelves it may be well to add glass doors, that the more delicate and precious of the literary treasures in the libraries may be stored therein.

Whatever the arrangement of book-cases, whether with or without doors, and whatever their width, they should not be too tall. Of course, where many books have to be crowded into a small room, the owner must needs pile up his shelves until they almost touch the ceiling. But, when necessity does not compel such an attempt to compress as many books as possible into a narrow space, the topmost shelf should not be so tall that a man standing on the floor can not take down from it any book he seeks without undue extension of his limbs. This limit of height is advisable for two reasons: First, because it obviates the demand for a step-ladder, which is always an awkward article of furniture to conceal in a small room; and, second, and indeed chiefly, because heat ascends, and the upper part of a room is sure to be many degrees hotter than the lower, and heat, especially the dry heat of gas and hot-air furnaces, is very injurious to books, decaying and cracking the bindings and bringing rapidly to light any hidden defects in the paper. As a fact, to have the topmost shelf in easy reach is the extreme limit to which the height of a book-case ought to be allowed to rise. The old-fashioned library, public and private alike, with its Gothic architecture, its vaulted ceiling, its lofty alcoves, and its circling gallery, piled high with books rising tier on tier, is wholly unscientific, in that the books are as
hard of access to man as they are easy to moth and rust. The upper galleries of a high-arched library are almost as hot as the upper galleries of a theatre. Books are not the better for being baked, any more than is man. The massive pile of buildings, with a great dome towering over all, no longer meets with the approval of the expert in library science.

The tall book-case, like the tall house, is only tolerable when needs must. Where the accommodation is spacious, low cases are incomparably more convenient, more
comely, and in every way more satisfactory. In a large room like a picture gallery, low book-cases (Fig. 12) in a row, rising only waist-high, afford standing room on their tops for abundant bric-à-brac, under and in front of the lines of hanging frames. An irregularity in the height is pleasing to the eye; and the higher cases might be cupboards with wooden doors to conceal unbound engravings and photographs, while the intervening cases, somewhat lower, have their open shelves crowded with books on art and artists.

Save for decorative effect, curtains before open bookshelves are useless. Nor are they of any greater utility when put behind glass doors, unless that particular bookcase happens to contain a litter of pamphlets or other orts and ends which it is well to hide from the public eye. The little leather fringes often found attached to the shelves of the ready-made book-case are of no use either. They keep out scarcely any dust, and they soon dry up themselves and fall into powder.

The best wood for library furniture, especially for bookcases, is oak. Ash and walnut are also good. Thoroughly seasoned pine is not bad. In a simple book-case, or where it is thought well to put shelves in the hollow of a doorway, the door of which is kept locked, an easy way of supporting the shelves at any height one pleases is to take four screw-hooks or picture-eyes and turn them well into the sides of the book-case or the jambs of the door-way, leaving them flat on a level, that the four corners of the shelf may rest on them.
ON BOOK-BINDING.

The taste for fine bindings, for clothing a good book in the best attire, for glorifying a great author’s work by a truly artistic setting, is growing among those in America who have the leisure to think about the fitness of things, and the money to spend on the gratification of their cultivated inclinations. Unfortunately, the eagerness of the many is greater than their discretion; and, even among those who ought to know better, we find a half-informed ignorance and a misdirected energy. To learn to like the delicate workmanship of a beautiful binding takes natural taste and lapse of time. To know even what good binding is and to be able to say whether and why a book is well bound are accomplishments only to be gained by study and opportunity. There are many people in the United States fond of books, and given to reading, who have never in the whole course of their lives had occasion to handle and examine a really admirable specimen of the book-binder’s art in the higher branches. The ordinary commercial binding, the putting of a book into cloth covers, has been carried here to its highest extreme. Nowhere will you find better work of this kind than on the
shelves of American publishers. Often the stamps impressed on the sides of American books are simple, appropriate, and truly beautiful. Some of the copies of Mr. Cable's "Madame Delphine," for instance, were sent forth in olive-green, with a stamp in rich red, representing fruit and leaves; and it is difficult to describe the extraordinary strength and propriety of this simple design. M. du Chaillu's "Land of the Midnight Sun" had a most striking cover, bold without vulgarity. These are fair instances of American binding; the covers of the English editions of these two books were wholly different, and altogether inferior. But it is not with this commercial covering in cloth, good, or bad, or indifferent—as the most of it is—that we have now to do. The object of the present chapter is to draw attention to the more artistic and more permanent binding in leather, which alone permits of indefinite adornment.

A book-case filled with volumes bound in cloth, no matter how effective and elaborate may be the gold on their backs, has never the varied and rich appearance of a book-case filled with volumes bound in calf, vellum, morocco, or Russian leather. Now, there is a great difference in the books, and in the duration of these and other leathers. And yet few people, in buying a handsome set of books for themselves, or as a present, ever pause to consider whether the binding will prove durable or not. This assertion may be made unhesitatingly, because if book-buyers were in the habit of considering the quality, as well as the appearance, of the bindings they bought, the book-sellers would soon cease to offer, and
certainly to recommend, bindings as fragile and as temporary as Russian leather, for instance. Russian leather looks very pretty, but it wears very badly. Except, possibly, on books that are very much handled, and so take up the oil of the human hand, it soon dries, and then cracks at the hinges and splits at the edges. Calf is almost, but not quite, as feeble; it takes color well, and gives a showy and attractive back to a book. But it can not be called durable. None of the bindings one meets with ready-made are more beautiful than tree-calf. Yet, if you ever have occasion to examine a tree-calf binding fifty or a hundred years old, you might be surprised to see how all its beauty is faded, as its colors have dried and its sides have shriveled. The one leather which is at once lasting and good-looking is morocco. Genuine morocco is a goat-skin, and it has a long, tough fiber; the fiber of calf-skin is fine and close, so that it cracks whenever it is exposed to heat, and in an American house all books are exposed to heat. Morocco takes color as well as calf, if not better; and it holds color far longer than calf.

A well-dyed red morocco is said to be the only binding which does not fade, or change its hue. Remembering these facts, it is safe to advise the use of morocco, and the absolute disuse of calf and russia. Sheep-skin is used on law books and dictionaries, and other works of reference, and is very well suited for such purpose. It peels easily, but it wears well, and is not expensive. A dyed sheep-skin with a polished surface is called roan, and serves well enough as a cheap substitute for morocco, especially in half-bound books. A set of sober tomes looks solid and
substantial when plainly bound in half-roan. There are lovers of books who declare that half-binding is an abomination, and that a book worth binding at all is worth binding in full morocco. And so it is—if you have the money. Most of us have to count the cost carefully; binding can not be done cheaply; and the covering of the sides of a book with leather very materially increases the expense, without greatly increasing the durability. Of course, if you have a volume of great price—if you have a folio of one of the old dramatists, if you have the original edition of Molière's "Don Juan," if you have one of Benjamin Franklin's books, enriched by MS. notes in his own handwriting—then it is your duty, and it should be your pleasure, to do the best by it your purse will admit. Certainly it ought to be bound in full morocco, and adorned with as much bravery of tooling as your taste and pocket desire.

For most books, however, a good, substantial binding in half-morocco is sufficient. A book half-bound in red morocco, with red morocco corners, gilt tops, and uncut edges, is a sightly object, if the work has been well, and carefully, and conscientiously done. And as the object of half-binding is to save the extra expense of full binding, it is more appropriate that a half-bound book should not make any great display of gilding on its back. The simpler the tooling, the better. Best of all is it to have nothing stamped on the back of the book except the lettering needed to identify it. On an ordinary half-bound book the binder can not afford the time to do tooling and gilding with the care and nicety needed for really good work; and,
in default of the best work, it is better to have none, and to rely on the richness of the leather for effect. But whether a book is half-bound or full-bound, whether it is clad in gorgeous red morocco, or in somber half-roan, there are certain qualities which it ought to have, and which it will have only when the owner chooses his binder with care and insists on the carrying out of his directions. First of all, he should not allow the binder to remove a single leaf of the volume. There are brutal binders who have been known to take out the bastard title, the page which contains the title of the book and nothing else, and which precedes the title-page. And nearly all binders will take off the cover of a book originally bound in paper. Now, it calls for only a moment's reflection to see that this cover, which often contains a special engraving, is an integral part of the book, and absolutely demands a place within its covers when it is bound.

Consider the original serial editions of Thackeray and of Dickens in monthly parts, and you will see that the failure to bind in at least one of these covers, in covering the volume with leather, deprives the book of one of its most characteristic engravings. Consider, again, the paper-covered books of the French; consider the dainty and delicate American books in which the best work of the Parisian publishers is imitated and emulated—reference is intended especially to Mr. Stedman's "Poe," and Mr. Aldrich's "Sonnets and Lyrics"—and you will see that the cover is so completely a part of the book that to tear it off as you put the volume in the binder's hands is to wrench away one of its chief beauties. Quite as important as the in-
clusion of all the pages in the book is the preservation of all these pages in their integrity, unshorn by the knife. It is a hard struggle always to keep a binder from curtailing the fair margins of a book. Nothing adds so much to the beauty of a page as a wide expanse of margin. But no binder—except a few of the foremost—has any appreciation of this beauty; and the owner needs must stand over him with a drawn sword, insisting that his wishes be carried out. There is really no object in ever cutting, or in any way curtailing, the side or the bottom of a book. It is only the top that needs to be smooth, because dust settles on the tops of books, and, if these tops are irregular, the dirt can not be removed readily, and may even penetrate into the book itself. For this reason it is well to have the top shaved off slightly, and gilt. Then, when a book is taken down from an upper shelf, a puff of the breath will remove the dust from the top, and a touch of the finger, or a waft of the napkin, or of a chamois leather, will take off the rest. But dust does not accumulate on the edges of a book, for these stand upright; nor on the bottom, for that is next to the shelf: so there is no excuse for cutting either the edges or the bottom. On the back of an ordinary half-bound it is best, as has been said already, to put nothing but the lettering. The owner should always prescribe the form and order of this lettering, bearing in mind the fact that on the shelf the back only of the book is exposed, and that it should, therefore, furnish as much information as possible as to its contents, so that the book may not have to be taken down needlessly. First in importance are the title of the
book and the name of the author; next, the number of the volume (if it has more than one), and an indication of the months and years of its first appearance (if it is a periodical, either a magazine or an annual). Then the volume containing the index should always report this fact on its back. Lastly, down at the bottom should appear the date as it is given on the title-page; and in many cases it is well to precede this with the place of publication. And every volume of a full set of an author's works should declare on its back its own contents; for example, it is not sufficient that a volume should be "Hawthorne's Works, 6"; it must also be stamped, "The Scarlet Letter."

These are all the necessary things; but if you are fond of books and binding, and wish to identify your books as yours, and yours only, it is well to have a special tool cut, containing your initials, or your signature, or your monogram, or your device, or something of this sort, which shall show that the binding was done for you, and that the book was once yours. There is scarcely a collector of American dramatic books who has not one or more volumes bearing on their backs the signature of "W. E. Burton," and thereby revealing that they came from the extensive theatrical library of that learned comedian. Some collectors have more than one of these special tools, and stamp with a lyre every volume of poetry, and with a mask every book about the theatre, and so on. The use of a personal stamp like this on your books gives much pleasure at little cost, and affords a keener sense of possession in them.
It is well, also, not to be in a hurry to bind. No book should go into the binder's hands for at least a year after it is printed, as it takes that time for the ink to dry thoroughly. Two or three years, or even five years, are not too long to wait before binding a book filled with wood-cuts. And perhaps this is as good a chance as any to advise that all inserted engravings, plans, or maps folded in the book should be carefully mounted on muslin, whenever the volume is bound, else they are sure to tear, sooner or later, and to wear away at the folds.

It is well, also, to consider carefully whether a book ought to be bound or not. There is no use wasting a good binding on a poor book. There is no use in re-binding an old book when its old binding had better be repaired. Old bindings are often very interesting; a contemporary binding is always more appropriate than a modern one; and it is advisable, therefore, to see if the binding can not be restored. A skillful binder can accomplish marvels with a cover which seems hopeless to the eye of a layman. It is well to pause awhile before putting a cloth-covered book into more substantial leather, for the stamp on the cover may be highly characteristic, and demand preservation. As Hawthorne said, you may "strip off the real skin of a book in order to put it into fine clothes." This is the case with Mr. Cable's "Madame Delphine," already referred to, with the various editions of Mr. Walt Whitman's prose and poetry, and with very many other books. If this cloth, or board, or paper cover is slight or fragile, then the true book-lover has a morocco case made in the semblance of a book, and in this box the precious volume
may be kept guarded from dust and heat and the profane eye. It is well to examine your books carefully as they come from the binder, and to see that they fulfill the conditions of a well-bound book. Mr. Matthews, one of the best and most artistic binders in America, recognizes four essentials in binding of the first class:

1. The book must be beat and pressed until it is smooth and solid.

2. It must be sewed strong and yet flexible, to open freely when bound.

3. It must be forwarded or shaped true, and covered perfect, leaving the boards free in the joint and neat in the turning-in, showing no joins at corners.

4. The ornamentation must be suitable to the book, in good taste and tooled with clearness and exactness.

The council of the British Library Association has suggested as a pattern for ordinary binding that the volumes be sewn all along, with the first and last sheets overcast, on strong cords, the slips to be drawn in all along and the backs made close (flexible); half-bound with corners of the same material; smooth cloth sides; edges cut, sprinkled, and burnished, or, if so directed, top edge only cut, etc., the others trimmed and left with proof; end-papers of stout Cobb's paper, with cloth joints in quartos and folios; lettered with author's name, short title, and date; gilt fillets, but no other tooling; two-page plates to be guarded so as to open out flat; all materials of the best quality, and the work to be done carefully.

Mr. Tedder, from whose article I have taken the paragraph above, notes that the British Museum has adopted
a style of binding in half-morocco, with the leather coming only just over the back to act as a hinge, the sides whole cloth, and the corners tipped with vellum; and this is probably as good a cheap binding as can be devised. I feel bound to protest forcibly against the British Library Association’s willingness to let the binder touch the edges of a book; it is heretical leniency to an unpardonable sin.

It is well, also, not to begrudge money for a fine piece of work. Good binding takes time and thought and skill; and these can not be had for nothing. The best binding is the cheapest. Only plain and simple binding can be inexpensive. Fine binding is one of the fine arts, and an artist will not work for the wages of a day laborer. If you take advantage of every opportunity to examine bindings of a high order, if you seriously study them, you will soon see that there may be a vast difference between two books which look alike; one has been bound by a journeyman, the other by an artist. And the artist is worthy of his hire.

It is well, when contracting with a binder, to furnish him with an actually bound book as a sample for him to work by, and as a standard by which to judge his work. It is well never to countenance any shams of any kind, such as imitation leather, or leatherette, or calf masquerading as russia. It is well to examine minutely all old books for old MS. notes, or signatures, or autographs of any kind; these should be carefully preserved, as they are always of interest, and often of value. If an old book comes to you with the book-plate of a former owner, treat this mark of his possession with respect. Preserve it
scrupulously. If you wish the front space it probably occupies for your own book-plate, transfer it gently and carefully to the fly-leaf at the end, making a note of this fact, and giving the date of the transfer on the fly-leaf below the book-plate.

And now a word as to the color of binding, and these random notes cease, and determine, and come to an end. It has been said already that red is the most lasting dye for leather. There are in existence books bound in red morocco three hundred years old, and the color is almost as brilliant to-day as when the book was first bound. But there are other colors nearly as good; and, at best, few of us expect to live three hundred years, or care to take thought so long ahead. Many book-lovers, too, may prefer a less splendid tint. Many, again, are fond of variety. It may be confessed that a library all in red would be rich, but monotonous. It is advisable not to attempt a uniformity of color, whether red or not.

An expert in the art, Hartley Coleridge laid down the law that "the binding of a book should always suit its complexion. . . . The costume of a volume should always be in keeping with its subject, and with the character of its author. How absurd it is to see the works of William Penn in flaming scarlet, and George Fox's Journal in bishop's purple! Theology should be solemnly gorgeous. History should be ornamental after the Antique or Gothic fashion. Works of science as plain as is consistent with dignity. Poetry simplex munditiis." Mr. Wheatley tells us that the British Museum made an attempt to carry out this and other similar suggestions, and its historical books
were therefore "bound in red, theology in blue, poetry in yellow, and natural history in green." He adds that this system had its advantages when the book were unclassified upon its shelves; but, "when all the books of one class were brought together, the general effect in a library was very patchy, and the advantage of distinctness was lost." There is, in fact, a great disadvantage in binding books of the same class uniformly, since this increases the difficulty of picking out the work you may need. The late Charles Dilke, who confessed that he was a dandy about his books, had all his many Junius volumes bound every one differently, so that he could readily and at once put his hand on the one he wanted. And in a small collection of books this is well worth bearing in mind.

To sum up: In most cases the best binding is red morocco, lightly tooled, gilt top, uncut edges, lettered with the name of the author, the title of the work, the number of the volume, the place and date of publication. If the book is half-bound only, then the sides should be of smooth paper.

Space fails here to consider at length the more exalted ranges of the book-binder's art. In these pages the constant endeavor has been to dwell on the most useful device and not on the most beautiful, although the perfect adaptation of means to an end is nearly always beautiful in itself. But there is a great difference between a book simply and substantially bound for daily use and a book bound, without regard to cost, by a master of the art, to repose and to be admired as a masterpiece in the cabinet of a collector. A volume bound by a famous binder like
Trautz-Bauzonnet or Derome, or for a famous collector like Grolier, has a value wholly independent of the worth of the book itself. No one who has had occasion to gaze on a collection of beautiful bindings can be blind to the grace and suavity of contour and the delicate harmony of color which characterize the best works of the best workmen of the French school—old and new. The silver filigree covers which have been sometimes put on books ever since the fifteenth century—like the little prayer-book formerly belonging to Elizabeth, Queen of Portugal, of which Fig. 13 is a reproduction—are harsh and hard
when compared with the finer and more appropriate leather bindings of later French artists. Here, for example, is a copy of Euripides bound for Lorenzo de' Medici the Magnificent, and bearing his monogram (Fig. 14).
Here, again, is a French binding of the seventeenth century (Fig. 15), ornamented with the initials of Anne of Austria and Louis XIII, to whom it belonged. Those
who seek further information may be recommended to "The Art of Book-binding," by Mr. Joseph W. Zaehnsdorf (London, 1880), in which all the mechanical processes of binding are described at length. Mr. Zaehnsdorf is an eminent English book-binder, but he understands the beauty of the best French work, and he has adorned his book with reproductions of admirable modern bindings in the best French style.

Among the best temporary binders are two made by the Library Bureau (Figs. 16 and 17); the former is perhaps better than the latter, as it does not demand a piercing of the pamphlet.
ON THE MAKING OF SCRAP-BOOKS.

The usefulness of a well-kept scrap-book was never disputed by any man who has acquired the knack of making one. The making of a scrap-book, however, is an art, and it does not come by nature like those simpler accomplishments, reading and writing. There are almost as many who make a false start and then give up the scrap-book as there are who attempt the keeping of a journal, or diary, and the failure is in both cases generally due to the one error—a too ambitious beginning, or at least a beginning on a plan out of proportion to the needs of the maker. In fact, just as one man may have the opportunity, the leisure, and the temperament to write an elaborate and interesting journal, while another man must needs content himself with the briefest and most condensed entries in a tiny diary, so one man may have the desire and the use for an extensive and carefully classified and indexed scrap-book, while another merely wants a volume in which he may place his chance clippings from the newspaper, and to which he may turn in an idle hour on a holiday afternoon.

What kind of a scrap-book a man may want depends,
first, on whether he is going to make any use of it, and, secondly, on what use he is going to make of it. President Garfield had most extensive scrap-books, and the effectiveness of many of his speeches in Congress and on the stump was due to his adroit handling of facts and figures treasured up for him in these garners of unconsidered trifles. Mr. Charles Reade has a collection of scrap-books almost as extensive (as he has himself described to us in his "A Terrible Temptation," one of the few novels in which the novelist has made himself a chief character), and it is from these store-houses of miscellaneous information that he draws the facts on which his stories are founded, and often even their actual incidents. Two of the foremost descriptive journalists of our time—Mr. George T. Lanigan, in the United States, and Mr. George Augustus Sala, in England—have perfected a system of combined note-book, commonplace book, and scrap-book, which enables them to put their hands instantly on every fact, figure, quotation, or illustrative anecdote which they have stored away for future use. It is a long way from such a scrap-book as this to the simple blank-book in which a child pastes the picture-cards now thrust into her hands on every side.

The first thing to be decided is whether your scrap-book is to be a mere toy to fill a few moments of idleness, or whether it is to be useful as well as interesting. The decision of this question is of primary importance, for on it turns the existence of the actual scrap-book. In other words, if a scrap-book is to be really useful, it must cease to be a mere scrap-book, and become something more and
better than a series of blank pages pasted over with a miscellany of prose and verse.

For the child who wants only a pretty picture-book; and for the woman who wants only a medley of sentimental verse, and domestic recipes, culinary and medicinal, cut from the village newspaper; and for the man who wants only the bit of dialect doggerel, the good hunting-story, and the odds and ends of paragraphic humor—there is no scrap-book so good as the one which bears the name of "Mark Twain." As everybody knows, or ought to know, this is a volume the pages of which are printed with a gridiron of prepared glue, so that all that is needed is to moisten the scrap slightly and press it down on its place on the page, and there it will stick (Fig. 18). The use of Mark Twain's patent scrap-book, or of the somewhat similar and so-called "Art Scrap-books" (in which the whole page is slightly covered with an adhesive preparation), or of the wafer scrap-books (at the end of which there are perforated squares of paper gummed on both sides, and these, when detached and moistened, serve as wafers to hold the scrap to the page)—the use of any one of these scrap-books does away with the mucilage-bottle and the paste-pot and their accompanying evils and odors; and this is a great boon, as any one will acknowledge who has seen an active and intelligent child, in the pursuit of art, upset a large bottle of mucilage three times in one day,
on the same Persian rug. The Mark Twain scrap-books are also to be recommended as having an index. It is advisable, however, to let the book be its own index as far as possible. Even in a rudimentary collection of scraps as has been indicated above, it is better to attempt some sort of classification. Let the sentimental stanzas cease to elbow on the same page the recipe for taking grease out of a rag carpet. Give a page to poetry, the next to cooking recipes, a third to suggestions for family doctoring, and so on. Then, when a page is filled, turn to the next blank page and begin on that, noting at the top the number of the nearest preceding page devoted to the same subject, and at the bottom the number of the page next following on the same subject. Thus, if a young lady is interested in poetry and canary birds and cooking, the first, fourth, fifth, eighth, and tenth pages might be devoted to the Muse, the second and sixth to canaries, and the third, seventh, ninth, and eleventh to cooking. The eighth page, for instance, would have a 5 written at the top of its first column, and a 10 at the bottom of its last column.

For any one, however, who wants a scrap-book to be of real use, none of these scrap-books will do. To enable a man to collect a great variety of cuttings and notes on a given subject, to be able to lay every scrap on any topic under his eyes all at once, the pasting of the clippings into a book must be given up. If you paste, your matter is both fixed and scattered; it is fixed on the page so that you can not set, one after the other, two scraps acquired at different times, and it is scattered, since the scraps on one
subject are pasted on many pages which are rarely in sequence. What is wanted is a scrap-book arranged to contain together all the scraps on any one subject, however many or however few they may be, and to give room for an indefinite number of subjects. And the "Utility Scrap-book" just fills this want. It is a stout volume containing twenty-six alphabetized pages, on each of which are five pockets labeled with the five vowels. There are thus pages for every initial letter, and pockets for every vowel, and every cutting and note is classified by the initial two letters of its subject. Thus, an anecdote of Napoleon would go on page N, in pocket A, and the account of a curious experiment in electricity on page E, in pocket E. This Utility Scrap-book is at once the simplest and the most comprehensive device for the use of those who wish to collect occasional cuttings, and who are not likely to have a very large collection on any one subject. It would be improved by the addition of two or three extra pages, with ten or fifteen more pockets, to be labeled by each owner to suit his own individual fancies.

If, however, you do not wish a book for general scraps, but only for certain special subjects in which you are deeply interested, then perhaps the Utility Scrap-book is not so good as "Breed's Portfolio Scrap-book" (Fig. 19). This is nothing more nor less than fifty strong manila paper envelopes (15×23 centimetres, 6×9 inches) bound into a book. The pockets are paged; and there is an alphabetical index in front. Breed's Portfolio Scrap-book is better suited to many persons than any other. There are few people who are interested in more than fifty subjects,
or who are interested in subjects likely to need divisions into fifty pockets. It is more comely in shape than the "Utility," or indeed than any other form of scrap-book; and it can take its place readily on the book-shelf by the side of the Unabridged. Both the Utility Scrap-book and Breed's Portfolio Scrap-book can be procured from the Library Bureau, Boston, or its branches in other cities, the headquarters for all library interests, and the dealers in numberless devices to save the time, labor, and money of literary workers.

It is from the Library Bureau that we get the very best possible apparatus for preserving in order all sorts of newspaper cuttings and MS. notes. This is the "Library Bureau Scrap-box" (L. B. = Library Bureau), which is at once a scrap-book capable of indefinite expansion, a classified commonplace book, and an Index Rerum arranged by every man to suit himself, with no waste of space on subjects which do not interest him. The L. B. Scrap-box is a heavy case as wide as a heavy manila envelope, and long enough to contain a hundred of them. Every envelope can be labeled with the name of a special subject, and the envelopes can be arranged alphabetically down the case. A glance at the backs of the envelopes
shows the one in which is to go any special scrap, either cutting or MS. note. The clippings may be classified by any system, and the system itself may be changed at any instant with the slightest expenditure of time and trouble. There is no need to fill more of the hundred paper pockets than you need; and, on the other hand, it is possible to have as many hundred as you wish. At any moment the cuttings and notes and quotations and references, on any subject, may be subdivided, if you see fit, and re-arranged indefinitely; and if you want to bear away to the country for steady study what you have gathered on a given topic, you may take out the envelope or envelopes containing what you wish without disturbing the other envelopes, and without ever being at a loss as to how to replace them in the box.

It serves another end also: by allotting twelve envelopes to the months of the year, it is possible to accumulate, and to have at hand, on the first of each month, notes of all engagements, and of all other matters requiring attention during the month; and these notes may be made even a year ahead, and yet at once take their place in the proper envelope. In this way a constantly renewed annual memorandum of yearly and monthly obligations may be kept with the minimum of mental labor. It is not likely that, with a self-regulating reminder like this, a man would forget to renew his insurance, to pay his pew-rent, or to send his annual contribution for giving poor children a few hours of fresh air. While this L. B. Scrap-box is undoubtedly the best thing for the ready writer, the journalist, the lawyer, the clergymen, and literary workers
of all sorts and conditions, it is, perhaps, too elaborate and too costly for others of less literary tastes and necessities. For these, one of the devices described in the beginning of this paper may be more serviceable. And here occasion serves to say that very few people know how to do a thing seemingly very simple—how to cut a scrap from a newspaper.

In most papers the columns are divided one from another by light black lines called rules, and the succeeding articles are separated by short dashes. Now, it very greatly adds to the appearance of the clipping if it is surrounded by the lines on each side, and by the briefer lines at the top and bottom; it is then framed in light lines. Then every cutting should be dated and marked with the name of the newspaper from which it is taken.

The ordinary way of doing this is to write the name and date across the scrap, either in ink or with a colored pencil. But a far better way is to cut both from the paper itself. At the head of the editorial page of nearly all papers, at the top, or near the top, of the chief inside page, you will find the name of the paper, with the date on the line below. Clip this out neatly, leaving the rule on the one side, where there is a rule, and paste it above the cutting you wish to preserve and identify—for which purpose you should leave the lower edge half or three quarters of an inch too long, in order that the scrap may be pasted on just below the name and date. In attaching the clipping to the scrap-book, you will often find that the mucilage or other paste moistens the thin bit of newspaper, and so saturates it that it is difficult to read the
print. This, however, is easily avoided by not applying the paste directly to the scrap itself, but only to flaps left at the top and bottom and folded under.

This arrangement has the additional advantage that, as the scrap is not itself pasted on the page of the scrap-book, but only held in place by hinges at the top and bottom, it is always possible to detach it, whenever desirable, without soaking it off or cutting the page. It can at any time be restored to its place by pasting on a new pair of folded hinges above and below.

Before finally leaving the subject of scrap-books, a further suggestion may be in order. All who write for a living, or for amusement, or for any other good and sufficient reason, ought to keep every scrap of their own writing. Nothing is more beneficial to a young writer than the power of easily comparing his past work with his present. The preservation in regular chronological order on the pages of a scrap-book, or series of scrap-books, of all that a man has written may be of estimable advantage to him. A scrutiny of these pages may reveal little tricks of style hitherto unsuspected, the undue repetition of favorite words and other kindred blemishes, to be corrected readily as soon as detected. And the possession of all a man's own work gives him the instant use of the results of all his past investigation and industry. The few minutes' time taken to cut out the articles and paste them on the pages of a scrap-book will be saved half a dozen times over by the ownership of a scrap-book filled with one's own work.

It is well, also, for all those who are interested in any
club, society, or association—artistic, literary, charitable, or social—to start a scrap-book to contain all printed matter of interest to the association, all notes of invitation, bills of fare of entertainments, orders of dancing, programmes, ballots, newspaper reports, circulars, statements, catalogues, and what not. Such things are most evanescent. They are here to-day and gone to-morrow. Once misplaced, they can not be replaced. Yet their value to those interested in the club or society, and in its origin and history, is incalculable.

For those who may hereafter begin to arrange clippings and notes, probably no system is as good as that devised and elaborated by Mr. Melvil Dui, formerly of Amherst College; and even those who have already arranged their accumulations according to plans of their own will do well to consider carefully whether the Dui classification and subject index is not better than their own imperfect attempt.

"The problem," as it has been well said, "is to know just where to put each item (books, pamphlets, clippings, or notes are understood to be treated in the same way) with a certainty that other items on the same subject will be assigned to the same place. If this is possible, the other necessity of a satisfactory scheme must follow, and, whenever matter is wanted on any subject, it may be found at once.

"The plan must also be so simple that a child can understand it, and so quickly applicable that the busiest man may have time for it. Few people can afford time to master any classification of human knowledge; nor
can those who most need such aid spend much time in assigning matter to its proper class, or in finding it again when wanted.

"Such a system would be simply invaluable to all literary people; and such a system has been devised, and, after thorough trial for several years, is now published. It is no longer an experiment, as many libraries and individuals have proved its value by actual use, and have given the most flattering testimonials of its practical character. At the International Conferences of Librarians, in Philadelphia in 1876, and in London in 1877, the plan received hearty indorsement; and the U. S. Bureau of Education printed a full description, as Chapter XXVIII of its Special Report on Libraries.

"The plan is briefly this: All subjects that could be collated from catalogues, dictionaries, etc., were grouped in one alphabet of several thousand headings. This is printed on a triple-column page, and each word is followed by a simple number of three figures; e. g., the word 'Protection' by 337. Had we chosen Free-Trade, Duties, Customs, Tariffs, or any other word with similar meaning, we should have found it in its alphabetical place followed by the same 337. This number means Class 3, SOCIOLOGY. Division 3, POLITICAL ECONOMY, Section 7, Protection and Free-Trade.

"All knowledge is divided into nine great classes, numbered by the digits. Each class is separated into divisions numbered with a second figure; each division has nine sections bearing a third figure. When and where desired, the sections may be subdivided to any extent with-
out confusion. The system of classification being largely mnemonic, is more easily remembered than any other yet made public, and is said, by those who have tried it, to have great merits in itself. It was developed during two years of trial by the Faculty of Amherst College. Each professor had in charge his own special subject, and much outside aid was called in before final publication."
ON DIARIES AND FAMILY RECORDS.

"Oh, that I had had time and patience to keep a diary!" declares the late Charles James Mathews, in the first chapter of that beginning of an autobiography which the present Mr. Charles Dickens edited and completed in 1879. "What a world of trouble it would have saved me, and what endless odd details and incidents, now forgotten, I should have been able to record! Harley kept one for some forty years. I have seen three volumes, all regularly bound and lettered. They contain a most interesting account of what he had for dinner each day, and what he paid for coach-hire, and not a word of anything else. I doubt whether their publication would interest the public of the present day. I find that I, too, commenced a journal regularly on the first of January every year, and invariably broke down after a few weeks; then resumed, and finally dropped it altogether. My intentions were good, but my perseverance faulty."

In Charles Mathews and in Harley, two old actors, we have the exact opposites of Fanny Kemble. Mathews began a journal annually, and always gave it up. Harley kept a diary with unbroken regularity, and never recorded in it anything worthy of record. Mrs. Kemble, who be-
gan her public life in the theatre as they did—the very same theatre, too—started a journal early in life, and has made a voluminous appearance in literature on the strength of it. Omitting her plays and poems, and her latest book of Shakespearean criticism, all of Mrs. Kemble's books are made out of her journals, or out of the letters which were a substitute for them. First came the "Journal of a Residence in America"; then "A Year of Consolation," which was a transcript from a journal kept during a journey to Italy; then again the "Journal of a Residence on a Georgia Plantation"; and last of all come the two charming volumes of "Records of a Girlhood" and "Records of Later Years." But we need not come down to modern times for examples. Pepys lives in literature solely because he kept a diary. The journals of Dangeau and the Duke of Luynes are the great sources of information as to the court life of the later French kings. And the diary of Judge Sewell sheds a light on the thoughts and feelings of our New England ancestors not elsewhere to be found so fully focused.

It is, however, because most people want to imitate Pepys and Sewell, not to mention Mrs. Kemble and Charles Greville, that most people break down and give up their journals in the first few months, if not weeks, after the fair start has been had. Most people have not the opportunities of Sewell or Greville; most people lead quiet lives and mix little with the great ones of the world, and have but little to record out of the way or important. Yet every man's life is of importance to him and to his; and every man, woman, and child should keep
a brief record of his or her own doings and sayings. Only one must not attempt too much—and one must begin right. Charles Mathews failed because, characteristically enough, he made a great flourish at the outset. Harley failed as dismally, because, although he kept on heroically, he never set down what was really important, even to him.

A country school-teacher, leading a humdrum life in a little village, does not need a diary large enough to set down the doings of court and king; but she will probably find much pleasure in jotting down a brief record of her daily life. And it is to suggest how this brief record may best be written with the least expenditure of time and trouble and money, and with the utmost benefit in result, that these pages are written.

It is not necessary to buy a diary. Any blank-book will do. The date can be written at the head of each day’s entry. This has the advantage of allowing a long and elaborate entry whenever anything happens to demand it. But, wherever it is convenient, it is best to buy a diary regularly laid off, with dates properly printed, and a space for each and every date. There is something in the assured and stable look of a well-arranged blank diary which sustains the beginner in the task of keeping it up. The word “beginner” is used here advisedly, for it is only the beginner who needs aid and encouragement. No one who has kept a diary through a year ever needs help to keep at it the next year and the year after. The habit once formed, it is really easier to keep a diary than not. This, of course, is on the supposition that the diary is what has been suggested—a brief record. Indeed, the record can hardly be
too brief. I have seen a diary full of interesting personal details, the page of which was not larger than two inches by three, and each page contained the record of a full week of seven days. This, however, is a little too small. Perhaps the best size for a beginner has a page about four inches high and three inches broad, and gives two pages (facing each other) to a week—Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday on one page, and Friday, Saturday, and Sunday on the opposite page; this allows a double space for Sunday, which is often a great advantage. In such a diary there is a space, three inches long and a little more than an inch high, for every week-day. And such a space, small as it may seem when we recall Pepys and the Duke of Luynes and Greville, is ample to set down the simple happenings of most men's lives.

Now as to the things to be set down. Bearing in mind the fact that the diary is to be a brief record, the first question to be considered is—"What happenings in your life are worth recording?" And the answer to this varies with the individual. Every man, woman, and child must determine for himself or herself what he or she deems of most importance. A few general suggestions may be made. Most people take an interest in the weather; it may be well, therefore, to note first the extreme of temperature with the general state of the weather. In January, the record might read: "6°, clear, with a bitter wind;" and in July it might be, "87°, and very muggy; no breeze." Next, it is advisable to specify all visits paid or received, and all letters written and read. Then it is a good thing to record any special payment of money and any change in
health. Lastly, *always* make note of the books you read, setting down the day you began and the day you finished.

Perhaps it is always best to teach by example rather than precept. Here are a few specimen entries:

**January 1st, 1883, Monday.**


That, of course, is the record of a gentleman's New Year's day. Here is a young lady's entry later in the year:

**April 13th, 1883, Friday.**

51°, disagreeable wind. Caught slight cold. Called on Dr. From Mary, to her. Mrs. Brown called. Began Aldrich's "Story of Bad Boy."

The words "from Mary, to her," mean, of course, that a letter was received and answered. Obviously there are days when the record is brief to the point of attenuity, and there are others when of necessity it must be full and ample. When a lady is going to Europe, the entry of any day on shipboard might be very short indeed. But, on her arrival in Paris, it may spread to an alarming length:

**June 30th, 1883, Wednesday.**


**July 16th, 1883, Monday.**

Paris. Continental Hotel. Warm and clear. From Mother and Mary. To Father and John. Mr. Whyte and Mr. Blacque
called. Went to Cluny Museum and the Bon Marché. Tried
on at Worth’s. Dined at the Lion d’Or. Saw Coquelin in
“l’Aventurière,” at the Théâtre-Français. Headache went
away.

Then, soon after the return to America, would come
Thanksgiving and Christmas, and the entries might be
like these:

**November 29th, 1883, Thursday.**
greatest of these is charity.” From Messrs. Green and Gray.
Wrote renewing insurance policy. Dined with grandfather.

**December 25th, 1883, Tuesday.**
My letter denouncing co-education printed in “Herald.” Father
and grandfather dined with us. Reread “Vignettes in Rhyme.”

A diary with memorandums as concise as these is no
tax on the time. As it can be written in a minute every
night on going to bed, it is no tax on the memory. It
costs neither time nor trouble nor money. It may save
all three. After keeping one for more than ten years, the
present writer can testify to the great advantage he has
derived from this brief record, and he takes pleasure in
advising others to go and do likewise.

Most of the ordinary diaries offered for sale at the
stationers’ every year have extra pages for special memo-
randums, and for brief entries of moneys paid in and paid
out. These latter are just what is needed for the keeping
of any little private account—the amount of money spent
in schooling and school-books, or the amount received
from the little attempt at putting up preserves and pickles.
It is a good habit to keep the run of the exact receipts and expenditures of all such "side issues"; and the keeping of an exact account is often the means of opening one's eyes to the altogether unexpected amount of money paid in and paid out.

Next in importance to the individual diary or journal is the family record. And it is but little more trouble to keep, while its interest is far more extensive, as it includes the whole family in all its branches and roots and ramifications—and not one member alone.

"The family Bibles of past generations," Mr. Francis Galton has said in an English review, "served as registers of family events. Births, illness, marriages, and deaths were chronicled on their fly-leaves, and those ponderous tomes fulfilled an important function in this incidental way. But they are now becoming generally replaced by more handy volumes, and the family register is disappearing with the old family Bible." Mr. Galton goes on to make a plea for an improved substitute for the fly-leaves usually found between the Old and New Testaments. As a special student of sociology, he knows the high importance to science of exact family records. The substitute which he wishes to see adopted generally is at once too costly and too complicated to be attempted by many. He notes that the disappearance of the family Bible almost exactly coincides with the invention of photography, and with the recognition of "the hereditary value of what are called life histories"; and he then suggests that the present seems "to be an appropriate time to advocate the es-
tablishment of a new form of family register that shall contain all those notices that were formerly entered in the family Bible, and much more besides; namely, a series of photographic studies of the features from childhood upward, together with facts that shall afford as complete a life history as is consistent with brevity. What is desired is something of this sort. In each substantial family we should find a thin quarto volume, solidly bound, having leaves of stout paper, on which photographs may be mounted. Each pair of opposite pages would be headed by the name of some member of the family. A double row of photographs would run down the side of each page, each about half as large again as a postage stamp, the one containing a medallion of the full face and the other one of the profile. Opposite to each of these the events of the corresponding period would be chronicled. Every opening of the book would contain the photographs and events of about ten periods, five to each page, and would include from ten to twenty years of life history."

Surely this suggestion, or some simplification of it, is worthy of adoption in American families, for in this country the young are constantly breaking away from the old homestead and striking out for themselves, and even whole families not infrequently make a complete transfer from the East to the West. Nowhere is there so much difficulty and confusion in gathering up the threads of family history as there is here. Nowhere, again, is there a greater desire to get together the family records and to trace up the family pedigree. Consider how much false pride would be spared if every family knew exactly from whom
it was directly descended, and if it was made sure it had no right to shelter itself under some aristocratic family tree. Consider, again, how much bitter regret and vexation of spirit might be saved to many a man and woman if he had the facts of his family history so plainly before him that he could not be misled by any alluring belief in a visionary claim on a family fortune of untold millions awaiting a claimant from across the water.

Some sort of family record should be kept in every household. There will never be a better time. Mr. Galton's plan requires, at the beginning, nothing more than the purchase of a stout blank-book and the ruling of a few lines; or, if even this is too much trouble, recourse may be had to the more elaborate "Family Record Album," containing a comprehensive system of blanks classified on a new plan. It has family pages for the names of the members of the family. It has genealogical pages for the descent of the family as far as it can be traced in a direct line. It has tabular pages, one for each person, for the setting down of all the leading particulars of his or her birth—parentage, time and place of birth, weight and height at birth and at various times, dates of vaccination, naming, walking, talking, learning to read, write, swim, etc., going to school or college, entering on trade, business or profession, marriage, residences, diseases, accidents, travels, and deaths. It has biographical pages for other special and personal details. It has heirloom pages, on which to keep the record of the interesting things about the house, and of their history, in so far as they have any. It has domestic-economy pages for the record of the man-
ner of living, house-rent, expenditure and income, etc., from year to year. It has travel pages to record the incidents and dates of any sojourn away from home of any member of the family, and it has miscellaneous pages for all the other manifold things to be thought of.

But whether or not any formal family record be kept, there should certainly be begun a family scrap-book. This will agreeably supplement the family record, if there is one. By a family scrap-book is meant a book devoted solely to the collection of those printed paragraphs in which the name of the family appears, first of all in importance being the marriages and deaths; and, if there is an English branch, there may also be birth notices to insert. Then there are the chance newspaper paragraphs announcing the taking of a prize at the county fair; the description of the fire which burnt half the house, and the report of the decision of the Supreme Court in that everlasting lawsuit. These go in, side by side, with the inaccurate paragraph on your neat after-dinner speech, and the other on your wife’s table at the church fair. And a place should also be found for the few lines which remark on your son’s departure from the village to enter college, and also for the straggling verses he sent home shortly after for insertion in the "Poet’s Corner" of the local newspaper. If you travel by water, some paper is likely to print a list of the passengers, and this deserves its place on the pages of the family scrap-book.
ON THE LENDING AND MARKING OF BOOKS.

"To lend or not to lend" is the first question which the book-lover has to propound to himself, and for which he seeks vainly an answer. If he does not lend the book which another needs and can not easily get elsewhere, he is a dog in the manger. If he does lend, and the precious tome never more returns—why, the fool and his book are soon parted. If he tries to get wisdom by consulting the records of the past, he soon gets confusion only. Some great men and many little men have lent their books freely and frequently. Most of the great book-lovers—those who adore books as books—have rigidly refused to part with any of the volumes from their treasure-houses, guarding them as jealously as the Turk his harem; some have even gone to the extreme of letting no profane eye fall within the sacred depths of the book-case. Carlyle was one of the great men of our scribbling century, and he was free with his books. When Dickens wanted to get up the facts for the framework of "A Tale of Two Cities," he consulted Carlyle as to the chief books he should read to master the feeling and the sayings and doings of the period. While he was expecting an answer, a cart drove up before his house, full of books about the
French Revolution; and Carlyle had sent it. Instead of giving Dickens what he asked—the names of the books—he lent him the books themselves. To go farther back into history, there was once a German who was so fond of books that he had his book-plate designed by no less an artist than Albert Dürer; yet he also loved his fellow-man, for this very book-plate bore the motto, "Sibi et Amicis"—"for himself and his friends." And the great Grolier himself, whose taste in binding has caused his books to be sought for diligently, and treasured up, marked their sides with the kindred motto, "Io. Groleri et amicorum," denoting that they were the property of Grolier and of his friends. No man, it may be noted, has yet arisen wise enough to love books for their own sake and yet liberal enough to declare them at the service of his enemies as well as of his friends. The nearest approach to this is to be seen on the book-plate of one Christian Charles de Savigny, who thereon sets forth that his books are not for himself but for others—"non mihi sed aliis." And, in his delightful little book about the library, Mr. Andrew Lang aptly translates the declaration of Panurge, that "it would prove much more easy in nature to have fish entertained in the air, and bullocks fed in the bottom of the ocean, than to support or tolerate a rascally rabble of people that will not lend." Perhaps it is not difficult to detect behind Panurge the broad face of Rabelais himself, an omnivorous reader, declaiming against this sin.

But the records of history are like the law reports: if you search diligently you can generally find a case on
the other side. On this subject there is no need of seeking long. The man who dislikes and absolutely refuses to lend his books has never hidden his light under a bushel; indeed, he has been wont to noise his vice abroad. It was the learned Scaliger who quoted Scripture as glibly as that other scholarly gentleman, Mephistopheles, and adorned his book-plate with a text from the Vulgate, "Ite ad vendentes"—"Go rather to them that sell and buy for yourselves" (Matt. xxv, 9). And another and like-minded book-owner searched the Scriptures also and marked his books with the text, "The ungodly borrow-eth and payeth not again" (Psalms xxxvii, 21). Pixéri-court, a chief purveyor of coarse melodrama to the minor theatres of Paris, and also a chief collector of fine books and bindings, posted over the door of his library a couplet written for him by another dramatist and book-lover, Charles Nodier:

"Tel est le sort de tout livre prêté;
Souvent il est perdu, toujours il est gâté."

And Condorcet composed for himself a little sextain, not unlike the above. It is an address to his beloved books:

"Chères delices de mon âme,
Gardez-vous bien de me quitter
Quoiqu'on vienne vous emprunter.
Chacun de vous m'est une femme
Qui peut se laisser voir sans blâme
Et ne se doit jamais prêter."

Now, the question comes up again, "To lend or not to lend?" We find ourselves much in the situation of the
gentleman of color who was sitting under a highly wrought sermon in which the preacher gave his hearers their choice between the straight and narrow path that leads to Destruction and the broad and crooked road that leads to certain Death. "En dat case, dis yer niggah take to de woods!" was the colored gentleman's most sensible observation. And this is very like the advice tendered to us by that original writer, M. Jules Janin, who, after weighing the question carefully, suggests as a middle course that we talk like Grolier and act like Pixéricourt. This, however, is scarcely honest. It is perhaps better to adopt frankly the course suggested by one of the English reviewers of Mr. Lang's book, which was to appeal to the would-be borrower's common sense, telling him that he can get any common book for himself, and that he can not reasonably expect you to lend him an uncommon one.

Here we come to a solution. We are justified surely in refusing to lend a unique volume, or a book in any way difficult to replace. No man has really a right to ask us to lend that copy of Foote's plays with the neat signature of Samuel Johnson on the title; or that copy of the "Théâtre de M. Quinault" with the name of Mlle. Clairon stamped in gold on its dark calf cover; or any missal of the thirteenth century by some monkish hand most delicately wrought.

"Ah! a wondering brotherhood
Doubtless round that artist stood,
Strewing o'er his careful ways
Little choruses of praise
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“In that growth of day by day,
When to labor was to pray,
Surely something vital passed
To the patient page at last;

“Something that one still perceives
Vaguely present in the leaves;
Something from the worker lent,
Something mute—but eloquent!”

The man who could lend that book to his fellow-man—without a sinister motive—is made of something more than mortal flesh and blood. So is the man who will part with an autograph of Hawthorne or Thackeray, a first edition of Molière, or the Bay Psalm-book. It is too much to ask. But the book of to-day—the book in print, the book of commerce, which can be had anywhere for the asking, and C. O. D.—surely it were churlish to decline to lend this to a friend. Every man, however, is free to frame his own definition of a friend and of true friendship. In my own private dictionary a friend is one who lends me his books or who borrows mine. I keep my own ordinary books open to all. Any man may take one down from the shelves and—permission asked and granted—may take it home with him. There is no denying that now and again one of my books fails to come home to roost. But I prefer this to a selfish denial of the light of literature to some wayfaring friend. And, after all, the number of books I lose is very, very small. The number of books injured is still smaller. And smallest of all is my grief at the loss. For I have considered the situation and deliberately made an allowance for bad debts, charging them off to profit and loss. So I
sleep well, with the easy conscience of a benefactor of humanity.

Yet I have my rules. Even philanthropy may be systematic, indeed ought to be, else it leads to misanthropy. I never lend a book which I can not replace. I never lend a book of reference which I may need myself while it is out. I never lend one volume of a set. I never lend without taking a receipt, signed by the borrower. I never lend a book that I can not afford to lose. I never lend a book to a man whom I know to be untidy, or careless, or inconsiderate; but I give a liberal construction to this regulation. And by means of these rules I am enabled to reconcile my conscience to the individual ownership of books.

That your books may come home to roost, it is well to mark them before they go into the lender's hands. The common practice is to write the name on a front fly-leaf, with the address, and often the date. It is well also to put the date of purchase and the price paid unobtrusively on a corner of one of the final fly-leaves. Public libraries must needs stamp their name on all their books, and on the backs of all the engravings in their books. But private book-lovers need not adopt such stringent measures. The name and address at the beginning and the date and price at the end are sufficient in most cases. Yet it is well to add a secret mark to identify the volume, in case it strays or is stolen, in which event the thief will find no great difficulty in removing the name and address. Of these secret marks, perhaps the best system is that used by Thomas Jefferson.
He turned to the signature I in his books and put a T before it, and to the signature T and put a J after it. He had thus his initials in two places in the book, and where no one would be likely to look for them. A contributor to the admirable "Library Journal" (1879, p. 62) suggests an improvement. He advises not to take a regular signature, which is often troublesome to find and which will differ in books printed by different houses, but to determine on a fixed number by which the number of pages shall always be divided. Thus, if you fix on four, and the volume has a hundred and sixty pages, you put your mark—initials, cross, or what not—on page forty. Each owner can make a rule for himself so simple that he can not forget it.

Instead of writing the name of the owner on the fly-leaf or across the title-page, many prefer a printed label to be affixed to the inner cover of the book. In its simplest form this book-label is little more than

```
JOHN SMITH,
His Book.
```

A form a little more elaborate would allow a line for the number of the volume, and perhaps also another blank for the indication of its place on the shelves. It may even be accompanied by a few lines of school-boy doggerel, inveighing against the despoiler:

"He who takes what isn’t his’n,
When he’s caught he goes to prison."
"To lose this book would cause me grief:
   Whoever takes it is a thief."

Or, again,

"Steal not this book, for fear of shame:
   Here you see the owner's name."

Or, more elaborately yet,

"Steal not this book, my honest friend,
   For fear the gallows will be your end.
   Up the ladder, down the rope,
   There you'll hang until you choke.
   Then I'll come along and say,
   'Where's that book you stole away?'"

But these typographic book-labels are all rather school-boyish. The true book-lover likes to have an engraved book-plate, drawn specially for his use, and intended solely to honor his books. So many book-lovers have had their book-plates made, and so many artists have designed them, during the past three centuries that there are now collectors of book-plates; nay, more, there are even two guide-books for the collector of book-plates. The French call a book-plate an *ex-libris* (from the books of), and so the first treatise on the topic is the entertaining little book of M. Poulet-Malassis, "Les Ex-Libris Français, depuis leur origine jusqu'à nos jours" (Paris, 1874). The second book is by an Englishman; it is Mr. J. Leicester Warren's "Guide to the Study of Book-Plates" (London, 1880). From these works it appears that the earlier form of book-plate was heraldic, and that this form is perhaps still most in favor in England, while in France a freer and more artistic impulse is to be ob-
served. As specimens of the English school may be
taken the book-plate of the late J. R. Planché, the his-
torian of costume and Rougecroix Pursuivant of Arms
(Fig. 20), and the book-plate of the library of Eton Col-
lege (Fig. 21). Planché carried out the idea of a seal of
wax, even to the representation of the silken cord which sustains and pierces it. The Eton College book-plate is a fair type of the book-plate most in favor in England; it is rectangular in shape, heraldic in design, and fully let-

![Fig. 21.]

tered in Latin. Even when the French choose to treat an heraldic subject, they are wont to lighten it and make it more graceful. Here (Fig. 22) is one drawn by Boucher for a French collector of the last century. The owner's
The name is there, and so are his arms, but so airy and graceful is the touch of the artist that even the heraldic design loses its stiffness and heaviness.

The sketch made by Gavarni for the Goncourt broth-
ers, Edmond and Jules, who were inseparable, living together, eating together, working together, writing together, shows how completely the French have cast off any trace of the heraldic origin of the book-plate. There is a French locution, "Les deux doigts de la main"—"the two fingers on the hand"—implying close and fraternal union; and it is this which Gavarni sets before us in his clever sketch (Fig. 23). Still more striking and unconventional is the book-plate of Victor Hugo, designed by M. Aglaüs Bouvenne (Fig. 24). It represents the tower of Notre Dame de Paris, marked with four gigantic letters, H V G O, and illumined by a brilliant flash of lightning on which we can read the legend "Ex-Libris, Victor Hugo." Quite as peculiar, although less characteristic, is
the etching of M. Bracquemond's, which serves as the book-plate of M. Edouard Manet, the impressionist painter. It is an outline bust of M. Manet rising from a pedestal, relieved by a few ferns (Fig. 25).

There are not many American book-plates, although the taste for them is growing rapidly. They will increase in number as the number of book-lovers increases. The only American book-plate which we are at lib-

Fig. 24.

Fig. 25.

ET MANEBIT

property to reproduce here was drawn by the brilliant American figure painter, Mr. E. A. Abbey, for a collector of dramatic literature, who makes a specialty of the French
stage (Fig. 26). It represents an American Indian finding a Greek comic mask. The legend is from Molière: "Que pensez-vous de cette comédie?"—"What think you of this comedy?"
HINTS HERE AND THERE.

Never cut open the pages of a book or a magazine with anything but a paper-cutter. A finger is too blunt, and tears the edges. A knife is too sharp, and may cut the edges unequally. The best paper-cutter is a thin slip of ivory. Wood and bone are nearly as good. Metal is not.

Never deface books in any way. Never scribble on them needlessly. Never disfigure them with unnecessary stamps, or with stamps in inappropriate places. A good book is a good friend, and should be treated with the respect due to a friend.

Never wet your fingers to turn over a leaf. Be warned by the fate of the king in the Arabian tale. Never turn down a corner of a page to hold your place. Never put in a soiled playing card, or a stained envelope, or a bit of dirty string, or a piece of damp newspaper. Always use a regular book-mark. The simplest, and one of the best, is a card as large as a small visiting card. By cutting this twice longitudinally from one end almost to the other, you will have a three-legged book-mark which rides a-straddle of the page—one leg on the page below and two on the page you wish the book to open at.
Never allow your books to get damp, as they may mildew. Never allow them to get hot, as the boards may warp and the leather may crack. Never put them on a shelf high up near the ceiling of a room lighted by gas, as the results of gas combustion are highly injurious. Never put books with metal clasps or with embossed sides, or albums ornamented with decorative nails, on the shelves by the side of other books, for the delicate bindings of the other books will suffer. Put all such hedgehogs of books in drawers or in trays by themselves.

Never leave books or pamphlets out of sight in drawers for a long time without examination to see that the mice have not made a nest in the drawer out of the margins of the books.
Never bind in one volume a lot of miscellaneous pamphlets on incongruous subjects and of odd sizes. When you can afford it, bind every pamphlet separately. The only exceptions to this rule are serials, annuals, series of reports of one society, etc., which may be bound together whenever a sufficient number have appeared to make a shapely volume. Pamphlets are best kept from dust and in order in pamphlet-cases (Figs. 27 and 28), which are paper boxes shaped like a book, and which, like a book, may bear their contents labeled on their backs.

Never let books lean sideways for a long time, as it racks the covers. If the absence of one or more books from a shelf makes it difficult to keep the remaining volumes upright, insert a wooden block in the place of the missing books. It is well to have a supply of ash or walnut blocks resembling in size and shape an octavo volume.
If these are at hand, one of them can be substituted for any book taken down, whether for study or to lend. A little slip of silicated paper glued on one side of this block would enable a record to be kept of the date when the book was taken away, and of the purpose. When there are only a few books on a shelf, the best block to cause these to stand upright is made by sawing diagonally in half a cube of wood six inches every way. The Library Bureau supply a neat clamped support (Fig. 29) for broken rows of books.

The best book-rack for use on the library desk is the Economy Book Support (Figs. 30 and 31), made from a single piece of tinned iron. It is firm and strong, and a pair of them will support the ends of a row of books of any length. The Harvard Book-rack (Fig. 32) is practically the same in principle; its sides are of wood neatly carved, and they fit into flat metal arms which pass under
the row of volumes like the tongue of the Economy Book Support.

Never attempt to classify books on your shelves by the colors of the bindings or by the sizes of the books themselves. Put the works of an author together, as far as possible, however incongruous their sizes may be. And try to keep books on the same and kindred subjects as close together as may be convenient. If possible, divide your books roughly into as many classes as you have book-cases, and give up one book-case, or section of a book-case, to each subject. This will greatly facilitate your finding at once any book you need in a hurry. This classification of books should not be too rigid; it ought to be simple and general, and fitted for the individual owner.

When a hundred books are gathered together, then ought there to be a catalogue. The simplest form of catalogue is a little pocket address-book, with a marginal alphabetical index, in which are put down the titles of the books under the name of the author. For small collections this will serve. It is best, however, to enter every book at least twice—once under the title, and again under the author's name. If you have more than two or three
hundred books, don't attempt to catalogue them before you have learned how to do it. For cataloguing is not as easy as it looks at first sight. Ample information on the subject can be had in the Library Report made by the Bureau of Education in 1876. Or application may be made to the associated librarians who manage the Library Bureau, 32 Hawley Street, Boston. The rules for cataloguing laid down by the American Library Association will be found in the "Library Journal" (vol. iii, page 12), and ought to be consulted by every one who has occasion to make a catalogue for home or for a society library, however small.

Books which children can read should be put on the lower shelves of the book-case, so that the children may be tempted to take them down for themselves and have a try at their contents. These books within a child's reach need not be "juvenile," and indeed had better not be. They ought to be travels and biographies, brightly written and full of pictures. Especially should the file of "Harper's Magazine" or "The Century" stand where the young ones may readily get at it. On the other hand, books which children should not handle should not be within reach of their hands. Lead not the little ones into temptation. Lock up your Rabelais, and perhaps even your Fielding, where little fingers may not happen on them. Put the Elizabethan dramatists and the comic writers of the Restoration where no Paul Pry, Jr., or his sister, may chance to spy them. Out of sight out of mind.

All books need air, as we have elsewhere said. The
doors of all closed book-cases should be opened now and then, every few days, to let in the light and to change the air. Books are no more benefited by solitary confinement than are men. All books get dusty. Every shelf should be cleaned out once in six months, every book being dusted and returned to its place. The best duster for fine bindings is a bit of soft chamois leather.

Every book should carry its own history. It is well to note the price paid for it, the place where it was bought, and the date when it was purchased. This can best be done with a hard pencil in a corner of the back fly-leaf. If bought at auction, note also the number it bore in the sale catalogue.

It is best not to cover the books of a library with paper. As Mr. William F. Poole puts it, "the covering is expensive, troublesome, and quite as much an injury as a protection to a book. A book covered with paper is likely to need rebinding sooner than if it be not covered." A room full of books covered with paper is dull and monotonous; and no one who has ever glanced into such a room will be inclined to disagree with Mr. Poole when he says that "books lose their individuality by being covered." This is not only an aesthetic disadvantage; it also reduces the usefulness of the books, as they are less easily handled and kept apart and in order. However, it may be well to cover children's school-books, but with muslin, not paper.

Letters not destroyed at once ought to be filed at once. Indorse on every letter as soon as read the date of receipt. Indorse also, as soon as answered, the date of an-
swear. One of the best letter files is the Economy Reference File (Fig. 33), which consists of a series of indexed manila paper pockets, guarded from dust by a box. The letters arranged in these alphabetical pockets can be found readily, taken out at will, and put back into their place without trouble or delay.

Every library-table or desk should be supplied with the four chief aids to the ready writer—shears, paste, pins, and rubber bands. It is policy to buy good steel bankers' shears, with long blades, nickel-plated. As Mr. Melvil Dui says, cutting paper with common shears is like trout-fishing with a walking-stick. Probably the best paste for ordinary workers is made from gum tragacanth. Dissolve one or two ounces in an open vessel, with cold water, and it will be ready for use in a few hours. As it evaporates, more cold water may be added. It rarely turns
The pyramid of pins is the most convenient shape in which to have pins on a desk or in a drawer. For binding together papers on the same subject, a bundle of letters, or pages of manuscript, the Gem Paper-Fasteners, or McGill’s Paper-Fasteners, are better than ordinary pins. India-rubber bands ought to be on every desk in a little tin box, with divisions to hold the assorted sizes.

If you ever have occasion to inclose a stamp for a reply to a letter, do not stick it to the paper by a corner. Cut two slits in your note paper thus ______, and slide the stamp through both cuts. It will remain there, and not drop out. In most cases, however, it is best to inclose an envelope, stamped and directed.

If the drawers of your desk stick or slide hard, a little rub with tallow, soap, or lard will often remove the difficulty.

Ink-stains on the fingers can generally be removed by rubbing with pumice-stone. The stains of aniline ink, now very common, may be washed out by using a mixture of alcohol 3 parts and glycerine 1 part.

Several pages of useful receipts for the removal of spots and stains in books, for the renovation of old binding, and for similar needs, may be found in Mr. Power’s “Handy Book about Books.”
APPENDIX.

LIST OF AUTHORS

WHOSE WORKS SHOULD BE FOUND IN THE HOME LIBRARY.

Based upon Leypoldt's "Books of all Times," which has been freely used by permission.

Addison, Joseph [1672–1719].
Works. 6 vols. 12mo. $7.50.—3 vols. 8vo. $6.
Spectator. 2 vols. 12mo. $2.50.—Ed. by A. Chalmers. 6 vols. 8vo. $12.—Globe ed. 8vo. $1.25.
Never, not even by Dryden, not even by Temple, had the English language been written with such sweetness, grace, and facility.—Macaulay.

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey [1836–].
Works. 7 vols. 16mo. Per vol., $1.50.
Mr. Aldrich's genius is of a rare and delicate quality.—C. F. Richardson.

Andersen, Hans Christian [1805–1875].
Works. 10 vols. Cr. 8vo. Per vol., $1.50.
Andersen's best literary productions remain his "Märchen." . . . He has done endless good by his heart-felt, tender tales. Through them he has glorified not only his own name, but that of his fatherland.—Leopold Katscher.

Arnold, Edwin [1832–].
Light of Asia. 16mo. $1.
It is a work of great beauty. It tells a story of intense interest, which never flags for a moment.—Holmes.

Arnold, Matthew [1822–].
Is an illustrious example of the power of training and the human will. . . . Has won reputation, and impressed himself upon his age, as the apostle of culture, spiritual freedom, and classical restraint.—Stedman.
Arnold, Thomas [1795–1842].
History of Rome. 3 vols. 8vo. $3.
Lectures on Modern History. 12mo. $1.
Dr. Arnold’s colossal reputation is founded on his History of Rome.

Austen, Jane [1775–1817].
Works. 4 vols. 12mo. $5.
Distinct delineations of English domestic life, with a delicate discrimination of female character.

Bacon (Lord) [1561–1626].
Essays. [Various eds. $1 and $1.25.]—Students’ Bacon. Cr. 8vo. $2.50.
“Who is there,” asks Burke, “that, upon hearing the name of Lord Bacon, does not instantly recognize everything of literature the most extensive, everything of discovery the most penetrating, everything of observation of human life the most distinguishing and refined?”

Bain, Alexander [1818–].
The Senses and the Intellect. 8vo. $5.
The Emotions and the Will. 8vo. $5.
Mental Science: A Compendium of Psychology and History of Philosophy. 12mo. $1.50.
Moral Science: A Compendium of Ethics. 12mo. $1.50.
Mind and Body. The Theories of their Relations. 12mo. $1.50.
Logic, Deductive and Inductive. 12mo. $2.
Education as a Science. 12mo. $1.75.
English Composition and Rhetoric. 12mo. $1.50.
Few men have done more for education than Dr. Bain. His “Education as a Science” has been pronounced the most remarkable discussion of educational problems published in our day.

Bancroft, George [1800–].
History of the United States of America, from the Discovery of the Continent. New revised ed. now in course of publication. To be completed in 6 vols. 8vo. Vols. I and II. $2.50 each.
There is nothing to be said at this day of the value of “Bancroft.” Its authority is no longer in dispute, and, as a piece of vivid and realistic historical writing, it stands among the best of its class. This new edition will greatly extend its usefulness.—Philadelpia North American.

Barham, Richard Harris [1788–1845].
Ingoldsby Legends. 12mo. $1.50.—Globe ed. 12mo. $2.25.—Library ed. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $3.50.
It is not too much to say that for originality of design and diction, for quaint illustration and musical verse, they are not surpassed in the English language.—Quoted in Adams’s Dictionary of English Literature.
LIST OF AUTHORS.

Beaumont, Francis [1586-1616], and Fletcher, John [1576-1625].
Works. 2 vols. 8vo. $5.
The comic talents of these authors far exceeded their skill in tragedy. In comedy they founded a new school.—Hallam.

Brontë, Charlotte [1816-1855].
Novels. 4 vols. 12mo. [Various eds. $4, $5, and $6.]
No other hand in the age of Queen Victoria has dealt with human emotion so powerfully and so truthfully.—McCarthy.

Browning, Mrs, Elizabeth Barrett [1809-1861].
Works. 6 vols. Sq. 16mo. $7.50.
Poetical Works. "Casa Guidi " ed. Cr, 8vo. $2; $2.50.—Diamond ed. 32mo. $1.—Florence ed. 16mo. $1.25; $1.75.—Globe ed. 3 vols. 16mo. $5.25.—Handy-vol. ed. 4 vols. 16mo. $5.—Household ed. 2 vols. 12mo. $3.50. Ill. ed. 8vo. $4.—Red line ed. ill. sm. 4to. $3.50.
Aurora Leigh. Cabinet ed. 16mo. $1.50.—Handy-vol. ed. Sq. 16mo. $1.25.
An inspired singer—if there ever was one—all fire and air; her song and soul alike devoted to liberty, aspiration, and ethereal love.—Stedman.
"Aurora Leigh" is a mirror of contemporary life, while its learned and beautiful illustrations make it almost a hand-book of literature and the arts. —Stedman.

Browning, Robert [1812—].
Works. 13 vols. 16mo. $19.50.
Poems and Dramas. 2 vols. 16mo. $3.
Dramatis Personæ. 16mo. $1.50.
Men and Women. 16mo. $1.50.
The Ring and the Book. 2 vols. 16mo. $3.
The most original and the most unequal of living poets; he continually descends to a prosaic level, but at times is elevated to the Laureate's highest flight.—Stedman.

Bryant, William Cullen [1794-1878].
Poetical Works. Memorial ed. 2 vols. Sq. 8vo. $6.—Ill. ed. 8vo. $4.—Household ed. 12mo. $2.—Red line ed. Ill. sq. 12mo. $2.50.—Diamond ed. 18mo. $1.
A true painter of the face of this country and of the sentiment of his own people.—Emerson.
There is no tone or taste of anything not peculiarly American in his poetry. It is as characteristic as the wine of the Catawba grape, and could have been written only in America by an American naturally sensitive to whatever is most distinctively American.—Curtis.

Bulwer-Lytton, Sir Edward [Lord Lytton, 1805-1873].
Novels. Caxton ed. 20 vols. 8vo. $30.—Globe ed. 25 vols. 16mo.

Dramas and Poems. Sq. 18mo. $1.

Bulwer-Lytton, Robert [Lord Lytton, 1831–].

Poems. Blue and gold ed. 2 vols. 32mo. $2.50.—Cabinet ed. 2 vols. 16mo. $3.—Library ed. Ill. 8vo. $4.—New household ed. Ill. 12mo. $2.—Shawmut ed. Cr. 8vo. $1; $1.50.

Lucille; with ill. by American artists. Sq. 8vo. $6.—With ill. by Du Maurier. 8vo. $5.—Blue and gold ed. 32mo. $1.25.—Cabinet ed. 16mo. $1.50.—Diamond ed. 16mo. $1.—Favorite ed. 16mo. $1.50.—Red line ed. Ill. sm. 4to. $2.50.—Universal ed. 16mo. 75 cents.

Lytton adds to an inherited talent for melodramatic tale-writing a poetical ear, good knowledge of effect, and a taste for social excitement.—Stedman. "Lucille," with all its lightness, remains his best poem, as well as the most popular; a really interesting though sentimental parlor-novel, written in fluent verse—a kind of production exactly suited to his gift and limitations.—Stedman.

Bunyan, John [1628–1688].

Pilgrim's Progress. [Can be obtained in any style and at any price ranging from 25 cents to $20.]

Burke, Edmund [1729–1797].

Works. 12 vols. Cr. 8vo. $15.—3 vols. 8vo. $6.

Burke is so great because, almost alone in England, he brings thought to bear upon politics—he saturates politics with thought.—Matthew Arnold.

Burns, Robert [1759–1796].

Works. 4 vols. 12mo. $6.—6 vols. 8vo. $30.—[Various 8vo eds. at $2, $2.50, $3, $3.50, and $4.]

Poems. 3 vols. 18mo. $3.—Aldine ed. 3 vols. 16mo. $2.25. Diamond ed. 16mo. $1.—Edina ed. Ill. 4to. $6.—Globe ed. 12mo. $1.—8vo. $3.

Burns’s poetry shares with all poetry of the first order of excellence the life and movement, not of one age, but of all ages, that which belongs to what Wordsworth calls "the essential passions" of human nature.—John Service.

Burton, Robert [1576–1639].

Anatomy of Melancholy. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. $5.25.—8vo. $2.75.

A carnival of ideas and phrases, Greek, Latin, German, French, Italian, philosophical, geometrical, medical, poetical, astrological, musical, pedagogic, heaped one on the other; an enormous medley.—Taine.
Butler, Joseph, D. D. [1692-1752].
Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and Course of Nature. $1.50 to $3.
One of the most profound and original theological studies in the language.

Butler, Samuel [1600-1680].
Poems. Aldine ed. 2 vols. 16mo. $1.50.—Riverside ed. Cr. 8vo. $1.75.
Hudibras. Globe ed. 16mo. $1.—32mo. $1.25.
Butler had as much wit and learning as Cowley, and knew, what Cowley never knew, how to use them.—Macaulay.

Byron, Lord [1788-1824].
Poetical Works. 4 vols. Ill. 12mo. $10; cheap ed., $5.—With steel eng. 8vo. Mor., $8; cheap ed., $3.—Globe ed. 16mo. $1; $1.75.—Red line ed. Ill. sq. 8vo. $4.—Riverside ed. 5 vols. Cr. 8vo. $8.75.—[Various 8vo eds. at $2, $2.25, $2.50, and $3.]
He is so great and so English that from him alone we shall learn more truths of his country and his age than from all the rest together.—Taine.

Campbell, Thomas [1777-1844].
Poetical Works. Ill. 8vo. $5.—12mo. $1.50.—Globe ed. $1.—Same; with Poems of Falconer. Riverside ed. Cr. 8vo. $1.75.

Carlyle, Thomas [1795-1881].
Works. People’s ed. 38 vols. Sq. 16mo. (Lond.) Per vol., 90 cents.
Anthology. 12mo. $1.25.
Essays. 8vo. $2.—Popular ed. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $3.50.—Riverside ed. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo. $7.50.
Frederick the Great. 6 vols. 12mo. $7.50.—People’s ed. 10 vols. Sq. 16mo. $9.
French Revolution. 2 vols. 12mo. $2.50.—People’s ed. 3 vols. Sq. 16mo. $2.70.
Oliver Cromwell. 2 vols. 12mo. $2.50.—People’s ed. 5 vols. Sq. 16mo. $4.50.
Carlyle is distinctly the founder of a school of history and a school of art.—McCarthy.

Carpenter, William Benjamin [1813-].
Principles of Mental Physiology. With their Application to the Training and Discipline of the Mind and the Study of its Morbid Conditions. 12mo. $3.
Mesmerism, Spiritualism, etc., Historically and Scientifically Considered. 12mo. $1.25.
Cervantes [1547-1616].
Don Quixote. 4 vols. 12mo. $5.—With ill. 8vo. $2.

To know "Don Quixote," that is to follow out the whole mystery of its double world, is to know the very tragi-comedy of human life.—F. Harrison.

Chaucer, Geoffrey [1328-1400].
Poetical Works. 8vo. $3.—Aldine ed. 6 vols. 16mo. $4.50.—Moxon ed. 8vo. $4.50.—Riverside ed. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. $2.25.

Canterbury Tales. Globe ed. 8vo. $1.

Chaucer is the father of our splendid English poetry; he is our "well of English undefiled," because, by the lovely charm of his diction, the lovely charm of his movement, he makes an epoch and founds a tradition.—Matthew Arnold.

Clough, Arthur Hugh [1819-1861].
Poems. 12mo. $2.

Clough holds a high and permanent place among our poets, not only because, as Mr. Lowell says, he represents an epoch of thought, but because he represents it in a manner so rare, so individual.—T. H. Ward.

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor [1772-1834].
Works. 7 vols. 12mo. Per vol., $1.50.
Poetical and Dramatic Works. 4 vols. 16mo. $9.
Poems. 12mo. $2.—3 vols. 18mo. $3.—Same; with Poems of Keats. Riverside ed. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $3.50.

For height and perfection of imaginative quality he is the greatest of lyric poets. This was his special power, and this his special praise.—Swinburne.

Collins, William [1721-1756].
Poems. Aldine ed. 16mo. 75 cents.—Same; with Poems of Gray and Goldsmith. 12mo. $1.50.

The direct sincerity and purity of their positive and straightforward inspiration will always keep his poems fresh and sweet to the senses of all men.—Swinburne.

Cooper, James Fenimore [1789-1851].

Leather-Stocking Tales. Ill. 8vo. 5 vols. $4. Cheap ed. Ill. $2.—12mo. 5 vols. $5.

Sea Tales. Ill. 8vo. 5 vols. $4. Cheap ed. Ill. $2.—12mo. 5 vols. $5.

His novels were intensely American in spirit, and intensely American in scenery and characters; but they were also found to contain in them something which appealed to human nature everywhere.—Whipple.
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Cowper, William [1731-1800].
Works. 8vo. $2.—Boston ed. 8vo. $3.—Same; with Works of Thomson. 8vo. $2.25; $2.75.
Poems. Globe ed. 12mo. $1.—Aldine ed. 3 vols. 16mo. $2.25.
—Riverside ed. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $3.50.
The Task. Ill. 8vo. $3.50.
We read Cowper, indeed, not for his passion or for his ideas, but for his love of Nature and his faithful rendering of her beauty.—T. H. Ward.

Crabbe, George [1754-1832].
Poetical Works. See Chaucer.
Though Crabbe occupies so marked a place in the history of English poetry, he has not met in our own generation with all the attention which he deserves.—W. J. Courthope.

Craik, Mrs. D. M.
See Mulock, Miss D. M.

Dante [1265-1321].
Divine Comedy; tr. by H. F. Cary. 16mo. $1.
Same; tr. by H. W. Longfellow. 3 vols. 8vo. Per vol., $4.50.—
Cambridge ed. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. $6; in 1 vol., $3.
Same; tr. by I. C. Wright; with Flaxman’s ill. 12mo. (Bohn.) $2.
The most profound, the most meditative, the most prophetic of all poets.—F. Harrison.

Darwin, Charles Robert [1809-1882].
Origin of Species. 12mo. $2.
Descent of Man. 12mo. $3.
Journal of Researches. $2.
Emotional Expression. 12mo. $3.50.
Animals and Plants under Domestication. 2 vols. 12mo. $5.
Insectivorous Plants. 12mo. $2.
Climbing Plants. $1.25.
Orchids Fertilized by Insects. 12mo. $1.75.
Fertilization in the Vegetable Kingdom. 12mo. $2.
Forms of Flowers. 12mo. $1.50.
Power of Movement in Plants. 12mo. $2.
Vegetable Mould and Earth-Worms. 12mo. $1.50.
Proud as England may be to be called the fatherland of Newton, yet may she with even greater pride reckon Charles Darwin among her sons.—Professor Haeckel.

Defoe, Daniel [1663-1731].
Works; ed. by Sir W. Scott. 7 vols. 12mo. (Bohn.) Per vol., $1.50.—8vo. $2.
Robinson Crusoe.
[Can be obtained in any style and at any price.]
De Quincey, Thomas [1785–1859].


 Beauties selected from his Writings. Cr. 8vo. $1.50.

 Of all these miscellaneous writers Carlyle was the most original, and Thomas De Quincey the greatest writer of English prose.—Brooke.

Dickens, Charles [1812–1870].

Household ed. 22 vols. Sq. 8vo. $33.50; or bound in 10 vols., $30.—Popular Library ed. 6 vols. Sm. 8vo. $10.—Handy-Vol. ed. 14 vols. 75 cents per vol.—Cheap, Popular ed. 19 vol. 8vo. $5.55.

Disraeli, Isaac [1766–1848].

Works. 6 vols. Cr. 8vo. $7.50.

 His works must live in honor, and in freshness, as long as our history and literature survive.—Blackwood’s Magazine.

Disraeli, Benjamin (Earl of Beaconsfield), [1805–1881].

The Young Duke, Contarini Fleming, Miriam Alroy, Henrietta Temple, Venetia, Tancred. 6 vols. 8vo. 50 cents each.—Vivian Grey, Coningsby. 2 vols. 8vo. 60 cents each.—Lothair. 12mo. Cloth, $1.25; Cheap ed. 50 cents.—Endymion. 12mo. Cloth, $1.50; Cheap ed. $1 and 75 cents.

 A great and successful artist in life, renowned for good and characteristic speech.—London Athenæum.

Dobson, Austin [1840–].

Vignettes in Rhyme. Sq. 12mo. $2.

 Mr. Dobson is, par excellence, the writer of vers de société.—Nation.

Drake, Joseph Rodman [1795–1820].

The Culprit Fay. Ill. 16mo. $2.

 One of those happy inventions of fancy, superinduced upon fact, which afford unalloyed delight.—Tuckerman.

Dryden, John [1631–1701].

Works. 2 vols. 8vo. $4.—Moxon ed. 8vo. $4.50.

 Poems. Aldine ed. 5 vols. 16mo. $3.75.—Globe ed. 12mo. $1.—Riverside ed. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $3.50.

 “The greatest craftsman in English letters,” a genuine poet, often a great poet, a reformer of English prose, a mind whose range is enormous.—Saintsbury.

Eliot, George [1820–1881].

Works. 20 vols. 16mo. (Lond.) $40.—Lovell’s popular ed. 8 vols. 12mo. $12.
Novels. Library ed. 10 vols. 12mo. $11.25. Per vol., $1.25.
Wit and Wisdom of George Eliot. Sq. 18mo. $1.

Scott, Dickens, and Thackeray may excel George Eliot in their special departments of fiction; but if we apply the intellectual test, and ask which of the four has mastered most thoroughly the knowledge and advanced thought of the age, the judgment of all cultivated persons would be given unreservedly in favor of "Daniel Deronda."—Whipple.

Emerson, Ralph Waldo [1803-1882].
Works. 10 vols. 16mo. $15. Containing: Essays, 2 vols.—Miscellany.—Representative Men.—English Traits.—Conduct of Life.—Poems.—May-day, etc.—Society and Solitude.—Letters and Social Aims. Per vol., $1.50.
Works. Little classic ed. 9 vols. 24mo. Per vol., $1.50.— Fireside ed. 5 vols. 16mo. $10.
Poems. Blue and gold ed. 32mo. $1.25.
Prose Works. 3 vols. 12mo. $7.50.
Essays, Blue and gold ed. 32mo. $1.25.

As Lessing raised his voice against imitation of the French, and called for a genuine German literature, founded on national sentiment, so has Emerson protested against foreign models, and in favor of an American literature.—G. W. Cooke.

Fielding, Henry [1707-1754].
Works. 10 vols. 8vo. (Lond.) $30.—8vo. $2.

Our immortal Fielding was of the younger branch of the Earls of Denbigh, who drew their origin from the Counts of Hapsburg. The successors of Charles V may disdain their brethren of England, but the romance of "Tom Jones," that exquisite picture of human manners, will outlive the palace of the Escurial and the imperial eagle of the house of Austria.—Gibbon.

Fletcher, John [1576-1625].
See Beaumont and Fletcher.

Ford, John [1586-1639].
See Massinger and Ford.

Freeman, Edward Augustus [1823-].
General Sketch of History. 16mo. $1.10.
Historical Geography of Europe. 2 vols. 8vo. $12.
History and Conquest of the Saracens. 12mo. $1.50.
Norman Conquest. 6 vols. 8vo. $20.
Ottoman Power in Europe. 12mo. $2.
Unity of History. Cr. 8vo. $1.

Froude, James Anthony [1818-].
Caesar. 8vo. $2.50.—12mo. 60c. and 75c.
English in Ireland. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. $4.50.
Thomas Carlyle. 2 vols. 8vo. $4.—2 vols. in 1. 8vo. $1.50.—12mo. $1.

Gibbon, Edward [1737-1794].
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. 3 vols. 12mo. $4.—5 vols. 12mo. $5.—6 vols. 12mo. $5.—6 vols. 12mo. $3.—8 vols. 8vo. $20.—Crown ed. 6 vols. 12mo. $6.—New Library ed. 6 vols. 8vo. $2.

The greatest historical work in the English language, and one of the greatest creations of any single intellect. It is hardly less than the history of the world for nearly thirteen centuries.

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von [1749-1832].
Works. 8 vols. 12mo. (Bohn.) $12.
Poems; tr. by Bowring. 12mo. $1 and $1.75.
Poems and Ballads; tr. by Aytoun and Martin. 16mo. $1.50.
Faust; tr. by Bayard Taylor. 2 vols. 8vo. Per vol., $4.50.—Kennett ed. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $4.50; in 1 vol., $3.—Trans. by J. S. Blackie. Cr. 8vo. $2.50.—Trans. by C. T. Brooks. 16mo. $1.25.

Since Shakespeare, there has been no mind of equal compass to his. There is the wise man. He has the largest range of thought, the most catholic mind.—Emerson.

Goldsmith, Oliver [1728-1774].
Works. 4 vols. 8vo. (Lond.) $10.—4 vols. 12mo. $5.—4 vols. 8vo. $8.
Miscellaneous Works. 8vo. $2.—Globe ed. 8vo. $1.25.
Poetical Works. Ill. 8vo. $3.—Ill. 4to. $3.75 and $5.
Poems. Aldine ed. 16mo. 75c. —Same; with Poems of Gray. Riverside ed. Cr. 8vo. $1.75.

No writer in the language has ever surpassed him, or even equaled him, in that witching simplicity, that gentle ease of movement, sometimes careless and slipshod, but always in perfect good taste, and often delighting with the subtlest turns and felicities, which critics have admired for a hundred years in the diction of Goldsmith.—Masson.

Gray, Thomas [1716-1771].
Poetical Works. 4to. $3.—16mo. $1.50.
Poems. 18mo. $1.—Aldine ed. 16mo. 75c.—Handy-vol. ed. 16mo. $1.—Red line ed. Ill. Sm. 4to. $3.50. Elegy; ill. by Foster and others. 8vo. Mor., $4.

Gray, if we may believe the commentators, has not an idea, scarcely an epithet, that he can call his own, and yet he is, in the best sense, one of the classics of English literature.—Lowell.
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Green, John Richard [1838-1883].
Short History of the English People. 8vo. $1.30.
History of the English People. 4 vols. 8vo. Per vol., $2.50.
Stray Studies from England and Italy. Sm. 8vo. $1.75.

Guizot, François Pierre Guillaume [1787-1874].
History of Civilization. 2 vols. 12mo. $4.
The most famous of Guizot’s works.—Dr. Adams’s Historical Literature.

Hallam, Henry [1777-1859].
Works. 6 vols. Cr. 8vo. $7.50.—4 vols. 8vo. $8.
His “Europe during the Middle Ages,” and his “Literature of Europe” are distinguished for their exhaustive and judicial summing up of facts; and his “Constitutional History of England” set on foot a new kind of history in the best way.—Brooke.

Halleck, Fitz-Greene [1790-1867].
Poetical Works. 12mo. $2.50.—Blue and gold ed. 18mo. $1.—Large pap. ed. ill. $10.
In no poet can be found passages which flow with more sweet and liquid smoothness.—Bryant.

Harte, Bret [1839—].
Poems. 16mo. $1.50.—Diamond ed. 16mo. $1.—Red line ed. Ill. Sm. 4to. $2.50.
He is original not only in the ordinary sense of the word, but in the sense of discovering a new domain of literature, and of colonizing it by the creations of his own brain.—Whipple.

Hawthorne, Nathaniel [1804-1864].
Works. Little classic ed. 23 vols. 18mo. Per vol., $1.25.—Containing: Twice-told Tales, 2 vols.—Snow-image.—Mosses from an Old Manse, 2 vols.—Scarlet Letter.—House of Seven Gables.—Blithedale Romance.—Marble Faun, 2 vols.—Our Old Home.—True Stories from History and Biography.—Wonder-book.—Tanglewood Tales.—American Note-books, 2 vols.—English Note-books, 2 vols.—French and Italian Note-books, 2 vols.—Septimus Felton.—Fanshawe.—Dolliver Romance.
Works. Ill. library ed. 12 vols. 12mo. Per vol., $2.—Fireside ed. 12 vols. 16mo. $20.—New globe ed. 6 vols. 16mo. $10.
The rarest creative imagination of the century, the rarest in some respects since Shakespeare.—Lowell.

Hazlitt, William [1778-1830].
Works. 5 vols. 12mo. $6.25.
He was a compound of intellect and passion, and the refinement of his critical analysis is associated with vehement eloquence and glowing imagery.—J. Garnett.
Heine, Heinrich [1799–1856].
Poems and Ballads; tr. by Emma Lazarus. 12mo. $1.50.
Book of Songs; tr. by Leland. 16mo. $1.50.
The magic of Heine’s poetical form is incomparable.—Matthew Arnold.

Helps, Sir Arthur [1817–1875].
Friends in Council. 2 vols. 12mo. $4. — Household ed. 4 vols. 12mo. $5.
Miscellaneous Essays. 4 vols. 12mo. Per vol., $1.50.

Hemans, Mrs. Felicia Dorothea [1794–1835].
Poetical Works. Cr. 8vo. $1.50.—Globe ed. 2 vols. 16mo. $2.
—[Various 8vo. eds. at $2, $2.25, $2.75, $3, and $3.50.]
Her genius is of the domestic kind, and her best songs are rightly named of the Affections.—Cunningham.

Herbert, George [1593–1633].
Poems. Globe ed. $1.—Same; with Poems of Vaughan. Riverside ed. Cr. 8vo. $1.75.
He has an exquisite feeling of lyrical art. Not only does he keep to one idea in it, but he finishes the poem like a cameo.—Macdonald.

Herodotus [484 B. C.—420 B. C.].
History. English version; ed. by George Rawlinson. 4 vols. 8vo. Cloth. $8.
By far the most valuable version of the works of “The Father of History.”
—Dr. Adams’s Historical Literature.

Herrick, Robert [1591–1674].
Poems. Riverside ed. Cr. 8vo. $1.75.
No other writer of the seventeenth century approached him in abundance of song, in sustained exercise of the purely musical and intuitive gifts of poetry.—E. W. Gosse.

Higginson, Thomas Wentworth [1823–].
Works. 7 vols. 16mo. $11.
Distinguished in many departments of literature for the thoroughness of his culture and the classic simplicity and elegance of his style.—Whipple.

Holland, Josiah Gilbert [1819–1881].
Works. 15 vols. 12mo. $25.50.—New ed. 16mo. Per vol., $1.25.
Select Works. Brightwood ed. 6 vols. 16mo. $9.
Poetical Writings. Ill. 8vo. $5.
Bitter-Sweet. 12mo. $1.50; $2.50.
Katrina. 12mo. $1.50; $2.50.—Ill. sm. 4to. $5.
Mistress of the Manse. 12mo. $1.50.—Ill. sm. 4to. $5.
He has written no word that he would blot, but a thousand words that have been a cheer and an impulse to thousands of his fellow-men.—Curtis.
Holmes, Oliver Wendell [1809-]

Poems. Household ed. 12mo. $2.—Library ed. Ill. 8vo. $4.—
New handy-vol. ed. 2 vols. 24mo. $2.50.
Breakfast-Table Series. 6 vols. 12mo. $10.
Songs in Many Keys. 16mo. $1.50.
Songs of Many Seasons. 16mo. $2.

I hardly know an author in any language to be paralleled with him for profound and suggestive thought, glittering wit, vivid imagination, and individuality of humor.—Motley.

Homer.

Works; tr. by G. Chapman. 5 vols. 12mo. (Lond.) $12.
Iliad; tr. by W. C. Bryant. 2 vols. 8vo. $9.—Roslyn ed. 2 vols.
Cr. 8vo. $4.50; in 1 vol., $3.
Same; tr. by Lord Derby. 2 vols. 12mo. $3.50.—Popular ed.
12mo. $1.50.
Same; tr. by Pope. 12mo. $1.
Same and Odyssey; tr. by Pope. Globe ed. 8vo. $1.25.
Odyssey; tr. by W. C. Bryant. 2 vols. 8vo. $9.—Roslyn ed. 2 vols.
Cr. 8vo. $4.50; in 1 vol., $3.
Same; tr. by Pope. 12mo. $1.

The Iliad, that wondrous epic which stands alone among the productions of human genius.—C. A. White.

Hood, Thomas [1798–1845].

Works. 7 vols. Ill. cr. 8vo. $14.—4 vols. 12mo. $6.—2 vols. Ill.
cr. 8vo. $6.
Choice Works. Ill. 12mo. $2.
Poems. 5 vols. 18mo. $5.—3 vols. Ill. cr. 8vo. $6.—2 vols. 12mo.
$3.—Artist’s ed. Ill. sm. 4to. $5.—Diamond ed. Sq. 18mo. $1.—
Favorite ed. 12mo. $1.75.—Handy-vol. ed. 3 vols. 16mo.
$3.75.—Popular ed. 12mo. $1.50.—Red line ed. Ill. sm. 4to.
$3.50.—Riverside ed. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $3.50.
Prose Works. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo. $8.—Ill. cr. 8vo. $3.

Hood was without doubt the greatest humorist and wit of his age.—W. Smith.

Howells, William Dean [1837-].

Writings. 8 vols. 12mo. $12.
Poems. 18mo. $1.25.

He has no rival in half-tints, in modulations, in subtile phrases that touch the edge of an assertion, and yet stop short of it.—Higginson.

Hume, David [1711–1776].

History of England, from the Invasion of Julius Cæsar to the Ab-
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Dication of James II, 1688. 6 vols. 8vo. Vellum cloth, $12.—
Popular ed. 6 vols. 12mo. Cloth, $3.

This work has enjoyed the rank of a classic in historical literature from
the day of its completion to the present time. In point of clearness, ele-
gance, and simplicity of style it has never been surpassed.—Dr. Adams's
Historical Literature.

Hunt, Leigh [1784–1859].
Prose Works. 7 vols. 16mo. $1 each.
Poems. 16mo. (Lond.) $1.50.
Wit and Humor, selected from the English Poets; with an Illustra-
tive Essay, and Critical Comments. 16mo. $1.
Table-Talk; and Imaginary Conversations of Pope and Swift.
18mo. 30 cents and 60 cents.
The Town. 16mo. $1.
Autobiography. 16mo. $1.

Few men have effected so much by mere exquisiteness of taste in the ab-
sence of high creative power.—R. Garnett.

Huxley, Thomas Henry [1825–].
Works. 12 vols. 12mo. $19.50; or, bought separately, as fol-
lows:
Man's Place in Nature. $1.25.
On the Origin of Species. $1.
More Criticisms on Darwin, and Administrative Nihilism. 50 cents.
Lay Sermons, Addresses, and Reviews. $1.75.
Critiques and Addresses. $1.50.
American Addresses. $1.25.
Physiography. $2.50.
The Crayfish: An Introduction to Zoölogy. $1.75.
Science and Culture, and other Essays. $1.50.
Elements of Physiology and Hygiene. By T. H. Huxley and W. J.
Youmans. $1.50.

It is refreshing to be brought into converse with one of the most vigorous
and acute thinkers of our time, who has the power of putting his thoughts
into language so clear and forcible.—London Spectator.

Ingelow, Jean [1830–].
Poems. Blue and gold ed. 2 vols. 32mo. $2.—Cabinet ed. 16mo.
$1.50.—Diamond ed. Sq. 18mo. $1.—Home ed. 18mo. 75 cents.
Household ed. 16mo. 75 cents; $1.—Illustrated ed. 8vo. $7.50.
Library ed. 2 vols. 16mo. $2.—New red line household ed.
12mo. $1.25.
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Songs of Seven. Ill. sm. 4to. $2.—Ill. 8vo. $2.50.

Miss Ingelow may be termed an idyllic lyrist, her lyrical pieces having always much idyllic beauty, and being more original than her recent ambitious efforts in blank verse.—Stedman.

Irving, Washington [1783-1859].
Christmas in England. Ill. 8vo. $2.50.
Legend of Sleepy Hollow. Ill. 8vo. $2.50.
Rip Van Winkle. Ill. 8vo. $2.50.
Sketch-book. Artist's ed. Ill. 8vo. $7.—Stratford ed. 8vo. $1.25; $2.25.

Irving's literature, walk round it and measure it by whatever critical instrument you will, is a beneficent literature.—Warner.

Jameson, Mrs. Anna [1797-1860].
Works. 10 vols. 18mo. Per vol., $1.50.
Works on Sacred Art; with etchings and wood eng. 6 vols. 8vo. (Lond.) $40.
Works of Art. 6 vols. 8vo. $60.

One of the most eloquent of our female writers; full of feeling and fancy; a true enthusiast, with a glowing soul.—Prof. Wilson.

Johnson, Samuel [1709-1784].
Works. 2 vols. 8vo. $4.

He had more of that homely wisdom which nothing but experience and observation can give than any writer since the time of Swift.—Macaulay.

Jonson, Ben [1574-1637].
Dramatic Works. Moxon ed. 8vo. (Lond.) $6.—Cheap ed. $3.

The power of the young Elizabethan age belonged to him; and he stands far below, but still worthy by, Shakespeare, "a robust, surly, and observing dramatist."—Brooke.

Keats, John [1796-1821].
Poetical Works. 12mo. $3.—Ed. by Lord Houghton. 16mo. $2. Poems. 18mo. $1.—Handy-vol. ed. 16mo. $1.25.
See also Coleridge, Samuel Taylor.
Eve of St. Agnes; with etchings by C. O. Murray. 4to. $10.

No one else in English poetry, save Shakespeare, has in expression quite the fascinating felicity of Keats, his perfection of loveliness.—Matthew Arnold.
Keble, John [1792–1866].

The Christian Year. Parchment ed. 16mo. $1.50.—Ill. 4to. $3; $4.—With ill. by Gilbert, Barnes, etc. 4to. $7.—Floral ed. Ill. 16mo. $2.—Red line ed. Ill. 12mo. $2.50.—[Various eds. 16mo and 18mo. $1, $1.25, and $1.50.]

Keble was not merely, like Isaac Watts or Charles Wesley, a writer of hymns. He was a real poet.—A. P. Stanley.

Kingsley, Charles [1819–1875].

Novels and Tales. 8 vols. 12mo. (Lond.) Per vol., $1.75.

Town Geology. 12mo. $1.50.

Health and Education. 12mo. $1.75.

Selections from Writings. 12mo. (Lond.) $1.75.

Poems. 12mo. (Lond.) $2.

A spirit of brotherly kindness breathes over them all [his writings], of generous, hopeful ardor, of integrity, nobleness, purity.—Bayne.

Lamb, Charles [1775–1834].

Works. 5 vols. Cr. 8vo. $7.50.—3 vols. Cr. 8vo. $3.75.—2 vols. 12mo. $3.—[Various eds. 12mo. and 8vo. $1.25, $2, $2.75, $3, and $4.]

Essays of Elia. Cr. 8vo. $1.50.—2 vols. 18mo. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.20.

Eliana. Cr. 8vo. $1.50.

Poems, Letters, and Remains of Charles and Mary Lamb. Sm. 12mo. (Lond.) $3.

As an essayist, Charles Lamb will be remembered, in years to come, with Rabelais and Montaigne, with Sir Thomas Browne, with Steele, and with Addison.—Forster.

Landor, Walter Savage [1775–1864].

Works. 8 vols. 8vo. $32.

Imaginary Conversations. 5 vols. Sq. 12mo. Per vol., $2.

Pericles and Aspasia. 16mo. $1.50.

Much of Landor’s work is “caviare to the general,” but he is none the less human, in that he is the poet’s poet, the artist’s artist, the delight of high, heroic souls.—Stedman.

Lecky, William Edward Hartpole [1838–].

History of the Rise and Influence of the Spirit of Rationalism in Europe. 2 vols. Sm. 8vo. $4.

History of European Morals from Augustus to Charlemagne. 2 vols. 12mo. $3.

Leaders of Public Opinion in Ireland. 12mo. $1.75.

Mr. Lecky never touches a subject without presenting to the eye some hitherto unobserved angle and facet; everywhere we find unwarried industry, especially in the by-paths of literature, his delicate subtilty of observation, and the same fine ear for the undertones of life.

Le Conte, Joseph [1823–].
Sight: An Exposition of the Principles of Monocular and Binocular Vision. Ill. 12mo. $1.50.
Elements of Geology. A Text-Book for Colleges and for the General Reader. Ill. 12mo. $4.
Religion and Science. Lectures on the Relation of Natural and Revealed Religion, or the Truths revealed in Nature and Scripture. 12mo. $1.50.

Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim [1729–1781].
The Laocoon; tr. by E. Frothingharn. 16mo. $1.50.—Tr. by Sir R. Phillimore. 8vo. (Lond.) $4.
The He was the true pioneer of German thought.—Bayard Taylor.

Locke, John [1632–1704].
Essay concerning Human Understanding. 8vo. $2.
The first work which attracted attention in England to metaphysical speculations, and one of the greatest contributions in modern times to the philosophy of the human mind.

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth [1807–1882].
Poems. Blue and gold ed. 2 vols. 32mo. $2.50.—Cabinet ed. 2 vols. 16mo. $3.—Cambridge ed. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo. $9; in 2 vols., $7.—Diamond ed. 16mo. $1.—Household ed. 12mo. $2.—Ill. family ed. 8vo. $2.50.—Ill. library ed. 8vo. $4.—Ill. 8vo. ed. $8.—Red line ed. Ill. sm. 4to. $2.50.
Evangeline. 16mo. $1.—Ill. sm. 4to, $2.
The Golden Legend. 16mo. $1.
Hanging of the Crane. Ill. 8vo. $3.—Ill. 16mo. $1.50.
Song of Hiawatha. 16mo. $1.
Prose Works. Blue and gold ed. 2 vols. 32mo. $2.50.—Cabinet ed. 2 vols. 16mo. $3.—Cambridge ed. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $4.50.
Every sentence that Longfellow has penned is as clear as crystal and as pure as snow. He wears his weight of learning lightly as a flower, and, though he can not create, he can not touch without adorning.—J. Nichol.

Lowell, James Russell [1819–].
Works. 5 vols. 12mo. $9.
Poems. Blue and gold ed. 2 vols. 32mo. $2.50.—Cabinet ed. 2
In Lowell's verse there is something of Wordsworth's simplicity, something of Tennyson's sweetness and musical flow, and something more of the manly earnestness of the Elizabethan poets.—Underwood.

Lubbock, Sir John, Bart. [1834-].
Origin of Civilization and the Primitive Condition of Man, Mental and Social Condition of Savages. Ill. 8vo. $5.
Prehistoric Times, as illustrated by Ancient Remains, and the Manners and Customs of Modern Savages. Ill. 8vo. $5.

Lytton, Lord.
See Bulwer-Lytton.

Macaulay, Thomas Babington (Lord) [1800-1859].
Works. 8 vols. 12mo. $8.—16 vols. Cr. 8vo. $32.—8 vols. 8vo. (Lond.) $32.—Cambridge ed. 8 vols. Cr. 8vo. $15.—New library ed. 10 vols. 8vo. $20.—New Riverside ed. 8 vols. Cr. 8vo. $10.
Miscellaneous Writings. 3 vols. 12mo. Per vol., $3.75.—4 vols. 12mo. (Lond.) $7.—New Riverside ed. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo. $5.
Essays. Riverside ed. 3 vols. 8vo. $3.75.—6 vols. Cr. 8vo. $10.—4 vols. 12mo. (Lond.) $7.—[Various eds. 16mo. and 8vo. $2 and $2.50.]
Essays and Poems. 3 vols. 12mo. $3.75.—5 vols. 12mo. $5.—
Cambridge ed. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. $7.50.
Lays of Ancient Rome. 16mo. $1.25. Ill. 4to. $3.75.—Red line ed. Sm. 4to. $3.50.

He was not a Gibbon, but he wrote with all Gibbon's delight in the picturesqueness of a subject, and Gibbon's resolve to fascinate as well as to instruct his readers.—McCarthy.

McMaster, John Bach [1852-].
History of the People of the United States, from the Revolution to the Civil War. Now in course of publication. To be completed in 5 vols. 8vo. Vol. I. $2.50.

A distinguished critic declares it to be "one of the most important, one of the most necessary, certainly one of the most fascinating and entertaining volumes that the literature of this country is enriched with."
Marlowe, Christopher [1564–1593].
Dramatic Works. Moxon ed. 8vo. $4.50.

Ben Jonson spoke of "Marlowe’s mighty line"; Heywood, of Marlowe as "the best of poets." "In felicity of thought and strength of expression he was," says Jeffrey, "second only to Shakespeare himself."

Marvell, Andrew [1620–1678].
Poems. (See Milton, John.)

Andrew Marvell was not only a public man of mark, and the first pamphleteer of his day, but a lyric and satiric poet.—Goldwin Smith.

Massinger, Philip [1584–1640], and Ford, John [1586–1639].
Works. Moxon ed. 8vo. $5.

Massinger, as a tragic writer, appears to me second only to Shakespeare; in the higher comedy I can hardly think him inferior to Jonson.—Hallam.

Meredith, Owen (pseud.).
See Bulwer-Lytton, Robert.

Merivale, Charles [1808–].
History of the Romans. 8 vols. Sm. 8vo. Half mor., $35.
History of the Romans under the Empire. 7 vols. in 4. 12mo. $7.

His history must always stand as a splendid monument of his learning, his candor, and his grasp of intellect.

Michelet, Jules [1798–1874].
History of France. 2 vols. 8vo. $4.

There is perhaps no more brilliant historical writing in any language than some of the writing of Michelet.—Dr. Adams’s Historical Literature.

Milman, Henry Hart [1791–1868].
History of Christianity, from the Birth of Christ to the Abolition of Paganism in the Roman Empire. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. $12.

This work is neither ecclesiastical nor religious. It professes to treat of Christianity chiefly as it affected the secular, political, and social relations of the Roman Empire and the Roman world.—Porter.

Milton, John [1608–1674].
Poetical Works. 3 vols. 8vo. (Lond.) $18.—With steel pl. 8vo. $3.50; mor., $10.—Boston ed. 8vo. $3.—Globe ed. 8vo. $1.—Golden treasury ser., ed. by Masson. 2 vols. 18mo. (Lond.) $3.
Poems. 3 vols. 18mo. $3.—Aldine ed. 3 vols. 16mo. $2.25.—Same; with Poems of Marvell. Riverside ed. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $3.50.
Prose Works. 5 vols. 12mo. (Bohn.) Per vol., $1.50.
Paradise Lost. Little classic ed. 18mo. $1.—Riverside classic ed. Sq. 16mo. $1.

It is the prerogative of this great man to stand at this hour foremost of all men in literary history.—Emerson.

Mitchell, Donald Grant [1822—].
Dream Life. 12mo. $1.75.—Cabinet ed. 16mo. $1.75.
Reveries of a Bachelor. 12mo. $1.75.—Cabinet ed. 16mo. $1.75.

His prose is graphic and musical; poetical in spirit, and characterized by purity as well as tenderness of feeling.—Hillard.

Molière, Jean Baptiste Poquelin [1622—1673].
Dramatic Works; tr. by Wall. 3 vols. 12mo. $4.50.—Tr. by Van Laun. 6 vols. 8vo. (Lond.) $33.—Popular ed. 3 vols. 8vo. $6.75.

So Molière is read or witnessed; we laugh and we praise. But how little do we study with insight that elaborate gallery of human character; those consummate types of almost every social phenomenon!—F. Harrison.

Montaigne, Michel Eyquem de [1533—1592].
Works. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo. $7.50.—8vo. $3.

The essays are an entertaining soliloquy on every random topic that comes into his head; treating everything without ceremony, yet with masculine sense. There have been men with deeper insight; but, one would say, never a man with such an abundance of thoughts.—Emerson.

Montesquieu, Charles de Secondat [1689—1755].
Spirit of the Laws; tr. by Nugent. 2 vols. 8vo. $6.
Considerations on the Causes of the Grandeur and Decadence of the Romans; tr. by Jehu Baker. 12mo. $2.

Montgomery, James [1771—1854].
Poems. Riverside ed. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $3.50.

Delicacy, tenderness, and a sacred feeling of the highest order, mark the effusions of Montgomery’s highly cultivated muse.—Dibdin.

Moore, Thomas [1779—1852].
Poetical Works. 6 vols. 18mo. $6.—Ill. 8vo. $3.50.—8vo. $3.—Centenary ed. 8vo. (Lond.) $4.—Diamond ed. 16mo. $1.—Riverside ed. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. $5.25.—Globe ed. $1.
Prose and Verse; ed. by R. H. Shepherd. Cr. 8vo. $2.50.
Irish Melodies. 16mo. $1, $1.25, and $1.50.
Lallah Rookh. 4to. $3.50.—Excelsior ed. Ill. 4to. $1.75.—[Various eds. 16mo and 12mo. $1 and $1.50.]

No one would go to Moore expecting to find the robust vigor, condensed wisdom, and epigrammatic point of a Shakespeare or a Burns; but sentiment, though less deep and more diffuse, may still be true and touch our hearts.—Symington.
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More, Hannah [1745–1833].
Works. 8vo. $3.—2 vols. 8vo. $4.—7 vols. 12mo. $8.75.—2 vols. 12mo. $3.

We bear testimony to her talents, her good sense, and her real piety.—Sydney Smith.

Morris, William [1834–].
The Earthly Paradise. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. $9.—16mo. $6.—Popular ed. 16mo. $4.50.

The poetry of William Morris is thoroughly sweet and wholesome, fair with the beauty of green fields and summer skies, and pervaded by a restful charm.—Stedman.

Motley, John Lothrop [1814–1877].
Works. 9 vols. 8vo. $31.50.—Cheap ed. 9 vols. 8vo. $18.
The History of the United Netherlands, from the Death of William the Silent to the Twelve Years’ Truce, 1609. 4 vols. 8vo. $14.
The Life and Death of John of Barneveldt, Advocate of Holland; with a View of the Primary Causes of the Thirty Years’ War. 2 vols. 8vo. $7.

The “Dutch Republic” at once arrested attention by its evidence of careful and long research, comprehensive grasp, rich pictorial power, and the enthusiasm which, only here and there interfering with the impartial judgment of the author, gives color and life to the work.—J. Nichol.

Mulock, Dinah Maria [Mrs. D. M. Craik, 1826–].
Works. Library ed. 23 vols. 12mo. $25.25; per vol., $1.25.

Parkman, Francis [1823–].
Works. 8 vols. Cr. 8vo. $20.—Popular ed. 8 vols. 12mo. $12.
Conspiracy of Pontiac. 2 vols. Sm. 8vo. $5.
Pioneers of France. Sm. 8vo. $2.50.
Discovery of the Great West. Sm. 8vo. $2.50.

A series of narratives in which accuracy in the slightest details is found compatible with the most glowing exercise of historical imagination, and the use of a style singularly rapid, energetic, and picturesque.—Whipple.

Plutarch.
Works. Dryden’s tr.; ed. by Clough. 10 vols. 8vo. $20.
Lives. Dryden’s tr.; ed. by Clough. 5 vols. 8vo. $10; in 3 vols., $6; in 1 vol., $3.—Tr. by J. and W. Langhorne. 8vo. $2; in 4 vols., 12mo, $5.—Globe ed. 8vo. $1.25.

Plutarch’s “Lives” have been read with enthusiasm by thousands of youths, and have at least imbued their readers with vivid impressions of ancient thought and feeling.—Porter.
Poe, Edgar Allan [1811–1849].

Works. Library ed. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo. $7.50.
Selected Works. Household ed. 12mo. $2.
Poems. Ill. 4to. $3.50.—Blue and gold ed. 32mo. $1.—Cabinet ed. 16mo. $1.50.—Diamond ed. Sq. 16mo. $1.
Poems and Essays. Memorial ed. Ill. 8vo. $2.25.
Prose Tales. 2 vols. 16mo. $3.

Pollok, Robert [1799–1827].

Course of Time. [Various eds., from 75 cents to $1.25.]

Pope, Alexander [1688–1744].

Poetical Works. 3 vols. 18mo. $3.—2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $3.—Aldine ed. 3 vols. 16mo. $2.25.—Globe ed. $1; and other editions.

Pope is not only the foremost literary figure of his age, but the representative man of a system or style of writing which for a hundred years before and after him pervaded English poetry.—Mark Pattison.

Praed, Winthrop Mackworth [1802–1839].

Poems. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $3.—Blue and gold ed. 32mo. $2.

As a writer of “society-verse” in its exacter sense, Praed is justly acknowledged to be supreme.—Austin Dobson.

Prescott, William Hickling [1796–1859].

History of Ferdinand and Isabella. 3 vols. 12mo. $6.
History of the Conquest of Mexico. 3 vols. 12mo. $6.
Conquest of Peru. 2 vols. 12mo. $4.
The works of William H. Prescott, the most artistic historian to whom the United States have hitherto given birth, are remarkable from the difficulties under which they were produced, and for the well-deserved success which they have achieved.—J. Nichol.

Prior, Matthew [1664–1721].

Poems. Aldine ed. 2 vols. 16mo. $1.50.—Riverside ed. Cr. 8vo. $1.75.

Under the rhetorical and uniform composition of his verses we perceive warmth and passion, rich painting, a sort of magnificence, and the profusion of an overcharged imagination.—Taine.

Procter, Adelaide Anne [1825–1864].

Poems. Blue and gold ed. 32mo. $1.25.—Cabinet ed. 16mo. $1.50.—Diamond ed. 16mo. $1.—Favorite ed. Ill. 16mo. $1.50.—Red line ed. Ill. sm. 4to. $2.50.

It is like telling one’s beads, or reading a prayer-book, to turn over her pages—so beautiful, so pure and unselfish a spirit of faith, hope, and charity pervades and hallowes them.—Stedman.
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Ranke, Leopold von [1795—].
The History of the Popes, their Church and State, and especially of their Conflicts with Protestantism in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. 3 vols. 12mo. $4.50.
This great work did more than any other to raise its author to that supreme rank among historians which he has now long enjoyed.—Dr. Adams's Historical Literature.

Richardson, Samuel [1689-1761].
Pamela.—History of Clarissa Harlowe.—History of Sir Charles Grandison. 12mo. $3.75.

Robertson, William [1721-1793].
History of the Reign of the Emperor Charles V. Ed. by W. H. Prescott. 3 vols. 8vo. $7.50.—New and revised ed. 3 vols. 12mo. $6.—New popular ed. 3 vols. 12mo. $4.50.—1 vol. 8vo. $2.25.
Deservedly recognized as a classic among English historians. The work must still be regarded as a standard authority on the period of Charles V.

Rossetti, Christina Gabriella [1830—].
Poems. 16mo. $1.50.—16mo. (Lond.) $2.50.
A Pageant, etc. 16mo. $1.25.
A woman of genius, whose songs, hymns, ballads, and various lyrical pieces are studied and original.—Stedman.

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel [1828-1882].
Poems. 16mo. $1.50.
Rose Mary, etc. Cr. 8vo. $2.25.
Throughout his poetry we discern a finesse, a regard for detail, and a knowledge of color and sound, that distinguish this master of the Neo-Romantic school.—Stedman.

Ruskin, John [1819—].
Works. 20 vols. Ill. 12mo. $40.—Cheap ed. 15 vols. 12mo. $20.
Choice Works. 3 vols. 12mo. $6.
Choice Selections. 12mo. $2.
Ruskin has created a new literature, that of art, and all the subjects related to it; and the work he has done has more genius and is more original than any other prose work of his time.—Brooke.

Saxe, John Godfrey [1816—].
Poems. 16mo. $2.25.—Cabinet ed. 16mo. $1.50.—Diamond ed. 16mo. $1.—Highgate ed. 16mo. $1.50.—Red line ed. Ill. sm. 4to. $2.50.

Schiller, Johann Friedrich von [1759-1805].
Works. 6 vols. 12mo. (Bohn.) Per vol., $1.50.—Ed. by C. J. Hempel. 2 vols. 8vo. $5.50; and other editions.
Poems and Ballads; tr. by Bulwer. Blue and gold ed. 24mo. $1.50.—Cabinet ed. 16mo. $1.60; and other editions.

Goethe presents us with idealized pictures of the world; Schiller's creations are not so much pictures of the world as the figures of a realm distinct from actual life. His supreme aim was to express great sentiments and ideas, and as the medium for their utterance he conceived characters which are to be found only in a poet's dreams.—J. Sime.

**Scott, Sir Walter [1771-1832].**

Poetical Works. 8vo. $3 and $3.50.—Globe ed. 8vo. $1.

Lady of the Lake. 16mo and 12mo. $1, $1.25, $1.50, and 50 cents.

Waverley Novels. Black's Library ed. 25 vols. 8vo. Half calf, $1.25. Library ed. uniform with library ed. of Dickens's works. Ill. 6 vols. $10.—Cheap popular ed. 25 vols. 25 cents each.—[And various other eds.]

Scott is just one of the poets (we may call poets all the great creators in prose or in verse) of whom one never wearies, just as one can listen to Beethoven or watch the sunrise or the sunset day by day with new delight.

—F. Harrison.

**Shakespeare, William [1564-1616].**

Works. Parchment ed. (in course of publication). 12 vols. 16mo. $1.25 each. Ed. by M. Cowden Clarke. Ill. large 8vo. Half calf, extra, $12.—Cheap ed. Ill. 8vo. $3.50.—Stratford ed., by Charles Knight. 6 vols. 12mo. $10.—Hudson's University ed. 6 vols. 12mo. $10.50.—[And various other eds. too numerous to mention.]

Poems. [Various eds., ranging in price from 75 cents to $1.25.]

Sonnets. Ed. by Dowden. 16mo. $1.25.

**Shelley, Percy Bysshe [1792-1822].**

Poems; selected by S. A. Brooke. Golden treasury ser. 18mo. $1.25.—Handy-vol. ed. 2 vols. Sq. 16mo. $2.50.—[Various eds. 16mo and 12mo. $1.50.]

The title of "the poet's poet," which has been bestowed for various reasons on very different authors, applies perhaps with a truer fitness to Shelley than to any of the rest.—F. W. H. Myers.

**Sheridan, Richard Brinsley [1751-1816].**

Works. 8vo. $3.50.—12mo. (Lond.) $3.

Sheridan has been justly called "a dramatic star of the first magnitude"; and indeed, among the comic writers of the last century, he "shines like Hesperus among the lesser lights."—Hazlitt.

**Smith, Philip.**

History of the World, from the Earliest Records to the Fall of the Western Empire. 3 vols. 8vo. Cloth, $6.

Fully entitled to be called the ablest and most satisfactory book on the subject in our language.—Dr. Adams's Historical Literature.
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Smith, Sydney [1771-1845].
Works. 8vo. $2.—3 vols. Cr. 8vo. (Lond.) $4.
Wit and Wisdom. Cr. 8vo. $1.50 and $1.75.

Universally admitted to have been a great reasoner, and the greatest mas-
ter of ridicule that has appeared among us since Swift.—*Macaulay.*

Smollett, Tobias [1721-1771].
Works. 8vo. $2 and $2.50.

"Smollett did not," says Thackeray, "invent much, as I fancy, but had the keenest perceptive faculty, and described what he saw with wonderful relish, and delightful broad humor."

Southey, Robert [1774-1843].
Poetical Works. Ill. 8vo. Mor., $10; cheap ed., $3.—16mo. $1.50.
—10 vols. 18mo. $10.—Riverside ed. 5 vols. Cr. 8vo. $8.75.

Spencer, Herbert.
Synthetic Philosophy. 8 vols. 12mo. $15.25.
Miscellaneous Works. 6 vols. 12mo. $10.75.
First Principles. $2.
Principles of Biology. 2 vols. $4.
Principles of Psychology. 2 vols. $4.
Principles of Sociology. 2 vols. $4.
$1.25.—Cheap ed., 50 cents.
Education. $1.25.—Cheap ed., 50 cents.
Universal Progress. $2.
Essays. $2.
Study of Sociology. $1.50.
Social Statics. $2.
Recent Discussions in Science, etc. $2.
Eight numbers: seven $4 each, and one (double number) $7.
Total, $35.
Philosophy of Style. 12mo. 50 cents.
On the Americans. 12mo. 10 cents.

Spenser, Edmund [1552-1599].
Poems. 5 vols. 18mo. $5.—Aldine ed. 5 vols. 16mo. $8.75.—
Moxon ed. 8vo. $4.50.—Riverside ed. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. $2.25.
Faerie Queen. 12mo. $1.35.—Globe ed. 16mo. $1.

The language of Spenser is full and copious to overflowing. . . . His versification is at once the most smooth and the most sounding in the lan-
guage.—*Hazlitt.*
Stedman, Edmund Clarence [1833–].
Poems. 16mo. $2.
Stedman, in addition to his merits as a critic of poetry, has written poems which stir the blood as well as quicken the imagination.—Whipple.

Sterne, Laurence [1713–1768].
Works. 2 vols. 12mo. $3.—8vo. $2.25 and $2.—12mo. $1.50 and $1.25.
This man is a great jester, not a great humorist. He goes to work systematically and of cold blood, paints his face, puts on his ruff and motley clothes, and lays down his carpet and tumbles on it.—Thackeray.

Stoddard, Richard Henry [1825–].
Poetical Writings. 8vo. $4.
What is to be told he tells in a straightforward, earnest way; and with all his other merits he has unusual power of poetical narrative.—C. T. Congdon.

Swift, Jonathan [1667–1745].
Works. 8vo. $2.
Poems. Aldine ed. 3 vols. 16mo. $2.25.—Riverside ed. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $3.50.
Jonathan Swift was the keenest of political partisans. . . . His inventive genius, his savage satire, and his cruel indignation with life, were all shown in "Gulliver's Travels."—Brooke.

Swinburne, Algernon Charles [1837–].
Poems and Ballads. Cr. 8vo. (Lond.) $3.60.
Laus Veneris, etc. [Poems and Ballads.] 12mo. $1.50.
Poems and Ballads. 2d series. 12mo. $1.75.
Atalanta in Calydon. 16mo. $1.25.
Chastelard. 16mo. $1.25.
Queen of the Mother. 16mo. $1.50.
Songs of the Spring Tides. 12mo. $1.75.
In some respects the most notable of the poets who now, in the prime of their creative faculties, strive to maintain the historic beauty and eminence of England's song.—Stedman.

Taine, Hippolyte Adolphe [1828–].
Works. Library ed. 15 vols. 12mo. Per vol., $2.50.
All his writings have a flavor of their own, a stamp of originality which is unmistakable.—H. James, Jr.

Tasso, Torquato [1544–1595].
Poetical Works; tr. by J. H. Wiffen. 8vo. $1.25.
Jerusalem Delivered. Globe ed. 16mo. $1.
His great work . . . has become one of the most popular epics in modern literature, and may be placed very nearly, if not quite, at the head of all the epics that have been written since the days of Virgil.—Longfellow.
Taylor, Bayard [1825-1878].
Works. 16 vols. 12mo. $24; per vol., $1.50.
(See also Goethe, Faust.)
Poetical Works. New household ed. 12mo. $2.
Dramatic Works. Cr. 8vo. $2.25.
The Echo Club. 18mo. $1.25.
Home Ballads. Ill. 8vo. $5.
Masque of the Gods. 16mo. $1.25.
Poems of Home and Travel. 16mo. $1.25.

As a writer upon travels, and as a delineator of human character as found in strange places, and in but partially known countries, he was second to none.—K. H. Conwell.

Taylor, Sir Henry [1800-].
Philip Van Artevelde. 16mo. $1.25.

Taylor entered a grand protest against the sentimentalism into which the Byron passion had degenerated. . . . “Philip Van Artevelde,” and “Edwin the Fair,” have gained place and position in English literature more enduring than the honors awarded to many popular authors of his time.—Stedman.

Taylor, Jeremy, D. D. [1613-1667].
Holy Living and Dying. 12mo. Cloth, $1.50.

Tennyson, Alfred [1809-].
Poems. 8vo. $1.50.—Blue and gold ed. 2 vols. 32mo. $2.50.
—Cabinet ed. 2 vols. 16mo. $3.—Cabinet ed. 12 vols. 18mo. (Lond.) $8.50.—Crown ed. 2 vols. Ill. 8vo. $5.—Diamond ed. 18mo. $1; and various other editions.
Enoch Arden. Ill. sm. 4to. $2.—Ill. 16mo. $1.25.—Blue and gold ed. 32mo. $1.25.
Idylls of the King. Ill. 8vo. $3.—Household ed. Ill. 12mo. $1.50.
Locksley Hall. Ill. sm. 4to. $2.
Maud; ill. by H. A. Herr. Sm. 4to. $2.50.

It seems to me that the only just estimate of Tennyson’s position is that which declares him to be, by eminence, the representative poet of the recent era.—Stedman.

Thackeray, William Makepeace [1811-1863].
Works. 11 vols. 12mo. $13.75.—23 vols. Ill. 8vo. (Lond.) $66.
—Cambridge ed. 20 vols. Cr. 8vo. $30.—Globe ed. 12 vols. 12mo. Per vol., $1.25.—Harper’s household ed. 11 vols. 12mo. $12; per vol., $1.25; and various other editions.
Ballads. Ill. sm. 4to. $3.

The highest, purest English novelist since Fielding, he combined Addison’s love of virtue with Johnson’s hatred of cant; Horace Walpole’s lynx eye for the mean and ridiculous with the gentleness and wide charity for mankind, as a whole, of Goldsmith.—Hannay.
Thomson, James [1700-1748].
Poems. 2 vols. 18mo. $2.—Aldine ed. 2 vols. 16mo. $1.50.—
Riverside ed. Cr. 8vo.—$1.75.
(See also Cowper, William.)
Thomson is the best of our descriptive poets, for he gives most of the poetry of natural description.—Hazlitt.

Thoreau, Henry David [1817-1862].
Works. 8 vols. 16mo. Per vol., $1.50.
Thoreau’s true life was in the observation and the suggestion of nature, and of these his books are the record.—Curtis.

Ticknor, George [1791-1871].
History of Spanish Literature. With Criticisms on the particular Works and Bibliographical Notices of Prominent Writers. 3 vols. 8vo. $5.
In comprehensiveness of plan, richness of information, sagacity of criticism, and thoroughness of execution, it may claim pre-eminence over any similar production in the English language.

Timrod, Henry [1829-1867].
Poems. 12mo. $1.50.
Whittier has warmly commended him as the best of Southern singers.—H. Austin.

Trowbridge, John Townsend [1827-].
The Emigrant’s Story, etc. 16mo. $1.50.
A Home Idyl, etc. 16mo. $1.25.
The Vagabonds. Ill. 16mo. $1.50.
Trowbridge is not only honest, homely, and sincere; he is a Yankee Burns, or very near one.—Underwood.

Tyndall, John [1820-].
Works. 11 vols. 12mo. Cloth, $21.75; or, separately, as follows:
Heat as a Mode of Motion. $2.50.
On Sound. $2.
Fragments of Science. $2.50.
Light and Electricity. $1.25.
Lessons in Electricity. $1.
Hours of Exercise in the Alps. $2.
Faraday as a Discoverer. $1.
On Forms of Water. $1.50.
Radiant Heat. $5.
Six Lectures on Light. $1.50.
Essays on the Floating Matter in the Air. $1.50.
 Vaughan, Henry [1621–1695].  
Poems.  (See Herbert, George.)

Preserving all the piety of George Herbert, the poems have less of his quaint and fantastic turns, with a much larger infusion of poetic feeling and expression.—Lyte.

Virgil.

Æneid; tr. by J. Conington. 12mo. $2.—Cr. 8vo. Net, $1.50.—
Tr. by C. P. Cranch. 8vo. $4.50.—Tr. by Dryden. 16mo. 75 cents; and other editions.

Considering his genius only, Virgil must be honored as the second epic poet of the world.—C. A. White.

Voltaire, François Marie Arouet de [1694–1778].

History of Charles XII. Riverside ed. Cr. 8vo. Cloth, $2.25.

One of the most delightful of Voltaire’s books.

Warner, Charles Dudley [1829–].

Writings. 5 vols. 16mo and 18mo. $6.25.

Warner, like Howells, is an author whose humor is intermixed with his sentiment, understanding, and fancy.—Whipple.

Watts, Isaac [1674–1748] and White, Henry Kirke [1785–1806].

Poems. Riverside ed. Cr. 8vo. $1.75.

Dr. Watts’s style is harmonious, florid, poetical, and pathetic.—Dr. Doddrige.

Whipple, Edwin Percy [1819–].

Works. 6 vols. 16mo. Per vol., $1.50.

The most faithful of American critics.—C. F. Richardson.

White, Henry Kirke [1785–1806].

Poems. Aldine ed. 16mo. 75 cents.—Globe ed. 8vo. $1.

(See also Watts and White.)

Kirke White’s poetry is popular because it describes feelings, passions, and associations which all have felt, and with which all can sympathize.—Sir N. H. Nicolas.

Whitman, Walt [1819–].

Leaves of Grass. [Complete Works.] 12mo. $2.

As a poet, a word-builder, he is equipped with touch, voice, vision, zest—all trained and freshened, in boyhood and manhood, by genuine intercourse with Nature in her broadest and minutest forms.—Stedman.

Whittier, John Greenleaf [1808–].

Poems and Prose Works. Cambridge ed. 5 vols. Cr. 8vo. $11.25.

Poems. Blue and gold ed. 2 vols. 32mo. $2.50.—Cambridge ed. Cr. 8vo. $3.50; in 3 vols., $6.75; and other editions.
Prose Works. Cambridge ed. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. $4.50.
Among the Hills, etc. 16mo. $1.
Ballads of New England. Ill. 8vo. $3.
Maud Muller. Ill. 8vo. $2.50.
Snow-Bound. Ill. 16mo. $1.—Ill. 8vo. $3.

Whittier is less comprehensive and facile than Longfellow, yet more truly imbued with the New England spirit, and he clings to the soil as tenaciously as Burns to the Scottish heather.—J. B. Sanborn.

Willis, Nathaniel Parker [1806-1867].
Works. 13 vols. 12mo. Per vol., $1.75.
Poems. Blue and gold ed. 24mo. $1.50.—Cabinet ed. 16mo. $1.60; and other editions.
Sacred Poems. Ill. sq. 16mo. $2.

His style is airy and graceful, his perception of beauty is keen and discriminating, and his descriptive powers are of a high order.—Hillard.

Wordsworth, William [1770-1850].
Poems. 7 vols. 18mo. $7.—Riverside ed. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. $2.25.
—[Various 16mo and 12mo eds. at $1.50 and $1.75.]
Poems; selected by Matthew Arnold. 12mo. $2.—Golden Treasury series. 18mo. $1.25.

If the great poet be the man who conveys the most profound and universal thought in the most simple and adequate manner—whose imagination is creative and sustained, whose sympathies are as broad as nature and mankind—there is no question that Wordsworth better satisfies the conditions than any since Milton.—Curtis.

Young, Edward [1684-1765].
Poems. Aldine ed. 2 vols. 16mo. $1.50.—Riverside ed. Cr. 8vo. $1.75.

A sort of quaint solemnity, like the ornamentation upon a Gothic tomb, is the impression which the "Night Thoughts" are calculated to make upon the reader in the present time.—Shaw.
APPLETONS' STUDENTS' LIBRARY.

Consisting of Thirty-four Volumes on Subjects in Science, History, Literature, and Biography. In neat 18mo volumes, bound in cloth. Each set put up in a box.

SOLD IN SETS ONLY. PRICE, PER SET, $20.00.

CONTAINING:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Carlyle: His Life—his Books —his Theories. By A. H. Guernsey.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Waldo Emerson. By A. H. Guernsey.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New York: D. APPLETON & CO., 1, 3, & 5 Bond Street.
PRIMERS
In Science, History, and Literature.

18mo. . . . Flexible cloth, 45 cents each.

SCIENCE PRIMERS.
Edited by Professors HUXLEY, ROSCOE, and BALFOUR STEWART.

Introductory. Prof. T. H. HUXLEY, F. R. S.
Chemistry. Prof. H. E. ROSCOE, F. R. S.
Physics. Prof. BALFOUR STEWART, F. R. S.
Physical Geography. Prof. A. GEIKIE, F. R. S.
Geology. Prof. A. GEIKIE, F. R. S.
Physiology. M. FOSTER, M. D., F. R. S.

Astronomy. J. N. LOCKYER, F. R. S.
Botany. Sir J. D. HOOKER, F. R. S.
Logic. Prof. W. S. JEVONS, F. R. S.
Inventional Geometry. W. G. SPENCER.
Pianoforte. FRANKLIN TAYLOR.
Political Economy. Prof. W. S. JEVONS, F. R. S.
Natural Resources of the United States. J. H. PATTON, A. M.

HISTORY PRIMERS.
Edited by J. R. GREEN, M. A., Examiner in the School of Modern History at Oxford.

Greece. C. A. Fyffe, M. A.
Rome. M. CREIGHTON, M. A.
Europe. E. A. FREEMAN, D. C. L.
Old Greek Life. J. P. MAHAFFY, M. A.

Roman Antiquities. Prof. A. S. WILKINS.
Geography. GEORGE GROVE, F. R. G. S.
France. CHARLOTTE M. YONGE.

LITERATURE PRIMERS.
Edited by J. R. GREEN, M. A.

English Grammar. R. MORRIS, LL. D.
English Literature. Rev. STORFORD A. BROOKE, M. A.
Philology. J. PEILE, M. A.
Classical Geography. M. F. TOZER.
Shakespeare. Prof. E. DOWDEN.
Studies in Bryant. J. ALDEN.

Greek Literature. Prof. R. C. JEBB.
English Grammar Exercises. R. MORRIS, LL. D., and H. C. BOWEN, M. A.
Homer. Right Hon. W. E. GLADSTONE.
English Composition. Prof. J. NICOL.

(Others in preparation.)

The object of these primers is to convey information in such a manner as to make it both intelligible and interesting to very young pupils, and so to discipline their minds as to incline them to more systematic after-studies. The woodcuts which illustrate them embellish and explain the text at the same time.

New York: D. APPLETON & CO., 1, 3, and 5 Bond Street.
Appletons’ Home Books.

A Series of New Hand-Volumes at low price, devoted to all Subjects pertaining to Home and the Household.

Handsomely printed, and bound in cloth, flexible, with illuminated design. 12mo. 60 cents each.

I. Building a Home.
By A. F. Oakey. Illustrated.

"Mr. Oakey discusses house-building for the purposes of people of moderate means in the Middle States, and gives plans and elevations of cottages from the very cheapest to a house to be built at a cost of $9,000. The conditions of building, with reference to the climate and material, are fully set forth, and the class of readers whom the book contemplates will find it of advantage."—New York World.

II. How to Furnish a Home.
By Ella Rodman Church. Illustrated.

"Mrs. Church's directions for house-furnishing, while very artistic and cheerful, are adapted to the wants of the great army of limited incomes. The chapters wend their way from vestibule, hall, and staircase, the 'living-rooms,' kitchen, parlor, library, and dining-room, and bedrooms, up to the servants' quarters, for which last the suggestions are particularly apt. What may be done in the way of home decoration and upholstery is pointed out, with advice on the finishing touches that so often go to make a house a home."—Philadelphia Ledger.

III. The Home Garden.
By Ella Rodman Church. Illustrated.

"We have instructions for gardening and flower raising, in-door and out. Roses and lilies have separate chapters, and there is much valuable information about ferneries, city gardens, miniature greenhouses, and methods of utilizing small spaces for vegetable-raising."—Albany Argus.

IV. Home Grounds.
By A. F. Oakey. Illustrated.

"In 'Home Grounds,' Alexander F. Oakey tells, in a very suggestive way, how the surroundings of a suburban home may be made beautiful at comparatively little expense."—Christian at Work.

V. Amenities of Home.
By M. E. W. S.

"The author has not spared good sense, right feeling, or sound principle. . . A better book for reading in the family circle it would be hard to name."—Literary World.

"Old rules for happy homes are made to appear fresh; indeed, vivacity is the marked trait of the book."—Boston Advertiser.
APPLETONS’ HOME BOOKS.—(Continued.)

VI.

Household Hints;

"The author has evidently been used to the nice economies of life, and her experience is of more than ordinary value. The book is not entirely given up to culinary items; there are talks on various subjects that occupy nearly half its pages, and the introduction is full of sound advice and happy suggestions on making and ordering a pleasant home, that shall have a certain physiognomy of its own."—Boston Courier.

VII.

Home Decoration:
Instructions in and Designs for Embroidery, Panel and Decorative Paintings, Wood-carving, etc. By Janet E. Ruutz-Rees, author of "Horace Vernet," etc. With numerous Designs, mainly by George Gibson.

Contents: I. Introductory; II. General Remarks; III. Materials and Prices; IV. Stitches and Methods; V. Window-Hangings and Portières; VI. Screens; VII. Lamberquis and Small Panels; VIII. Incidental Decorations; IX. Wood-carving.

VIII.

Home Amusements.
By M. E. W. S., author of "Amenities of Home," etc.

Contents: I. Prefatory; II. The Garret; III. Private Theatricals, etc.; IV. Tableaux Vivants; V. Brain Games; VI. Fortune-Telling; VII. Amusements for a Rainy Day; VIII. Embroidery and other Decorative Arts; IX. Etching; X. Lawn Tennis; XI. Garden Parties; XII. Dancing; XIII. Gardens and Flower-Stands; XIV. Caged Birds and Aviaries; XV. Picnics; XVI. Playing with Fire. Ceramics; XVII. Archery; XVIII. Amusements for the Middle-Aged and the Aged; XIX. The Parlor; XX. The Kitchen; XXI. The Family Horse and other Pets; XXII. In Conclusion.

IX.

The Home Needle.
By Ella Rodman Cheurch.

Contents: I. "Go Teach the Orphan-Girl to Sew"; II. Beginning Right—Under-Garments; III. Under-Garments—(Continued); IV. "The Song of the Shirt"; V. Rudiments of Dress-making; VI. Dress-making in Detail; VII. Sewing and Finishing; VIII. The Milliner’s Art; IX. Children’s Garments; X. House-Linen; XI. The Mending Basket; XII. A Patchwork Chapter.

X.

Home Occupations.
By Janet E. Ruutz-Rees.

Contents: I. Introductory; II. What can be Done with Leather; III. The Possibilities of Tissue-Paper; IV. Modeling in Wax: Flowers; V. Modeling in Wax: Fruits, etc.; VI. The Preservation of Flowers and Grasses; VII. Spatter-Work; VIII. Frame-Making; IX. Collections; X. Making Scrap-Books; XI. The Uses of Card-board; XII. What can be Done with Beads; XIII. Amateur Photography; XIV. Miscellaneous Occupations.

New York: D. APPLETON & Co., 1, 3, & 5 Bond Street.
LANDMARKS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.

By HENRY J. NICOLL.

12mo. — — — — — — VELLUM CLOTH, $1.75.

"The plan adopted in this book has been to deal solely with the very greatest names in the several departments of English literature— with those writers whose works are among the most imperishable glories of Britain, and with whom it is a disgrace for even the busiest to remain unacquainted."—From Preface.

"We can warmly recommend this excellent manual."—St. James’s Gazette.

"The 'Landmarks of English Literature' is a work of exceptional value. It reveals scholarship and high literary ability. Mr. Nicoll has a proper conception of the age in which he lives, and of its requirements in the special line in which he has attempted to work."—New York Herald.

"Mr. Nicoll is not ambitious, save to state things precisely as they are, to give the common orthodox judgment on great authors and their places in history, and he has brought to his task a mild enthusiasm of style and a conscientiousness of exact statement that can not be overpraised. He writes out of a full mind, and yet he writes on a level with the ordinary intelligence."—New York Times.

"It would be hard to find anywhere an example of a more pithy, compact, yet attractive presentation of the real landmarks of the literature than is comprised in this duodecimo of 460 pages."—New York Home Journal.

"The work abounds in personal incident and anecdote connected with various authors, which assist the reader in making their acquaintance, and which give to the book a more lively aspect than one of cold criticism."—New York Observer.

"A book to be most heartily commended."—Boston Traveller.

"It has ample narrative and happy criticisms, and is filled with instructive and entertaining matter admirably presented. It would be hard to suggest improvement in style or arrangement."—Boston Commonwealth.

"The plan of the author is an excellent one. He has carried it out admirably. The book has a good table of contents and chronology, and an index of the authors."—Boston Gazette.

"Displays scholarship and high literary ability. His criticism is as sound as his selections have been judicious."—Chicago Tribune.

"It will be welcome, since it occupies territory of its own. Mr. Nicoll is a practiced critic and descriptive writer. The book goes from biography to criticism, and back again, in animated paragraphs."—Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.

"For those who desire a cicerone, Mr. Nicoll may be confidently recommended."—Philadelphia Press.

For sale by all booksellers; or sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

New York: D. APPLETON & CO., 1, 3, & 5 Bond Street.
VALUABLE

Books of Reference.

Appleton's American Cyclopædia. A Popular Dictionary of General Knowledge. Edited by George Ripley and Charles A. Dana. 16 vols. Large 8vo. Per vol., cloth, $5.00; sheep, $6.00; half morocco, $7.00; half Russia, $8.00; full morocco, or Russia, $10.00.

"The American Cyclopædia" is a library in itself; it is well printed and in convenient form; it is trustworthy, impartial, complete, thoroughly American, deeply interesting, and instructive.

Appleton's American Annual Cyclopædia, and Register of Important Events for the Year. New Series. Vols. I to VII. for the years 1876 to 1882, embracing Political, Civil, Military, and Social Affairs; Public Documents, Biography, Missiles, Conspiracies, Events, Literature, Science, Agriculture, and Mechanical Industry. Large 8vo. Per vol., cloth, $5.00; sheep, $6.00; half morocco, $7.00; half Russia, $8.00; full morocco, or Russia, $10.00.

Maps, Woodcuts, and Steel Engravings illustrate the volumes. The first 15 volumes, 1861 to 1875, may also be procured, singly orcollectively.

Cooley's Cyclopædia of Practical Receipts, and Collateral Information in the Arts, Manufactures, Professions, and Trades, including Medicine, Pharmacy, and Domestic Economy. Designed as a Comprehensive Supplement to the Pharmacopæia, and General Book of Reference for the Manufacturer, Tradesman, Amateur, and Heads of Families. Sixth edition. Revised and partly rewritten by Richard V. Tusox, Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology in the Royal Veterinary College. Complete in two volumes. 8vo. 1,796 pages. With Illustrations. Price, $9.00.

"The great characteristic of this work is its general usefulness. In covering such diverse subjects, the very best and most recent information seems to have been sought for, and the work is remarkable for intelligent industry. This very complete work can, then, be highly recommended as fulfilling to the letter what it purports to be—a cyclopædia of practical receipts."—New York Times.

Smith's Comprehensive Dictionary of the Bible; being a Revised and much Enlarged Edition of "Smith's Concise Dictionary of the Bible." Edited by Rev. S. W. Barnum. Embellished with many hundred Woodcuts, including Maps, Plans of Cities, Illustrations of Manners, Customs, etc. Complete in 1 vol. Large 8vo. Cloth, $5.00; sheep, $6.00; half morocco, $7.50.


The object of the work is to bring together such words, expressions, quotations, etc., English or other, as are among the more uncommon in current literature, and require, not for the scientific but for the ordinary reader, explanations, for the want of which the meaning of a sentence or a paragraph, even the drift of an argument, is often missed; explanations, moreover, not to be obtained without reference to, and perhaps tedious search among, a large and varied number of books, many of them not easily accessible.

Landmarks of English Literature. By Henry J. Nicoll. 12mo, vellum cloth, $1.75.

"We can warmly recommend this excellent manual."—St. James's Gazette.

New York: D. APPLETON & CO., 1, 3, & 5 Bond Street.
HISTORY OF THE PEOPLE OF THE
UNITED STATES,
FROM THE REVOLUTION TO THE CIVIL WAR.

By JOHN BACH McMILLER.

To be completed in five volumes. Volume I now ready. 8vo, cloth, gilt top, $2.50.

SCOPE OF THE WORK.

In the course of this narrative much is written of wars, conspiracies, and rebellions; of Presidents, of Congresses, of embassies, of treaties, of the ambition of political leaders, and of the rise of great parties in the nation. Yet the history of the people is the chief theme. At every stage of the splendid progress which separates the America of Washington and Adams from the America in which we live, it has been the author's purpose to describe the dress, the occupations, the amusements, the literary canons of the times; to note the changes of manners and morals; to trace the growth of that humane spirit which abolished punishment for debt, and reformed the discipline of prisons and of jails; to recount the manifold improvements which, in a thousand ways, have multiplied the conveniences of life and ministered to the happiness of our race; to describe the rise and progress of that long series of mechanical inventions and discoveries which is now the admiration of the world, and our just pride and boast; to tell how, under the benign influence of liberty and peace, there sprang up, in the course of a single century, a prosperity unparalleled in the annals of human affairs.

EXTRACTS FROM REVIEWS.

"What the late Professor J. R. Green did for his countrymen by writing his 'History of the English People,' Mr. John Bach McMaster has essayed to do for us in a 'History of the People of the United States, from the Revolution to the Civil War.' The plan of the two works is essentially the same, but the American narrative is even more faithful to the principles upon which both authors profess to write. We hear less in it about wars, treaties, and politics, and more about the manners, customs, ideas, and sentiments of the great mass of the people, than in the English book. The pledge given by Mr. McMaster, that 'the history of the people shall be the chief theme,' is punctiliously and satisfactorily fulfilled. He carries out his promise in a complete, vivid, and delightful way. We should add that the literary execution of the work is worthy of the indefatigable industry and unceasing vigilance with which the stores of historical material have
been accumulated, weighed, and sifted. The cardinal qualities of style, lucidity, animation and energy, are everywhere present. Seldom, indeed, has a book, in which matter of substantial value has been so happily united to attractiveness of form, been offered by an American author to his fellow-citizens."—New York Sun.

"To recount the marvelous progress of the American people; to describe their life, their literature, their occupations, their amusements, is Mr. McMaster's object. His theme is an important one, and we congratulate him on his success. His style is interesting and lively, and he gives such a graphic picture of our forefathers that it is a pleasure to follow him. Page after page of easily-flowing narrative fix the attention, and one wonders where the author found his material for so elaborate and yet so entertaining a book. It has rarely been our province to notice a book with so many excellences and so few defects."—New York Herald.

"Mr. McMaster at once shows his grasp of the various themes and his special capacity as an historian of the people. His aim is high, but he hits the mark. His treatment of the great subject is very able, and the sincere intentions of the author appear on every page. There will be no question that he has rescued from oblivion a vast mass of those interesting data which, small in themselves, are of the greatest value in reflecting the actual condition of a people at a given time."—New York Journal of Commerce.

"It ranks with the 'Short History' of Mr. Green in its brilliancy of style and in its power of attracting and holding the attention of the reader. The remaining volumes will be awaited with eager interest."—Cleveland Herald.

"I have had to read a good deal of history in my day, but I find so much freshness in the way Professor McMaster has treated his subject that it is quite like a new story."—Philadelphia Press.

"Mr. McMaster's success as a writer seems to us distinct and decisive. In the first place he has written a remarkably readable history. His style is clear and vigorous, if not always condensed. He has the faculty of felicitous comparison and contrast in a marked degree. Whatever may be said in criticism of it, no one will impute to it dulness in any part. He has the power of enchaining the attention. Few who begin this book will fail to read it to the end, and the great mass of readers it will hold as by a spell. Mr. McMaster has produced one of the most spirited of histories, a book which will be widely read, and the entertaining quality of which is conspicuous beyond that of any work of its kind. It deserves a cordial recognition at the hands of those who are interested in the development of American literature, and it will command its own passport with the people."—Boston Gazette.

"In compact, crisp, concentrated statement, we have the events of the first century of our national existence vividly portrayed. The procession of events is marshaled with care, and it moves along smoothly, and even brilliantly, in the easy flow and apt statement of the well-fortified writer."—Boston Commonwealth.

For sale by all booksellers; or sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

New York: D. APPLETON & CO., Publishers, 1, 3, & 5 Bond Street.
HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES,
FROM THE DISCOVERY OF THE CONTINENT.

By GEORGE BANCROFT.

An entirely new edition, partly rewritten and thoroughly revised. To be completed in six volumes, octavo.

The author has made extensive changes in the text, condensing in places, enlarging in others, and carefully revising. It is practically a new work, embodying the results of the latest researches and enjoying the advantage of the author's long and mature experience.

The original octavo edition is in twelve volumes. The present edition will be completed in six volumes, octavo, the price being correspondingly reduced. Volume one is now ready. Volumes will follow, it is hoped, at intervals of four months.

Handsomely printed from new type. Cloth, uncut, with gilt top, $2.50; sheep, $3.50; and half calf, $4.50 per volume.

EXTRACTS FROM REVIEWS.

"The merits of Bancroft's 'History of the United States' are so well known that little need be said of the new edition, the first volume of which, reaching to 1688, has just been published in very handsome form, except to point out the changes since the revision of 1876. One of the most prominent is the introduction of a division into three parts, beginning respectively at 1492, 1660, and 1683. There has been less change in the accounts of American than of European matters, but the most important addition, anywhere, is that of two pages describing and praising Captain Smith's government of Virginia. Often, when there appears to be an addition or omission, there is in reality only a transposition. The whole class of changes may be attributed to greater maturity of judgment, rather than to discovery of new material. Other changes aim simply at improvement of style. The volumes are printed in the stately octavo style of the first edition, which seems more appropriate to such a standard work than the cheaper form of the other revision."—Boston Advertiser.

"Apparently no new material of particular moment has been inserted, although several sketches of famous characters have been rewritten either entirely or in part. The work as a whole is in better shape, and is of course
more authoritative than ever before. This last revision will be without
doubt, both from its desirable form and accurate text, the standard one."—
Boston Traveller.

"Our examination of the first volume leads us to believe that the thought
of the historian loses nothing by the abbreviation of the text. A closer and
later approximation to the best results of scholarship and criticism is reached.
The public gains by its more compact brevity and in amount of matter, and
in economy of time and money."—The Independent (New York).

"There is nothing to be said at this day of the value of 'Bancroft.' Its
authority is no longer in dispute, and as a piece of vivid and realistic histori-
tical writing it stands among the best works of its class. It may be taken
for granted that this new edition will greatly extend its usefulness."—Philadel-
phia North American.

"While it is not quite true that the marks of Mr. Bancroft's revision of
his great history of the United States are visible on every page, a careful
comparison of the earlier editions and this shows that the claim to improve-
ment is by no means ill-founded. Sometimes whole paragraphs have been
cut out; still oftener the extravagances of a youthful style have been care-
fully pruned, and the gain has been manifest in sobriety and effect."—
Philadelphia Press.

"The work is much improved in its new dress and revised form, and
will be welcomed by all, for Bancroft's history of our country is still \textit{facile
princeps} among histories of our land."—Chicago Tribune.

"Thus far he has removed many of the objections which stood against
his history as a work of permanent value; and there is a certain solid, thor-
ough, substantial character to his great history which gives it a permanent
weight in the world of letters. The work now takes rank with the best
histories of the school of philosophical narrative to which the author be-
longs."—Boston Herald.

"The edition of 1876 exhibited no little pruning and correction; but the
author has again gone over the entire field, and, with a care and devotion
worthy of the theme and of his reputation, has wrought what he says must
be his last revision. This latest edition will be sought by many who have
for years been familiar with its predecessors."—Utica (N. Y.) Herald.
GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND PHRASES.

Edited by Rev. H. PERCY SMITH, M.A.,
Of Balliol College, Oxford.

8vo. - - - - - - - - - Cloth, $3.00.

The object of the work is to bring together such words, expressions, quotations, etc., English or other, as are among the more uncommon in current literature, and require, not for the scientific but for the ordinary reader, explanations, for the want of which the meaning of a sentence or a paragraph, even the drift of an argument, is often missed; explanations, moreover, not to be obtained without reference to, and perhaps tedious search among, a large and varied number of books, many of them not easily accessible.

"This handsomely printed volume of 520 pages will be said to fill an empty niche in a good reference library, and should receive the attention of all careful readers."—Boston Traveller.

"There are probably twenty thousand words in all, not confined entirely to the English language. Many of the terms are technical and scientific, while others contain allusions, mythological, historical, and geographical; in fact, it is doubtful if any word has been omitted which occurs in ordinary English literature."—Baltimore Day.

"We find in the new 'Glossary of Terms and Phrases,' edited by the Rev. H. Percy Smith (D. Appleton & Co.), a valuable addition to the list of works handy for every-day reference. It contains perhaps eighteen or twenty thousand of the more uncommon words, expressions, and quotations current in literature, with definitions and explanations that are, as a rule, both concise and satisfactory. Much of the information here collected is not readily accessible elsewhere, being outside of the range of the ordinary dictionaries."—New York Sun.

"This volume is supplementary to the dictionary, and will prove a great convenience to all readers of general literature, for he must be a very learned man who does not frequently meet with technical terms and phrases and recondite allusions which are beyond his knowledge, and of which he would be glad to have at hand a means of obtaining a clearer apprehension. This is the book he needs for such service."—Boston Advertiser.

"It is a scholarly book, which scholars will everywhere appreciate."—Chicago Inter-Ocean.

"The book might be called a universal dictionary of uncommon words occurring in literature, science, mythology, history, art, etc.; while many common words have fresh definition and illustration. It promises to be a very useful book for constant reference. It is beautifully printed in a large thin octavo of about 500 pages."—New York Observer.

New York: D. APPLETON & CO., 1, 2, & 5 Bond Street.
VALUABLE HAND-BOOKS.

Errors in the Use of English.
By the late William B. Hodgson, LL. D., Professor of Political Economy in the University of Edinburgh. American revised edition. 12mo, cloth, $1.50.

"This posthumous work of Dr. Hodgson deserves a hearty welcome, for it is sure to do good service for the object it has in view—improved accuracy in the use of the English language. ... Perhaps its chief use will be in very distinctly proving with what wonderful carelessness or incompetency the English language is generally written. For the examples of error here brought together are not picked from obscure or inferior writings. Among the grammatical sinners whose trespasses are here recorded appear many of our best-known authors and publications."—The Academy.

The Orthoepist:
A Pronouncing Manual, containing about Three Thousand Five Hundred Words, including a Considerable Number of the Names of Foreign Authors, Artists, etc., that are often mispronounced. By Alfred Ayres. 18mo, cloth, extra, $1.00.

"One of the neatest and most accurate pocket manuals on pronunciation is 'The Orthoepist' by Alfred Ayres. The little book ought to be on every library-table."—N. Y. Christian Advocate.

The Verbalist:
A Manual devoted to Brief Discussions of the Right and the Wrong Use of Words, and to some other Matters of Interest to those who would Speak and Write with Propriety, including a Treatise on Punctuation. By Alfred Ayres, author of "The Orthoëpist." 18mo, cloth, extra, $1.00.

"A great deal that is worth knowing, and of which not even all educated people are aware, is to be learned from this well-digested little book."—Philadelphia North American.

The Rhymester;

"Ten or a dozen years ago, the late Tom Hood, also a poet, and the son of a poet, published 'The Rules of Rhyme,' of which we have a substantial reprint in 'The Rhymester,' with additions and side-lights from its American editor, Arthur Penn. The example of Hood's great father in his matchless melodies, his own skill as a cunning versifier, and the accomplished editing of Mr. Penn, have made this booklet a useful guide to English versification, the most useful one, indeed, that we are acquainted with."—The Critic.

For sale by all booksellers; or sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

New York: D. APPLETON & CO., 1, 3, & 5 Bond Street.
TAINED GLASS.

J. & R. LAMB,
59 CARMINE STREET, N. Y.

Antique, Venetian, and Modern Glass.

PATENT KILNS FOR BURNING GLASS.

WINDOW-PANELS, FIRE-SCREENS,
DOOR-LIGHTS, TRANSOMS, Etc.

HISTORICAL and HERALDIC DEVICES and DECORATIONS.

MEMORIAL WINDOWS,
Etc.

Church and Household Furniture,
IN NEW STYLES.

DECORATIONS and ILLUMINATION for HALLS and STAIRCASES.

SEND FOR HAND-BOOK BY MAIL (FREE).
GAS FIXTURES,
METAL AND PORCELAIN LAMPS,
FINE CLOCKS, MANTEL SETS,
ARTISTIC BRONZES, Etc.,

To an inspection of which a cordial invitation is extended.

We offer, in addition to our own productions, a choice assortment selected with great care in Paris, Vienna, Berlin, London, and other European cities, of

CLOCKS
IN MARBLE, ENAMEL, BRONZE, AND POLISHED BRASS, WITH CHIMES AND GONGS,

Traveling Clocks, Mantel Sets, Candelabra, Inkstands, etc.

Articles of Ornamental Metal-Work, both Antique and Modern, in great variety and elegance.

MITCHELL, VANCE & CO.,
836 & 838 BROADWAY,
And 13th Street,
NEW YORK.